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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation is to create a rhetorical perspective by which to 
jnderstand and analyze music as aesthetic communication. Specifically, this study 
extends Susanne Langehs theory of aesthetic symbolism as it relates to music as a mode 
of communication. Once the rhetorical perspective for analyzing music as 
communication has been depicted, the perspective is operationalized to analyze music 
from two contemporary social movements in the United States. The music analyzed in 
this dissertation comes from the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement and the New Age 
movement. By approaching music as aesthetic communication in this way, the reader is 
able to determine how music can communicate, as well as how it is used as a mode of 
communication in these two social movements. Further, the value of this rhetorical 
perspective as a means by which to understand and analyze music as communication is 
ascertained.
Several conclusions may be drawn from this study. First, this study furthers 
the inquiry offered in existing literature with regard to analyzing music as 
communication. By approaching the procedure from an aesthetic perspective, this 
dissertation provides a means by which to analyze music as it may communicate using 
both lyrical content and musical score, as well as how music can communicate without 
lyrical content, in addition, based on the data in this dissertation, this author confirms
x
the ideas presented in the existing literature that music communicates tor social 
movements. Finally, this author concludes that music does communicate for the Neo- 
Nazi Skinhead movement and for the New Age movement.
XI
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE 
In tro d u c t io n
Music is, and always has been, a fundamental part of our culture. If one 
considers the historical evolution of our society since 1900, and simultaneously 
reviews the music being composed and listened to during each period, one will discover 
that music reflects the values of society during a particular period of history. Music is 
more than nice background sound for interpersonal conversations, and so forth. Music 
can communicate for us and to us. It may reveal our values, our hopes, our dreams, our 
fears. Further, music can evoke various emotions in us. Why, for example, do people 
prefer listening to lively upbeat music when doing aerobic exercise, and choose soothing 
music when relaxing in the evening? The fact that we make such choices and listen to 
different kinds of music at different points in our lives supports the notion that music 
can communicate, and can influence us to feel and act in a variety of ways.
Music can communicate, and even influence our emotions. But, why should 
music as communication be the focus of a major study? Music as communication must 
be studied because this mode of communication is often misunderstood, aRd sometimes, 
not understood at all. When a pervasive form of communication such as music is not 
understood, its persuasive potential is also overlooked. Persuasion, when 
misinterpreted or misunderstood, can become even more powerful and, when used by 
unethical persons, can be a manipulative tool (Smith, 1982). If wg are to be 
responsible and educated citizens, we must understand how music can communicate. It
1
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is only through such education of music as communication that we will be able to deal 
appropriately with its evocative and influential power.
Music becomes communication through the aesthetic domain. Because music can 
touch the inner feelings of persons, it can also be a form of communication for us. 
Further, when music functions as communication through the aesthetic symbol system, 
it operates unlike discourse which communicates through words, and unlike 
mathematics which communicates through numerical relationships. Music as 
communication is difficult to describe because one must translate meaning derived from 
the nondiscursive aesthetic symbol system, into the discursive verbal symbol system. 
However, because music can communicate, efforts to understand the methods by which it 
does so must be made. Even the musical works which incorporate poetic imagery go 
beyond the realms of discourse to communicate feelings and emotions. It follows, then, 
that music as communication can be understood as it operates nondiscursively to 
represent aesthetic feeling. To be responsible and intelligent consumers of music, we 
must learn to understand it as a form of aesthetic communication. Music can 
communicate, influence, and even manipulate ignorant perceivers. One may gain an 
understanding of music as communication, then, by developing a perspective grounded 
in aesthetic symbolism.
To summarize, why should the communicative potential of music be studied? It 
must be studied because music as communication, when misunderstood or not understood 
at all by perceivers, can become a manipulative tool. How, then, can one come to 
understand the potential of music as communication? Such understanding can be 
achieved by developing a perspective for analysis grounded in the aesthetic domain.
Music communicates via the aesthetic symbol system. Thus, as one means by which to
3
understand music as communication, a procedure by which to analyze its aesthetic 
meaning must be developed.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to create a rhetorical perspective by which to 
understand and analyze music as aesthetic communication. Specifically, this study 
extends Susanne Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism as it relates to music as a form 
of aesthetic communication. Once the rhetorical perspective for analyzing music as 
communication has been depicted, the perspective is operationalized to analyze music 
from two contemporary social movements in the United States. The music analyzed in 
this study comes from the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement and the New Age movement. By 
approaching music as aesthetic communication in this way, the reader is able to 
determine how music can communicate, as well as how it is used as a mode of 
communication in these two social movements. Further, the vaiue of this rhetorical 
perspective as a means by which to understand and analyze music as communication is 
ascertained.
Rationale for the Study
We human beings, by our very nature, have the unique need to symbolize in 
order to understand and comprehend various components of life. Just as mathematical 
symbols represent quantities and verba! and nonverbal symbols communicate thoughts, 
music symbolizes or represents human feeling. Music is a symbol system which we use 
to express and to understand our inner feelings. It is in this realm that music can be 
regarded as aesthetic communication. Langer (1953) characterizes persons as symbol­
making, -using, -responding beings who transform experience through symbols.
Where words fall short in expressing the inner feelings of the inmost being, music is
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able to do so. Thus, music is a form of aesthetic communication. It symbolizes our 
inner feelings so that we human beings might be able to understand and comprehend 
them.
To be responsible consumers of all forms of communication, it is paramount 
that we human beings begin to understand music as aesthetic communication. The need 
to understand how music can communicate becomes more crucial when its influential 
role in social movements is understood more fuliy. Especially in social movements, 
music can do more than communicate. Any form of communication, discursive or 
nondiscursive, can be used to influence its perceivers. If this current misconception of 
music as purely ornamental is left unchecked, and education in music as communication 
continues to be deemed unessential, we will leave ourselves vulnerable to being 
influenced unintentionally by it. Why must music as aesthetic communication be 
taught? It must be taught because it can communicate, and because this form of 
communication pervades contemporary society. Further, as a form of communication, 
music also has the power to persuade. It is paramount to develop the ability to 
understand music as communication because uninformed listeners may also be left 
vulnerable to become victims of its unethical persuasion.
This study utilizes Susanne Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism to create a 
rhetorical perspective for understanding and analyzing music as communication. Her 
theory was chosen because it is rooted in aesthetics. Langer is not a philosopher of 
music. She is not a music theorist. She is not a rhetorical theorist. Rather, she is an 
aesthetic philosopher schooled in the visual arts. Why, then, is her theory appropriate 
for analyzing music as aesthetic communication? Her ideas are appropriate because in
5
them she offers a theory for understanding the ways in which the arts communicate to 
us and for us. Music is an art and, as an art, it can communicate.
Etelimlioji  of ..Ieims
Several terms must be defined for the purpose of clarity in this study. The 
terms to be defined include: aesthetic communication, aesthetic education, persuasion, 
rhetoric, Neo-Nazi Skinhead music, and New Age music.
Aesthetic communication is defined as a, "highly articulated sensuous symbol, 
which by virtue of its dynamic structure can express the forms of vital experience 
which language is peculiarly unfit to convey. Feeling, life, motion and emotion 
constitute its import" {Langer, 1953, p. 32). Langer's definition was chosen since this 
study is grounded in her theory. Further, her definition notes the significance of 
aesthetic communication as it goes beyond language to symbolize inner feeling.
Aesthetic education is qqI  defined as what is currently taking place in art and 
music classrooms and departments. Rather, aesthetic education is defined as the 
process of developing an understanding of how the arts represent and affect human inner 
feelings. Broudy's (1972) definition that ". . . aesthetic perception is the proper focus 
for aesthetic education," as opposed to, "the performance approach [and] the 
appreciation approach" (pp. 60-61) is used for this study. Further, "as far as 
perception is concerned, all of us, even nonartists, should be able to perceive 
competently in all the major media" (p. 84). Finally, aesthetic education as aesthetic 
perception is fostering the ability to "perceive aesthetic images with facility" (p. 114). 
Broudy's definition has been selected because it focuses on aesthetic education in terms 
of developing aesthetic perception as paramount, rather than placing performance or 
appreciation at the foundation of aesthetic education. Because this definition places
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perception (understanding aesthetic images) at the forefront of aesthetic education, it 
works well to help justify this study.
Persuasion is defined as, "a symbolic activity whose purpose is to effect the 
internalization or voluntary acceptance of new cognitive states or patterns of overt 
behavior through the exchange of messages" (Smith, 1982, p. 7). This definition was 
chosen for two primary reasons. First, persuasion is defined as a" symbolic activity" 
which lends itself to any form of communication, be it mathematical, verbal, or 
aesthetic. Also, by describing the purpose of persuasion as the "internalization" of 
cognitive states or overt behavior, Smith's definition also works well with the nature of 
aesthetic communication.
Rhetoric is defined as, "the human effort to induce cooperation through the use of 
symbols" (Brock, Scott, and Chesboro, 1990, p. 14). Again, because this definition 
uses "symbols" as the means for inducing cooperation, it is adapted easily to aesthetics.
Neo-Nazi Skinhead music is defined as "a type of 'heavy metal' rock tha t. . . 
include[s] 'white power* lyrics” (Cooper, 1989, p. 264). This definition is 
appropriate because it is this particular type of music which helps define and 
communicate for the movement itself. Zia (1991), for example, defines the movement 
as "a youth movement centered around 'white power' rock music, shaved heads, tattoos, 
and violence against people of color, Jews, and gays" (p. 25). Thus, this 'white power' 
heavy metal music used specifically to communicate for the Neo-Nazi Skinnead 
movement is analyzed under the definition of Neo-Nazi Skinhead music.
New Age music is defined as music composed and performed as a means by which 
to communicate for the movement. Blow (1988) defines New Age music as "the 
ultimate metaphor for the movement" (p. 26). The ideology of the New Age movement
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is that inner peace (individual well-being) is a necessary precondition to achieving 
outer (world) peace (Wright, 1989, p. 155). Further, inner peace is achieved 
through guided visualization, "a form of self-hypnosis that helps you construct a 
distinct image of how you want things to be. . . . In the psychocosmic world of 
empowerment, having a concrete vision of the future actually readies you to bring it 
about" (Bloch, 1991, p. 72). Thus, New Age music is defined as music which aids in 
the process of visualizing inner peace espoused by the movement.
Scope and Lim itations
While the rhetorical perspective developed in this study (based on Susanne 
Langer’s theory of aesthetic symbolism) could be used to analyze any musical genre 
from any historical period, the applications provided in this study are limited to the 
music of two contemporary social movements in the United States: the Neo-Nazi 
Skinhead movement and the New Age movement. By analyzing these specific musical 
examples, the value of the perspective becomes clear. Further, music as it 
communicates for these particular social movements is ascertained. By limiting the 
scope of this study to these two contemporary social movements, the reader also begins 
to understand how influential music can be when it is used as a mode of communication 
for social movements.
Further, the scope of this study is also limited in terms of the procedure itself. 
The rhetorical perspective details one possible means for determining how music 
communicates through lyrics and score. The perspective offers ways to analyze music 
which integrates both lyrics and score, as well as ways to analyze music which 
communicates using only musical score. By conceptualizing the perspective in these
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ways, the reader should come away with the ability to analyze the aesthetic 
communicative messages presented in a host of different musical types.
Sources of Data. and.-PiQ.C-e_d.uies
The primary data base utilized for this study includes, first, Susanne Langer's 
book, Feeling and Form, as the grounding theory upon which the rhetorical perspective 
of music as communication is based. In addition, musical literature from the two 
contemporary social movements (i.e., Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement and New Age 
movement) is analyzed using various aspects of the perspective. Specifically, the 
"White Ryder" album, recorded by the Neo-Nazi Skinhead band, Skrewdriver, is 
analyzed as a representative sample of contemporary Neo-Nazi Skinhead music. To 
provide a representative sample of the more broadly defined New Age movement music, 
Kay Gardner's, "Sounding the Inner Landscape," Kitaro's, "My Best," and the 1990 
sampler, "Hearts of Space: Universe," are analyzed.
The procedure employed is two-fold. First, a rhetorical perspective for 
analyzing music as communication is conceptualized using Langer's notion of aesthetic 
symbolism. Subsequently, a representative sample of music from the Neo-Nazi 
Skinhead movement and the New Age movement is analyzed from this perspective. By 
approaching the study in this way, the reader will gain insight into the value of this 
perspective for analyzing music as communication grounded in Langer's theory of 
aesthetic symbolism. In addition, the reader will realize how music does, in fact, 
communicate for these two contemporary social movements.
Q-Tflanization
The study is organized as follows. Chapter One identifies the research topic, its 
significance, and procedures employed in conducting the research. Chapter Two offers a
9
synopsis of related literature. Specifically, scholarly works regarding music as 
communication, previous research grounded in Susanne Langer's theory of aesthetic 
symbolism, and research regarding how music has communicated in social movements is 
revealed. The third chapter conceptualizes the rhetorical perspective for analyzing 
music as communication based on Susanne Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism. It 
offers the procedure by which to analyze music which integrates lyrics and score to 
convey a message, as well as a means by which to analyze music which has no lyrical 
content at all. Chapter Four operationalizes the perspective described in Chapter Three 
by analyzing a representative musical sample of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement.
More specifically, the ideology of the movement is detailed, the role of music in 
communicating for the movement is discussed, and a representative sample of the music 
is analyzed to determine what and how it may be communicating for the movement. 
Chapter Five operationalizes the perspective described in Chapter Three by analyzing a 
representative musical sample of the New Age movement. Similar to Chapter Four, this 
chapter outlines the ideology from the movement, describes the role of music in 
communicating for the movement, and analyzes several musical works as a 
representative sample of the music of the movement. It enhances the analysis in 
Chapter Four in that, unlike Neo-Nazi Skinhead music, this New Age music offers no 
lyrical content. The sixth and final chapter summarizes the information provided in the 
preceding chapters, sets forth specific conclusions, and suggests areas for further 
research as well as areas for curriculum development to foster learning in music as
communication.
CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
in t rodu c t ion
An extensive review of related literature (including books, chapte of books, 
dissertations and theses, as well as journal articles) was conducted at the outset of this 
project. The literature review included subjects pertaining to music as communication, 
music in social movements, Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement music, New Age movement 
music, and music/communication/Langer. These online searches were conducted at the 
University of North Dakota, North Dakota State University, Moorhead State University, 
and Concordia College libraries.
In addition to books and chapters of books, Matlon's Index of Comunication 
Studies, Dissertation Abstracts International, Music Literature International, the Music 
Index, the Social Science Index, and the Psychology Literature Index were searched to 
'ocate any related journal articles published to date. Due to the interdisciplinary 
nature of this study, an extensive literature review seemed particularly necessary In 
order to be comprehensive.
The summary of findings from this review of related literature is categorized in 
this chapter into the major headings of music as communication, music in social 
movements, Neo-Nazi Skinhead music, and music of the New Age movement. The 
rhetorical perspective of Susanne Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism will be 
presented in Chapter Three.
Music as Communication
The firs* question to be addressed with regard to previous research related to 
this study is: How is music communication? Four books have been published which 
focus specifically on this notion of music as communication. These works include 
McLaughlin’s (1970) Music and Communication, Erskine's (1944) What is .MusiClL 
Helm's (1970) Composer. Performer. Public, and Lull's (ed.) (1987), Popular 
Music and Communication. ’ imary thesis of each of these author’s books is music
as communication, and each s.«oi.giy recommend tf e need for scholars to continue to 
study the specific nature of music as communication.
McLaughlin (1970) offers useful support to this project when he writes that,
". . . music expresses human experience, and that it is possible to present a coherent, if 
not complete, theory of the mechanism by which the experiences are communicated, and 
what kind of experiences they are” (p. 17). McLaughlin's book is devoted to comparing 
the elements of music to their possible effects on our brains. The elements addressed 
include pitch, time, volume, timbre and texture. Some attention is also given to the 
notion of tension and resolution patterns: "The tensions are the relationships which are 
less pleasant to the ear, the resolutions are those more pleasant. The art of music lies 
in organizing these tensions into patterns which are significant to the listener" (p. 19). 
The remaining chapters approach music as it communicates to listeners in terms of (1) 
the effects of music on the nervous system and (2) the notion of synaesthesia in brain 
wave activity. Support for these contentions of how music communicates comes from 
diagrams of a cross-section of the brain (p. 43), Pythagorean ratios of tonal 
frequencies (p. 72), and other physics and neroscience perspectives.
McLaughlin's work supports this dissertation in several ways. Initially, music 
expresses human experience, and as such, communicates. Moreover, tension and 
resolution patterns in music are deemed to be representative of the patterns of human 
feeling. These theories certainly lend support to this dissertation. Where McLaughlin's 
work differs from this study, however, is in its grounding in biology and physics rather 
than in rhetoric and aesthetic symbolism.
Erskine (1944) attempts to, . . define music, to describe its office in human 
society, to indicate its importance in the future development of mankind" (p. 11). The 
author contends that, for too long, music-lovers have been praising the art, and 
preaching the necessity of it for culture and civilization; yet, the aspects which are in 
need of definition and explanation continue to be ignored. Erskine claims that "scholars" 
define music by offering a history of it; and "musicians" define it by giving a 
performance. In contrast, Erskine argues that music should be defined by both scholars 
and musicians as it is perceived by the listener(s). Music is defined as a language 
which differs from any other language we know (including other arts) and as a language, 
it communicates.
While Erskine'3 purpose of understanding music as it communicates to listeners 
is similar to the one proposed by this writer, Erskine's work differs in that it merely 
describes what music is. Analysis of messages which might be conveyed to listeners is 
not addressed: "This experience cannot be described in general terms . . .  the best we 
can do is to watch the changing mood on his face as he listens” (p. 77). Rather than 
offering some means for analyzing how music may communicate for listeners, the 
descriptive aspects of music such as musical notations, instruments, performers, 
teachers, composers, publishers, and critics are paramount. While these are certainly
commendable aspects to discuss in a book attempting to define music, they are quite 
different from a study which analyzes how music communicates to listeners.
Helm (1970) also addresses the notion of music as communication. In fact, he 
claims that the uncertainty among professionals regarding the link between music and 
communication is the most pressing problem currently facing professionals in the field. 
He writes, "The art of music . . .  is currently passing through a period of acute 
crisis. . . . The key word in the present crisis is, indeed, communication" (p. 13).
The primary purpose of the book is concerned with, " . . .  the music itself and with how 
it communicates via the performer to the audience" (p. 15). In short, the book is a 
plea for reform in the music profession. The areas in need of reform, according to 
Helm, regard the composer, the performer, and the public.
Initially, the problems facing composers today are addressed, and suggestions as 
to what should be done differently offered. The problem is that composers are perceived 
as,"unnecessary members of society," unless they also teach, play for dances, or 
conduct (p. 64). They are exploited by publishers, recording companies, and concert 
managers (pp. 68-69). The plea is for composers to regain the freedom to compose as 
an artist who is not forced to "sell his soul" (p. 84).
Subsequently, the problems facing performers are addressed, and solutions to 
those problems offered. The performer has a central position in the communication 
chain between composer and public. One pressing problem facing the performer is, ". . . 
what is right for the composer may be wrong for the public and vice versa" (p. 85). 
Again, the solution posed is one of more time and money given to performers to 
improvise and perfect the existing, as well as new literature.
Finally, some problems of the public are addressed, as well as suggestions 
offered as to what should be done differently. Public is defined as, "The totality of 
individuals who take an active interest in serioua music to the extent that they listen to 
concerts and/or opera either in the flesh or via radio, television and recordings" (p. 
136). The problem is that this public is dwindling in membership. The solutions 
offered are focused on recruiting members through more young people's concerts, 
televised concerts, and music education. No mention is made of music and the broader 
public (i.e., those who do not actively partake in listening to serious music).
Helm does support this dissertation by indicating that the link between music 
and communication needs further scholarly study. However, the specific problems 
addressed are somewhat limited. The focus is on "serious" music specifically, rather 
than music in general. It tends to be a plea for music education reform to increase 
understanding and appreciation for "serious" music. While this is a genuine problem in 
contemporary society, it is not the focus of this dissertation project. All music can 
communicate and, therefore, a means by which to understand how it does so is 
important. To limit the study of music and communication only to "serious" music is to 
overlook a great number of consumers of music.
Lull's (1987) book is actually an edited compilation of various articles focused 
around the notion of popular music and communication. The goal of the book is to, 
"articulate this understanding [the power of music as a form of communication] in a 
serious and compelling way that could be appreciated by rock and pop music listeners, 
communication scholars, and students alike" (p. 7). The book is divided into two parts. 
Part I addresses music sources: artists and industries. Part II focuses around music 
audiences: culture and subculture. Many of the articles do provide a compelling link
between music and communication. Two articles, however, are particularly significant 
to this study.
Lull indicates in his article, "Listeners' Communicative Uses of Popular Music" 
(pp. 140-174), " . . .  some of the ways that popular music is absorbed, understood, and 
employed by people [are addressed], with special emphasis given to its most active 
devotees-youth" (p. 141). Initially, music is meaningful to listeners based on genre 
(i.e., rock, new wave, etc.) and lyrics. Most listeners claim that the "sound" is more 
important than the lyrics, but when a personally relevant lyric is transmitted in 
music it becomes the focal point. Foremost, "It is clear that both the lyrics and beat 
have a profound impact, and that they are not separate factors in the first place" (p. 
147). Music socializes adolescents in terms of emerging self-concepts and the impact 
of content themes. Music can do more to portray its themes to youth because it offers 
multiple sensory involvement: "Active involvement with a medium increases its 
potential as an agent of socialization and there may be no more dramatic example of this 
than the actions of youth as they enjoy and employ popular music" (p. 153). Lull 
argues that music does communicate, especially for young people. Finally, while the 
most common uses of music are for entertainment purposes, popular music is, " . . .  a 
form of communication and a symbolic sphere of culture that routinely diffuses and 
amplifies its influence deeply and sensuously into the lives of those who create it and 
those who listen to it" (p. 171).
Lull's contribution is significant to this dissertation because it supports the 
notion that music communicates to listeners. Further, the author makes the point that 
both musical score and lyrical content must be addressed in order to understand fully 
the communicative meaning of music. Lull does not, however, offer a means by which to
analyze systematically music as it communicates. Rather, the author stops at 
purporting that, indeed, music is an important mode of communication for listeners.
Lewis' (1987) contribution, "Patterns of Meaning and Choice: Taste Cultures in 
Popular Music" (pp. 198-211), begins to address the notion of music as a means of 
symbolic communication for subcultures. Lewis argues that music is a mode of 
communication which, ". . . is a symbolic resource and has power in defining or 
reaffirming people's views of their social worlds and the social groups to which they 
aspire or already belong" (p. 199). Music is viewed as symbolic communication 
because:
Music . . . can easily evoke a whole time and place, our feelings and emotions, 
who we were, and who we were with when we first listened to it. Music 
can also be a theme, a rallying cry, a protest around which we gather to 
do something about social conditions. Or it can be a badge of identity-a 
means of showing others (and ourselves) to what group, or groups, we 
belong, or aspire to belong, as members (p. 199).
Listeners choose particular musical genres, then, based upon group affiliation: "We 
pretty much listen to, and enjoy, the same music listened to by other people we like or 
identify with" (p. 200).
Lewis' article supports this dissertation by describing music as symbolic 
communication. Further, the author lends support to the analysis of Neo-Nazi Skinhead 
music and New Age music as they may communicate to members as well as potential 
members of those groups in that listeners choose particular genres based upon group 
affiliation. Lewis argues the urgency of students to seek to, "discover how, as a world of 
symbols, music expresses the images, visions, and sentiments of the people who find
significance in it, as well as how such music reflects the values and norms of social 
groups and systems, or even the ideology of a social class or classes” (p. 200). Like 
Lull, however, Lewis slops at theorizing and offers no actual means by which to analyze 
systematically how music achieves communicative meaning.
While only four books were found which devoted themselves entirely to music as 
communication, two significant books offered as much as a chapter to this concept.
Bitzer and Black (1971) purport the need to expand the scope of rhetorical criticism to 
include the non-discursive as well as the discursive, the non-verbal as well as the 
verbal, the event which is unintentionally as well as intentionally suasive . . . ranging 
from rock music . . .  to ballet" (p. 221). While Bitzer and Black go into some detail 
with regard to the need for such scholarship, they offer no specific theories by which tc 
implement such analyses.
Bosmajian (1971) offers two chapters on this subject, "Music as Symbolic 
Behavior" and "Why do the Kids Dig Rock?" The former chapter discusses various 
instruments, chromaticism, and jazz as symbolic communicators for a culture (pp. 85- 
92). The latter chapter discusses the impact of music in communicating revolt and 
revolution (pp. 93-97). Bosmajian provides a valid historical account of how music 
communicates, however, he offers no general theoretical framework for analyzing 
music in order to ascertain communicative meaning.
Five journal articles discuss a theory for understanding music as communication 
(Booth, 1976; Chesebro, et. al., 1985; Holmberg, 1985; Irvine and Kirkpatrick, 
1972; and Root, 1986). While each article is interesting in its perspective and lends 
support to the concept of music as communication, none ground their arguments 
regarding music as communication in aesthetic symbolism.
Booth (1976) contends that there is an art of song words which differs from 
written poetical language (p. 242). The difference lies in the fact that the poetry must 
be adapted to the assertive presence of the music. The article is limited in that it 
excludes "consideration of music itself" (p. 242). The focus is on the shape musical 
poetry takes from its medium, the nature of the response of its audiences, and the tasks 
it offers to the critic. The major premise rests around the notion that much of the 
structural analysis to which poetic texts are subjected cannot be applied to song lyrics. 
Rather, it is "the unity of the whole that defines good lines and images"
(p. 249). While the article poses interesting ideas regarding the need to approach song 
lyric analysis differently than written verse, it fails to address how one might do so in 
terms of how musical score and lyrical content work together.
Chesebro, et. al. (1985) use a dramatistic framework based on Kenneth Burke 
and Northrop Frye. They were able to employ a quantitative and qualitative analysis of 
the fifteen most popular single records recorded between 1955 and 1982. The songs 
are classified as either ironic, mimetic, leader-centered, romantic, or mythical and 
then examined by thematic content, decade, musical era, and musical trends (p. 115). 
Using this system of classifications, they determined that popular music has shifted in 
focus parallel to the shift in American values since 1955. Like Booth, these authors 
also overlook musical score/style completely in their analysis.
Holmberg (1985) analyzes one song, "Dixie," to glean the rhetorical power of 
music. Holmberg does address both lyrical content and musical score in his analysis.
He suggests that, "The popularity of ‘Dixie’ over time with various lyrics and even 
without words suggests that much of its impact stems at ieast as much from its music as 
its lyrics" (p. 72). The analysis centers around a theoretical framework using melodic
structure, chord progression, harmonic fluctuation, rhythm, and instrumental source 
as parameters. Music is described as " . . .  a symbol system, which like language, may 
be analyzed for its effect" (p. 81). Further, "Research on the ways in which music is 
transferred from musicians to audiences might prove theoretically interesting as well 
as practically useful" (p. 82). Finally, Holmberg concludes, "As the field grows, 
rhetorical theory and practice can be enriched by the exploration of symbol systems 
once beyond the keri of careful rhetorical study" (p. 82).
Certainly, Holmberg's article lends support to this dissertation. First, unlike 
most other theories for analyzing music as communication discovered in this literature 
review, Hoimberg does address both lyrical content and musical score. Further, he 
develops a means for analyzing systematically "Dixie" in terms of various musical 
elements. Foremost, he purports the need for further research into this field of music 
as communication. The major limitation of Holmberg's study, however, is that it 
analyzes only one song. The analysis would have been more powerful had it included a 
larger sample. Holmberg's work also differs from this dissertation in that it is not 
grounded in aesthetic symbolism.
Irvine and Kirkpatrick (1972) write that, "Music, in contemporary culture, 
plays a key role in the development and maintenance of attitudes and values held by 
various groups within the general population. Rhetorical critics and theorists are now 
faced with the need to develop a series of models that can account for the musical form in 
rhetorical exchange" (p. 272). They make an important point abc me failure of 
scholars to study musical forms as rhetorical messages when they state: "When 
stoning to a message couched in music, one is less prepared to argue in opposition to 
the projected message. Listeners do not ordinarily anticipate persuasion and, as a
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result, they are ready recipients of the rhetorical statement without being aware of its 
complete implications" (p. 273). The theory offered for understanding music as 
communication is based on participatory insight developed in the formation of 
amplificative meaning. Amplificative meaning is defined as, "A metaphorical process 
resulting from contrasting and complementary associations of various musical elements 
arranged in patterns" (p. 273). The way in which these v ,ous patterns of contrasting 
and complementary associations are used may result in a song which is persuasive, 
reinforcive, or both. A persuasive song may alter a listener's attitude, value, or belief. 
A reinforcive song may affirm the beliefs, attitudes, or values of the listener. Some 
songs may affirm some values held by the listener, while altering other values or 
beliefs. Finally, the need for more research into the rhetorical dimensions of music as 
communication is addressed. Specifically, the authors amplify the need to study, "the 
place of music in the rhetoric of social movements" (p. 284).
Irvine and Kirkpatrick lend support to this dissertation in several ways. 
Foremost, several important reasons for further study into music as communication are 
highlighted. In addition, the significance of studying musical score as it embellishes 
lyrical meaning is deemed essential to an analysis. Finally, need for further study of 
music as communication in social movements is addressed specifically. While Irvine 
and Kirkpatrick make several firm arguments in support of this dissertation, they do 
not operationalize their theory in any analysis of existing musical literature.
Root (1986) speculates as to why so few scholars have attempted to create a 
system for analyzing the rhetoric of music as communication:
Underlying most of the research into popular music has been the supposition 
that, somehow, it affects its listeners in subtle and significant ways and
therefore ought to be studied and analyzed. However, the small body of 
research on popular music that has been done has chiefly demonstrated 
the difficulty of such study and analysis and the diversity of approaches 
available to do it (p. 15).
Upon clarifying the difficulty of such a task, the study provides a coherent paradigm for 
understanding ". . . the interaction of popular music and its audience, one which 
provides a significant starting point for further research" (p. 15). Music is an act of 
communication and is necessarily made up of the elements of composition, performance 
and response. Different songwriters emphasize different elements. Further, a 
performer's persona may emphasize, or alter, meaning (p. 16). The various elements 
are dynamic. Thus, the composer, performer, and listener each play a role in the 
interaction, as well as in the development of meaning communicated. Root concludes by 
noting that this paradigm, "is by no means the only possible model for the dynamics of 
popular music . . . [but] it ought to be a useful tool for researchers attempting to 
respond to the complexity of popular music's effect upon an audience" (p. 25).
Certainly, Root's study supports the need to study music as communication. The 
autiior offers valuable insight into the complexity involved in studying the dynamics of 
lyrical content, musical score, and listener interpretation. Finally, Root notes the need 
for more research into understanding how music communicates.
Several other articles were iocated which relate music to communication 
(Dunham, 1975; LeCoat, 1976; Lewis, 1976, Lewis, 1991; Roth, 1981, and Smith, 
1980). Each of these authors offers varied insight into how music communicates; 
however, as is revealed in the following paragraphs, none discuss the interaction 
between lyrical content and musical score in the communication process. Further, none
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are grounded iri aesthetic symbolism; nor do any discuss Neo-Nazi Skinhead or New Age 
music specifically.
Dunham (1975) purports that the lyricist is the ultimate poet. This is so 
because fusing poetry with music turns a nice phrase into one which is often 
irresistable and unforgetable: "Whether or not we can find meanings in music itself, 
one thing that music evidently does is make meanings accessible and even irresistable" 
(p. 72). Dunham uses the lyrics of E. Y. Harburg to substantiate his ideas. The article 
supports this dissertation in that it contends that musical lyricists can do more to make 
a message memorable than other poets. Dunham's article differs in that it focuses 
exclusively on the lyrics of E. Y. Harburg.
LeCoat (1976) demonstrates that music and music makers of the 16th, 17th, 
and 18th centuries composed and performed their art based ’pon the three appeals of 
classical rhetoric, ethos, pathos, and logos. Two major points are ascertained from the 
LeCoat study: "(1) rhetorical theory of this period influenced the theory of the 
composition of music, and (2) one can better understand the composition of music in 
this period by understanding rhetorical theory" (p. 157). The LeCoat study, "confirms 
the impact of rhetorical theory on the composition of music in the seventeenth century" 
(p. 165). In doing so, the vitality of developing a means by which to analyze 
systematically music as communication and, specifically, in understanding the music of 
two contemporary social movements is reinforced.
Lewis (1976), Lewis (1991), and Smith (1980) focus on country music 
lyrics in particular. Lewis (1976) argues that, "Country music is more than a 
business. It is a manner of viewing or reflecting life and, to many, it is itself a way of 
life” (p. 38). In country music, the lyrics are dominant. To be effective, lyrics must:
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" . . . have some sort of original twist and must stress an important message in such a 
way that a listener can understand it on the first hearing" (p. 38). Lewis (1991) 
comments on the steadiness of country music lyrics since 1950, even as the nation has 
been, . . undergoing tremendous social and technological change" (p. 103). Lewis’ 
iatter work supports the earlier contention that country music, for its listeners is a 
manner of viewing life.
Smith (1980) purports that country music listeners, ". . .have no new 
frontiers to which they can escape, they have acquiesed to the redefinition of an existing 
region of the country" (p. 172). Smith supports this dissertation when he states: ". . . 
few communication scholars, even the oratorical purists, will deny the potential [of 
country music] to alter or reinforce the personal views or convictions of at least a few 
members of the mass audience" (p. 172). Lewis’ and Smith’s studies are interesting in 
terms of how country music lyrics communicate for a particular subgroup. As such, 
they may offer some support to the study of how music communicates for two 
contemporary movements. Neither of these authors, however, offers any support for 
the interaction between musical score and lyrical content. These authors rationalize 
the choice to disregard musical score because all are content specific to the country 
music genre which emphasizes lyrics over score.
Roth (1981) discusses folk song lyrics as a special type of verbal 
communication in John Ford's films. The author goes beyond lyrical content of popular 
songs to analyze such lyrics in a dramatic context (p. 390). Roth contends that, "Ford 
employed song lyrics to communicate characterization and ideas. . . specifically . . . the 
affirmation of community and nature. . . . Furthermore, Ford's recurring reliance on 
familiar folk songs . . . suggests a foundation for interaction between on-screen singers
and audience members" (p. 396}. Roth's work lends support to a major contention of 
this dissertation, the contention that there is much value in developing an understanding 
of how music communicates to listeners.
Finally, with regard to music as communication, four dissertations dealt with 
the research questions of music and communication and Langer (Pepetone, 1984; 
Culpepper, 1983; Bartee, 1977; and Dahl, 1977). The first dissertation, 
"Kaleidoscopic Imagination: A comparison of Robert Schumann and Charlotte Bronte," by 
Pepetone, demonstrates significant parallels between the art of German composer, 
Robert Schumann and Victorian novelist, Charlotte Bronte. Pepetone also develops a 
vocabulary, methodology, and aesthetic rationale for comparing musical and literary 
art. Susanna Langer’s work is mentioned as a secondary source in terms of 
understanding "synthetic art." Pepetone's recommendations support interdisciplinary 
perspectives in scholarly research. The interdisciplinary nature of this dissertation 
(i.e., focused on music as communication) attempts to further scholarly research in a 
general direction recommended by the Pepetone study.
The second dissertation, "Philsophia in a Feminist Key: Revolt of the Symbols," 
by Culpepper, discusses and analyzes the status of feminist methods of scholarship. It 
proposes the need to develop a new category of scholarship (i.e., Absent Primary 
Sources) which i ^akes room for feminist methods. Langer's Philosophy in a New Key is 
used to establish symbolizing as a basic human need and constructive process of mind. 
The author proposes a model for valuing alternative methods of scholarship, 
particularly more scholarship centered around feminist theory and methods. The 
Culpepper study claims Langer’s work to be representative of feminist methods.
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Recommendations made in the Culpepper study are being realized in this dissertation in 
that Langer's work is used as the theoretical foundation for the rhetorical perspective.
The third work, “The Development of a Theoretical Position on Conducting using 
Principles of Body Movement as Explicated by Rudolf Laban," examines the writings of 
Laban as a basis for improving the use of body movement in conducting. The dissertation 
makes reference to Susanne Langer's theory of musical meaning as a philosophical base 
for analysis of tonal motion in music. The primary purpose, then, is to become more 
aware of body movements to help bring out expressive meaning in musical 
performances.
Finally, Dahl's, "The Problem of the Verbal Description of Music Experience," 
discusses the limitations imposed on the aesthetics of music from the standpoint of the 
sociology of knowledge. The author notes that the theories of musical aesthetics underlie 
the problem of linguistic communication of musical experience. Further, the author 
suggests the need to develop a scientific aesthetic of music which uses concepts and 
claims which can be tested. Certainly, Dahl's claim supports the attempt of this 
researcher to operationalize such a model.
These four dissertations differ significantly from this dissertation study. Yet, 
they contribute a philosophic as well as research perspective which helps justify the 
use of Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism as a means of analysis in scholarly 
research, such as the study of music as communication.
Clearly, the wealth of books, journal articles, and dissertations discovered in 
this search supports the merit of studying music as communication. This review also 
reveals that no studies have been conducted which operationalize Susanne Langer's
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theory of aesthetic symbolism as a means by which to analyze systematically music as 
communication.
Music in Social Movements
The research centering around music and social movements, or the social 
significance of music is extensive. Seven books devoted entirely to music in social 
movements and one social movements bock with an exemplary chapter were discovered.
Stewart, Smith, and Denton (1984) in, Persuasion and Social Movements. 
devote an important chapter to this subject. The book's purpose is centered around 
defining and analyzing social movements. Because the purpose of the book is so broad, 
it is significant that the authors include an entire chapter on the persuasive role of 
music in social movements. They offer a means for analyzing music in social 
movements in terms of (1) transforming perceptions of history, (2) transforming 
perceptions of society, (3) prescribing courses of action, (4) mobilization, and (5) 
sustaining the movement. The chapter goes beyond describing the theory to applying it 
to 714 social movement protest songs and concludes that most protest songs appeal only 
to in-group members (p. 158). Further, the authors speculate that if social movement 
songs can somehow reach beyond members and sympathizers, they will be more 
effective in legitimizing the movement (p. 158). This conciusion supports the need to 
study music as it communicates in social movements, and whom this music must reach 
if it is to communicate effectively.
Denisoff has published three books regarding music in social movements (Sing a 
Song of Social Significance, 1983; Solid.1Sold, 1975; and S iiL aU ^a yJ^D im  1971). 
Great Dav Coming focuses on folk music and the American Left. Specifically, Denisoff 
examines three decades of folk music; from its inception in the 1930's through its
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revival as popular music in the 1960's. He analyzes the use of folk material as a 
weapon to achieve particular sociopolitical ends. This folk consciousness music came 
about because, "The ideological stance of Marxist movements embraced the view that 
popular and classical music were tools of the ruling class and therefore 
unrepresentative of the cultural orientations of the proletariat" (p. 16). Further, the 
role of the artist was, . . more than mere creation; he was to radicalize his audience" 
(P- 17).
The Denisoff book is vital in its support for music as communication in social 
movements as it traces folk music from the American Left, to the Radical Right, to Black 
consciousness, to civil rights (pp. 176-177). Denisoff depicts this popularization of 
protest folk music best when he compares Bob Dylan to the Beatles: "While he possessed 
a smaller following [than the Beatles], Dylan's fans saw him as 'the spokesman of a 
generation,' 'the musical great white hope of the Left"' (p. 181). While the book offers 
significant support for the role of music as communication in social music, it analyzes 
only the evolution of folk protest music in America, and it does not consider musical 
score as a factor in analysis.
DenisoffS second book, Solid Gold, focuses on the "gatekeepers" in the music 
recording industry (i.e., radio disk jockeys and program directors, the rock press, 
festival promoters, and rock’n'roll radicals). The book, in Denisoff’s words, is:
An effort to explain how popular music is created, beginning with the singer 
or musician, and how this art is rapidly transformed into a "product" to be 
bought and sold like shoes or automobiles (p. xvii).
While the book tends to focus most specifically on the industry, it does lend itself to this 
study in several ways. First, Denisoff offers a valuable definition of popular music:
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Popular music, therefore, is a cultural artifact shared by specific subgroups in 
the social order. Music may represent the taste of a subculture within a 
culture or that of a "contraculture” which exists in opposition to the 
dominant one (p. 30).
In addition, Denisoff devotes an entire chapter to the Radical Right and censors of 
popular music (pp. 377-421). The chapter focuses on the dominant themes of racism, 
drugs, sex, and God as reason for censorship. Finally, Denisoff offers a chapter 
regarding the multi-dimensionalism of music as communiation for listeners (pp. 422- 
473). He closes this chapter by stating:
What is even more important is that nearly every American under the age of 50 
grew up under the influence of recorded popular music. It could have been 
swing, ballads or rock of several varieties, but it was recorded music. Any 
industry that touches so many people deserves serious attention (p. 470). 
Denisoff's most recent book, Sing a Song of Social Significance, is the most 
pertinent of the three to this dissertation. He indicates that protest songs:
Basically stress the lyric or intellectual aspect of songs by attempting to 
convince the listener that something is wrong and in need of alteration. A good 
musical structure can either be beneficial to the message or it can be 
distracting. An effective protest song ideally should be both lyrically and 
musically convincing, as with a hymn (pp. viii - ix).
In the book, Denisoff attempts to outline the properties of political propaganda songs and 
their use in social movements. Such songs of persuasion can be perceived as functioning 
to achieve six primary goals:
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1. The song attempts to solicit and arouse outside support and sympathy for a
social or political movement.
2. The song reinforces the value structure of individuals who are active
supporters of the social movement or ideology.
3. The song creates and promotes cohesion, solidarity, and high morale in
an organization or movement supporting its world view.
4. The song is an attempt to recruit individuals for a specific social movement.
5. The song invokes solutions to real or imagined social phenomema
in terms of action to achieve a desired goal.
6. The song points to some problem or discontent in the society, usually
in emotional terms (pp. 2-3).
Upon defining the functions, the role of music in various social and political music is 
addressed. Some examples include the urban folk music movement (pp. 40-46), class 
consciousness movements (pp. 58-79), protest songs of the Old and New Left (pp. 97- 
117), and contemporary rock music in current society (pp. 168-198). Denisoff 
concludes by advocating further study into the role of music in social movements. He 
summarizes the need best himself when he writes:
There remains a great deal to be done in this area.. . .  If archaeologists from the 
21st century were to examine the current literature-especiaily as it exists 
in books-they would probably conclude Elvis invented rock music: the only 
artists popular in the 60s were the Stones, Beatles, Dylan and some others; 
and popular music disappeared in the 1970s. Obviously none of the above 
statements are true, but this fact needs to be demonstrated and elaborated.
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More people need to adopt the orphan of popular music in the world of 
scholarship (pp. 224-225).
This dissertation attempts to "adopt the orphan" by offering an analysis of 
Neo-Nazi Skinhead music and New Age music. Since Denisoffs book was published in 
the early part of the 1980s, no mention was made of these two current popular musical 
forms.
Four other books have been written regarding music and society. Szatsmary 
(1987), in Rockin' in Time, offers a social history of rock music from 1950 - 1986. 
The main themes include: (1) the connection between rock music and black American 
culture, (2) the impact of technological advances on rock music, (3) the affect of the 
economic climate on rock and roll, (4) the influence of American business on rock 
music, and (5) politics and rock music. The book is an excellent resource in terms of 
the history of rock music, as well as its influence on society, and vice versa. It offers 
tremendous support in terms of music as communication in social movements. For 
example, even in rock’n’roll’s earliest years, the 1950s, racial meanings were attached 
to music. As Szatsmary writes:
Such integration of white and black youths [integrated audiences] elicited a 
racist response from many white adults. In 1956 as white Southerners lashed 
out against desegregation and attacked civil rights workers, a spokesman for the 
White Citizens Council of Birmingham, Alabama, charged that rock and roll- 
"the basic, heavy-beat music of the Negroes”-appealed to ’’the base in man, 
brings out animalism and vulgarity" and, most imporant, formed a "plot to 
mongrelize America" (p. 22).
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Szatsmary continues by expounding upon the significant role music played in the 
turbulant 1960s: "Militant students, not satisfied with surf music or hot rod rock, 
looked for and supported the more cerebral music of protest. . . . Collegiate support of 
folk music led to the mercurial rise of Bob Dylan" (p. 67). In addition to Dylan, 
Szatsmary mentions Phil Ochs, Joan Baez, and Tom Paxton as prominent protest singers 
of that period (pp. 71-77). From this folk song protest genre, Szatsmary moves to 
what he calls the "rock’n'roll revolution" of psychedelic rock, led by Jim Morrison and 
the Doors. These singers, ”. . . perceived their music as a means to explode the social 
fabric of American society [by singing about] anything about revolt, disorder, chaos"
(p. 119). Alter Woodstock and the Kent State demonstration, as well as the deaths of 
Jim Morrison, Jimi Hendrix, and Janis Joplin, the era had ended. As Szatsmary 
explains, "By the beginning of the 1970s, many youths who only a few years before had 
vowed to work for sweeping social change listened to the guns of Kent State and 
disappeared into the American mainstream. The violent years had come to a close, and 
rock and roll would change with the times" (p. 150).
Music took a 180 degree turn around in the 1970s regarding political 
expression. Most musicians, "whether into heavy metal, soft rock, art rock, or glitter, 
took an apathetic if not hostile attitude toward social protest" (p. 164). In the late 
1970s, however, punk rock emerged as the socially conscious music of the decade: 
"Punkers screamed for change: They wanted to change the economy, change a racist 
mentality, and even change the static social system, which made the rich richer and left 
the poor with a smaller share of the economic pie" (p. 174). Punk bands like the Sex 
Pistols, Elvis Costello, Eric Ciapton, and the Clash, sang about women's rights, gay 
liberation, and "attacked the Neo-Nazi National Front" (p. 179). The movement
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dissolved as its makers began to water down their music to achieve radio play and public 
popularity (pp. 192-194).
The music of the early 1980s, moved away from social consciousness yet again: 
Whereas punksrs reinfused rock with a passion and a social consciousness, 
rockers in the early eighties favored weliworkings of time-tested styles-heavy 
metal, Bowiesque synthesizers, psychedelia, soul, rockabilly, and R & B-that 
had been wrenched from their social and historical contexts. Rock became a 
succession of styles devoid of content, fads manufactured for those too young to 
remember the originals (p. 195).
While much of the music of the early 1980s had little to say, this period marked 
the inception of a new right-wing punk following, the Neo-Nazi Skinheads: "Mostly 
middle-class suburbanites, they sported Nazi armbands, shaved their heads military 
style, and sometimes "trashed" hungry bums for entertainment" (p. 196). The left- 
wing bands, led by groups such as the Dead Kennedys, ridiculed fellow punkers for their 
right-wing posture in songs such as "Nazi Punks Fuck Off." The message of the 
Kennedys, however, "largely went unheard" (p. 198). The most important factor to be 
gleaned from this historical review, however, is that Neo-Nazi Skinhead music was 
born from punk rock of the early 1980s. It began as a reaction to left-wing punk 
music. Whereas left-wing punk music degenerated and went unheard, however, the 
right-wing music became a voice for the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement.
What, then, can be gleaned from Szatsmary's book? Foremost, there is a great 
deal of historical support for how music has communicated for social movements. 
Moreover, via Szatsmary’s account, one is able to discover the roots of Neo-Nazi 
Skinhead music as a right-wing reaction to left-wing punk rock music. Left-wing punk
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music dissolved in the 1980s, however, Neo-Nazi Skinhead music became a vehicle of 
communication for the movement.
Minstrels of the Dawn, by Rodnitzky (1976), is centered around the belief that 
folk-protest singers played an important role in the youthful political-culture 
revolution in the 1960s. American protest songs, "have always been with us, although 
there is a natural tendency to overlook their presence. . . .  To survive, songs of 
discontent must communicate universal frustrations" (p. 3). While limited mention is 
made of protest music of the 1920s and 1930s, the focus is primarily on music of the 
1960s; and more specifically, on protest music as a religious experience and as a 
radical influence.
In the 1960s, protest songs, "became one cornerstone of a new secular revival" 
(p. 17). Bob Dylan, Phil Ochs, and Woody Guthrie are named as the folk protest heroes; 
and the protest song movement was, "symptomatic of a dramatic change in the social 
awareness of the younger generation" (p. 25). Rodnitzky goes beyond claiming protest 
music as social awareness to call it a means of radical influence to convert the masses. 
He writes: "The radical is characterized by visions of a future society and by rational 
plans to bring his dreams to fulfillment. In youth's idiom a radical is not merely turned 
off; he must be turned on to alternatives" (p. 28). Further, "Popular music has 
piayed an important role in the development of a radical mentality, especially among 
youth. Indeed the most important changes in contemporary message music are its 
pervasiveness, technological vividness, and ability to influence the youthful masses" (p. 
29). Certainly, Rodnitzky supports the claim that popular music is an instrumental 
force in communicating to the youth.
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Rodnitzky offers useful insight into the role of particular singers as heroes for 
the youth. He uses Woody Guthrie, Phil Ochs, Joan Baez, and Bob Dylan as support for 
his contentions. Of Guthrie, he writes:
Guthrie had been on the road before Kerouac, howling before Ginsberg, and on the 
left when it was really dangerous to be there. Woody had been militantly anti­
establishment before there was a popularly defined establishment. He 
undramatically pursued his unique life-style long before "doing your own thing” 
became de rigueur [italics his] for commercial singers (p. 62).
Thus, Guthrie was more than a folk protest singer, he was a leader. Or, as Rodnitzsky 
called ^im, a hero.
Rodnitzky described Phil Och’s career as an artistic tragedy. Ochs was caught in 
the dilemma of wanting to do more than:
Just sing. Increasingly he yearned to be a really radical activist. Yet the only 
way he could be a meaningful political force was to write and sing protest 
songs. . . . [but] whereas older protest singers like Woody Guthrie had been 
shaped primarily by their social and economic backgrounds, Phil was a product 
of the 1960s as a whole (p. 79).
Unfortunately, the audience for blatant protest songs was fading by 1965 to give way to 
more lyrical music of Bob Dylan and others. Ochs attempted to change his style with 
the times, but in the attempt, lost his unique character: "If he lacked the lyrical ability 
of a Bob Dylan, Randy Newman, or Don McLean, he remained the most talented political 
songwriter of the decade. If Ochs had not tried to change musically with the time, he 
could have continued to perfect his peculiar art form for smaller specialized audiences"
(p. 82).
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Rodnitzky offers Joan Baez and Bob Dylan as the other significant heroes of the 
decade. Baez was a natural symbol of the era:
Perhaps in no other decade could a female pacifist become a cultural hero, 
or a folksinger become a symbol for American youth. Like Joan of Arc, Baez 
symbolized innocence and purity (p. 99).
Dylan, on the other hand, changed with the times as the decade progressed. He became a 
musical celebrity, but in the process lost his cultural hero status:
Dylan was always a counter-cultural force. In the terms of Marxist criticism 
he was a writer who had worked against the ruling ideology by illustrating the 
contradictions endemic to the established system. Thus Dylan raised the 
consciousness of youth, even while refusing to urge revolution. However,
Dylan's latest songs only point out ironies. His nightmarish visions of a society 
bent on reducing people to its materialistic common denominator are gone. Bob 
is suddenly at home in the world he never made. . . .  Now suddenly Dylan had it 
all together, but he had lost his peculiar artistic view, and with it the substance 
of his charisma. The cultural hero had turned into a musical celebrity (p. 134). 
After describing the radical protest music of the 1960s, and offering Woody Guthrie, 
Phil Ochs, Joan Baez, and Bob Dylan as the cultural folk heroes, Rodnitzky claims that 
folk protest music lost its meaning after 1968: "The folk-protest era is gone, but the 
memories and legends linger" (p. 151). In closing, Rodnitzsky leaves a door open for 
future singers to foster social change:
New protest singers will inevitably come forth in some new age of social 
activism to replace these minstrels of the dawn, but for now they remain the 
legendry masters of folk-protest (p. 151).
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Like Szatsmary, Rodnitzky notes the power of music in social movements. Further, he 
highlights the ultimate power of protest singers as cultural heroes for social 
movements.
Savary (1971), in Popular Song and Youth Today, also writes about music of the 
1960s. The author discusses various themes of popular music including images of 
relating, alienation, the world, and the person. The book offers specific quotations 
from the popular artists themselves, but provides no scholarly analyses or critical 
insight into music as communication for social movements.
Finally, WacfcLMusie. ■P.oliliCSJ_and Social Change, edited by Frith (1989), 
provides an international perspective on the status of music as communication. Each 
essay focuses on the music of a different country (i.e., West Africa, Indonesia, West 
Germany, Canada, Colombia, Italy, Israel, Spain, Cuba, U.S.A., Norway, Netherlands); 
and each offers a case study in musical continuity and change. Unlike the other books 
devoted to music and social change, this book allows one to consider a multicultural 
dimension of popular music as communication, but does not offer particular insight into 
music as communication in social movements.
Three relevant journal articles were discovered in the search pertaining to 
music as communication in social movements (Blau, 1989; Bloodworth, 1975; and 
Knupp, 1981). Blau's (1988) article concludes that traditional, elite music is largely 
independent of deleterious social conditions and accompanied by a low level of alienation, 
whereas popular music is related to forms of social dislocations. These relations can 
largely be explained by prevailing economic inequalities and a high level of alienation. 
This article lends support to the notion that there are certain factors of protest music 
which differ from elite music in order for it to communicate for the movement.
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Bloodworth's (1975) article supports the notion that music was a major part of 
the communication for youth in the 1960s and early 1970s. The rock songs of that 
period were declarations of the counter culture's dream for a recast America and a 
changed world (p. 304). The author delineates a difference between music for 
expressive purpose and for an instrumental purpose. Regardless of the songwriter's 
intent, once a song is heard by an audience, it may gain an instrumental function. In 
other words, although a composer may create a musical work with no communicative 
purpose in mind, once a song is heard by an audience, some communicative meaning may 
be attached. Indeed, once commericalized, music of the counter-culture purported  
themes of the movement such as alienation, disillusionment with America, and dissent 
(p. 306). Bloodworth's study is significant because it points to the distinction between 
a songwriter's intent and communicative meaning for the listener. Once a song is 
commercialized, it is open to interpretation by listeners. As such, meaning which was 
not intended in the original composition may be ascribed by an individual or a collection 
of individuals (i.e., as in a social movement).
Knupp (1981) examines the role of the protest song in social movements. He 
offers a content analysis of songs from the labor movement and anti-war movement of 
the 1960s. The author contends from his study that such songs are pre-eminently in- 
grcjp messages designed to reinforce feelings of solidarity. The lyrics of these songs 
are generally negative in their reaction to external circumstances, simplistic in their 
world view, and expressive rather than instrumental in their intention. Knupp 
explains, "Rhetorical analysis reveals protest songs to be generalized, self-interested, 
solutionless criticisms of the status quo. . . . They are too negative and ambiguous to be 
directly attractive to anyone other than movement members and sympathizers" (p.
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388). The overriding conclusion to be gleaned by Knupp is the notion of group unity and 
solidarity in songs of social movements: "The promotion of group unity through 
rhetoric is the enduring contribution of protest music to social movements" (p. 389). 
Certainly, many articles have been written about protest music in the 1960s, but this 
writer limited the review of literature to those studies which attempt to make a direct 
link to music as communication for the ideology of social movements.
One dissertation, "A Rhetorical and Cultural Analysis of the Protest Rock 
Movement, 1964-1971," by B. Murphy (1988), is devoted to music as communication 
in social movements. One conclusion reached from the Murphy study is that protest 
rock developed due to a number of cultural factors, including: (1) the structure of 
American society itself, (2) strain in American ideology and culture, (3) a perception 
that actions taken by the American status quo were wrong, (4) the agents of social 
control could not stop the collective behavior surrounding protest rock, and (5) protest 
rock proved financially lucrative for the recording industry. A second conclusion 
offered by Murphy is that protest rock cannot be labeled a bonafide social movement 
because it resulted, in part, from a profit-motive, rather than solely from social 
concerns. A final conclusion made in the Murphy study is that movements are possible 
in a situation such as protest rock, even though the motives may not appear to be totally 
socially motivated. The Murphy study terms protest rock a "social-capital" 
movement.
Murphy's dissertation is significant in offering insight into protest rock as a 
movement. It differs from this dissertation, however, in that it attempts to define the 
music, itself, as a movement. In contrast to Keith’s work, this dissertation analyzes the
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music as it communicates for the particular movements (Neo-Nazi Skinheads and New 
Age).
Neo-Nazi Skinhead Music
No books, journal articles, or dissertations have been published to date which 
focus on Neo-Nazi Skinhead music, specifically. However, several articles devotea to a 
discussion of the movement in general do make mention of the music as a means for 
communicating the ideology of the movement (Bishop. 1988; Blackmore, 1981; 
Coplon, 1988; Jewell, 1987; Lane. 1990; O'Keefe, 1989; Reich & Jennings, 1989; 
"Jailhouse Rock," 1988; Turkington, 1989; and Walker, 1980). For example, Jewell 
(1987) quotes from an interview with several leaders of the movement: "Music is one 
of the greatest proDaganda tools around. You can influence more people with a song than 
you can a. speech" (p. 65). And, Bishop (1988) writes, "An important aspect of the 
Neo-Nazi Skinhead subculture is the racist rock-and-roll music" (p. B1). Certainly, 
the leaders of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement realize the potential power of music to 
communicate.
Further, two articles in particular indicate the British flock Group,
Skrewdriver, to be the world's premier white-power Skinhead band (Coplon, 1988; 
and "Skinheads Target/ 1983). The article, "Jailhouse Rock," (1988), states, "In 
1987 the best known of the nazi bands, Skrewdriver, celebrated its tenth anniversary" 
(p. 3). Finally, a videotape of Tom Metzger's (leader of the American Skinhead 
coalition) cable television broadcast features an interview with Ian Stewart, leader of 
the band, Skrewdriver. He is introduced as, "the leader of the premier Skinhead band, 
Skrewdriver" (Metzger, 1989). While no articles have been published to date which 
focus on Neo-Nazi Skinhead music exclusively, this review of literature does offer
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support to make the claim that the music of Skrewdriver is a representative of the 
music of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement.
M uaig-in . .ih £ j je a -A a g  JM oyemao-t
No books or dissertations devoted to the music of the New Age movement were 
discovered in this search. However, one journal article was located which is devoted to 
this topic.
in his article, Zrzavy (1990) claims New Age music is the most influential of 
the recent innovations in the record industry (p, 33). He notes that the, "New Age 
phenomenon is currently not readily accepted Dy music experts or even fuliy 
understood" (p. 34). Zrzavy notes three major reasons New Age music has spawned so 
little serious inquiry by the scholarly community: New Age's "highly eclectic 
character," "rootedness in divergent geographic locales" and artists who "largely 
remain subordinate to the record labels for which they perform" make the scope of 
study too broad for the "concise analyses required for academic journals" (p. 35).
Zrzavy’s article focuses on the first problem facing this New Age music genre, 
the eclectic nature of the music. How does this "very ubiquitous genre  [italics his]" 
find cohesion? Packaging, according to Zrzavy, provides cohesion for this ubiquitous 
new musical genre. Several trends in the cover art of the albums/CDs were discovered. 
First, "Almost all album jackets are designed with stark covers, entirely white, brown 
or black, except for a picture within a bordered frame" (p. 41). Also, the center is 
most typically either a landscape photograph or an abstract geometric shape. If the 
"frame within a frame" concept is abandoned, it is replaced with a " .  . . free-form 
phantasy landscape which . . . evokes a soft, atmospheric tendency" (p. 46). Finally, 
there is a general "absence of the artist from the cover" (p. 46). The conclusion, then,
is that the crafted cohesion of New Age cover art provides the "necessary counterpoint to 
the centrifugal developments in the New Age sounds, at least during the music's 
emergence as a genre. Given the intrinsically expansive and innovative character of the 
genre, however, one can hope that, after this period of consolidation, New Age music 
will, in the future, manage to survive without the help of the restrictive packaging 
techniques of overzealous image makers" (p. 51).
in sum, this literature review uncovered only one scholarly article published to 
date which focuses specifically on New Age music. Zrzavy's focus is on packaging as a 
primary feature of cohesion for the music.
Sum m ary
This review of literature provides a solid foundation upon which to build a 
dissertation project. Music as communication is certainly an important area of study as 
revealed by the authors of the publications cited. Much of the research conducted to date 
regarding music as communication purports a r.cc-d for further study both in terms of 
creating models (or paradigms, or methods) by which to analyze systematically music 
as communication, and in terms of discovering how music communicates in social 
movements.
Further, most of the models offered to analyze music as communication have 
overlooked either musical score or lyrical content. Moreover, Susanne Langer's theory 
of aesthetic symbolism has never been operationalized in an analysis of music as 
communication. This study is unique, then, in that it operationalizes Susanne Langer's 
theory of aesthetic symbolism as a means by which to analyze music as communication 
focusing on both lyrical content and musical score.
Several conclusions can be drawn as a result of this review of literature in 
terms of music in social movements. Certainly, the fact that several books have been 
published regarding music as communication in social movements lends support to the 
merit of this study. Furthermore, the wealth of literature about how music 
communicates in social movements, accompanied by the derth of literature about how 
music communicates in the two contemporary movements (Neo-Nazi Skinheads and New 
Age), indicates the potential value to be gleaned in terms from this dissertation project. 
The review reveals that music does communicate in social movements. Music of the 
Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement and music of the New Age movement, however, have not 
been analyzed to date in terms of what and how the music communicates for members 
and, perhaps, nonmembers.
This review of related literature provides valuable grounding for this 
dissertation project which attempts to (1) operationalize Susanne Langer's theory of 
aesthetic symbolism as a means by which to analyze systematically music as 
communication, and (2) apply the procedure to the music of two contemporary social 
movements (Neo-Nazi Skinheads and New Age) to determine whether or not the theory 
is helpful in discovering what and how music communicates for these movements.
CHAPTER III
MUSIC AS COMMUNICATION: THE RHETORICAL PERSPECTIVE
introduction
Most people would agree that music communicates in some way. The fact that 
musical works which utilize different musical styles tend to evoke different feelings in 
listeners supports this notion. Music, in its expressive nature, is able to communicate 
inner feeling. It does so through the mode of aesthetic symbolism. To clarify, Susanne 
Langer (1953) characterizes humankind as symbol-making, -using, -responding 
beings ''ho transform experience through symbols. She argues that human beings, by 
their very nature, need to symbolize in order to comprehend and understand various 
components of life. Human beings utilize verbal symbol systems to communicate 
thoughts and mathematical symbol systems to understand numerical relationships. The 
aesthetic symbol system provides the means by which to comprehend inner feelings. 
Music communicates, then, through this mode of aesthetic symbolism. Music offers 
itself as an aesthetic symbol which represents feelings and, as such, helps us 
understand this aspect of our experience.
Music can communicate for composers and performers, as well as to listeners. 
The focus of this study, however, is directed toward understanding how music can 
communicate to perceivers by developing a rhetorical perspective by which to analyze 
music as aesthetic symbolism. Because music is a pervasive aspect of contemporary
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society, and because it can communicate to listeners, it is paramount to study how 
music is able to do so.
Susanne Langer, in her two definitive texts, Philosophy in a New Kev and Feeling 
and Form, explains that human beings have the innate need to symbolize in order to 
comprehend various components of life. The symbol systems by which individuals 
understand life experiences may be either discursive or non-discursive. Discursive 
symbol systems include verbal discourse and mathematical relationships. Lariger 
(1953) writes that in the verbal symbol system of language, "Separate words are 
assigned to separately conceived items in experience on a basis of simple one-to-one 
correlation" (d. 30). Similarly, the mathematical symbol system explains numerical 
relationships through individual numbers with fixed meanings. Unlike these discursive 
symbol systems, music communicates through the aesthetic symbol system which is 
non-discursive in nature. It is non-discursive because its elements are not words or 
numbers with fixed associations. This non-discursive symbol system is not a language 
in the discursive sense because it has no vocabulary. Langer expounds:
The basic concept is the articulate but non-discursive form having 
import without conventional reference, and therefore presenting itself not as 
a symbol in the ordinary sense, but as a "significant form," in which 
the factor of significance is not logically discriminated, but is felt as a 
quality rather than recognized as a function. . . .  Its [music’s] significance is 
that of a symbol, a highly adiculated sensuous object, which by virtue of its 
dynamic structure can express the forms of vital experience which language is 
pecu'iarly unfit to convey. Feeling, life, motion and emotion constitute 
its import (p. 32).
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Because this aesthetic symbol system is non-discursive, it may be used to help explain 
how music communicates. In short, music sounds the way feelings feel (Pratt, 1931). 
Where words fail short in expressing the inner feelings of the inmost being, music is 
able to do so.
Initially, Langer (1953) defines a symbol as, "Any device whereby we are 
enabled to make any abstraction" (p. xi). Music, according to Langer, is an expression 
of the intensity-release rhythm of human living. She argues further that the human 
life of feeling is based upon a continuous intensity-release process. Music is deemed 
important since its rhythmic patterns represent, or symbolize, the patterns of 
intensity and release which are embodied in the forms of human feeling. Langer 
(1953) explains:
The great office of music is to organize our conception of feeling into more than 
an occasional awareness of storm, i,e. to give us an insight into what may 
truly be called the "life of feeling," or subjective unity of experience: 
and this it does by the same principle that organizes physical existence 
into a biological design-rhythm. . . . The essence of rhythm is the 
preparation cf a new event by the ending of a previous one. A person who 
moves rhythmically need not repeat a single motion exactly. His movements, 
however, must be complete gestures, so that one can sense a beginning, 
intent, and consummation, and see in the last stage of one the condition 
and indeed the rise of another. Rhythm is the setting-up of naw tensions by 
the resolutions of former ones (pp. 126-127).
Thus, according to Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism, music symbolizes inner
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feeling by representing the patterns of intensity and release comprised in human 
experience.
This chapter extends Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism by creating a 
rhetorical perspective which can be used to analyze and understand music as 
communication. To understand music as communication, the "illusion of life" 
represented by an aesthetic symbol must first be clarified. Subsequently, the role of 
virtual experience (poetry) and virtual time (musical score) in creating and 
embellishing that illusion is examined.
Tiig -J llnsign-.of..Life
Langer purports that an aesthetic symbol creates an "illusion of life" for the 
audience. This "illusion of life” differs from actual living in that it is a distorted view 
of reality created by the artist’s perception. As with any poetry, the artist chooses to 
highlight certain aspects of a situation or idea through the use of imagery, metaphors, 
euphemisms, similes, and so on. Further, by combining the forces of music with the 
poetry of the lyrics, the composer or performer is able to embellish and emphasize 
such perspectives even more. The artist is able to, through the combining of lyrics and 
musical score, slow or even arrest a story for a period in order to intensify a 
particular image or feeling. S/he can also move quickly through several stanzas, or 
even slow and broaden the story through imagery and detail to allow several complex 
actions to intertwine. As Langer (1953) notes, "It is like painting suddenly in three 
dimensions instead of two" (p. 285). Thus, by combining music and lyrics, the poet 
utilizes music to add another dimension to his or her narrative. S/he can aliow thoughts 
to overlap, instances to be put aside for a time, and action to be delayed or speeded up.
By using these elements, ihe artist offers his or her distorted view of reality. Thus, the 
"illusion of life" becomes vivid.
Based on Langer's theory, an aesthetic symbol creates an "illusion of life" for the 
listener through the dynamic interaction between virtual experience (lyrics) and 
virtual time (music). Figure 1 helps conceptualize this concept. To clarify the 
elements of virtual time and experience which intertwine to create an illusion of life 
for lr*eners, they can be contrasted to actual time and actual experience.
.YirJm!__Experience (Lyrics)
The story, or narrative, of a musical work can be explained as virtual 
experience. Virtual experience differs from actual day-to-day living in that it presents 
a distorted view of actual happenings. This distortion is created by the artist's 
perception of such experiences. To clarify, songwriters or performers are more than 
reporters documenting a succession of events as they happened. Rather, these artists 
create an "illusion of life" amplifying a particular perspective of a situation. According 
to Langer's theory, artists will focus their "illusion of life" into one of the following 
perspectives: (a) the Poetic Illusion or (b) the Dramatic Illusion. Further, within 
either illusion, the lyrics may stress primarily a comic rhythm or a tragic rhythm.
Poetic Illusion. Artists who utilize the poetic illusion tend to be backward­
looking into the virtual past. The stories may be a recounting of events which are 
slightly distorted by their perceptions of those events. The poetry is likely to be final. 
Since the events have already occurred, there is no sense of suspense. The conclusion 
has already been reached, thus, it cannot be altered. The poetic illusion of life, then, is
resolved in nature.
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£iaum__L \ irtual Experience and Virtual Time Within the "Illusion of Life"
Dramatic, Illusion. Artists who focus their stories in the dramatic illusion 
are forward-looking into the virtual future. It may be the protagonist heading toward 
the unknown, toward some uncertain destiny. There is tension and a desire to fulfill 
that destiny (Langer, 1953, p. 351). Because the future is unknown, there is an 
element of suspense about its resolution. Thus, in contrast to the poetic illusion of life 
which is resolved in nature, the dramatic illusion of life contains a notion of intensity, a 
struggle seeking resolution. T able 1 illustrates the different perspectives of these 
illusions.
Comic and Tragic Rhythm. The "illusion of life", whether it be poetic or 
dramatic, serves to symbolize the struggle of people against society. This struggle is a 
product of history and morality. Langer (1953) describes the illusion as an artist's 
attempt to communicate a semblance of history through a rhythmic structure. The 
moral content of this rhythmic structure is thematic. The two themes available to the 
artist are comedy and tragedy. Hence, an illusion can be composed in either a comic 
rhythm or a tragic rhythm (p. 326). Further, while some overlap between rhythms 
may exist in a given artwork, either a comic or a tragic rhythm is paramount.
Comic rhythm is characterized by the protagonist’s contest with the world. The 
comic rhythm is a struggle against al! odds toward self-preservation (p. 351).
Langer compares the comic rhythm to the biological drive of all living organisms to 
maintain a state of balance. This balance can be seen in our attempts to "maintain a 
particular temperature, to repeat particular functions, and to develop along particular 
lines” (p.328). When this balance is disturbed, the organism "struggles to retrieve its 
original dynamic form by overcoming and removing the obstacle, or if this proves
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Table 1
The Contrasting Nature Between Poetic and Dramatic illusions
Poetic Illusion
Backward-looking into 





the Virtual Future. 
Uncertain Destiny. 
Sense of Suspense.
Resolved. Tension seeking Resolution.
impossible, it develops a slight variation of its typical form and activity and carries on 
life with a new balance of functions" (p. 328). Langer argues further that this impulse 
to survive may extend beyond defense and accommodation to include seizing 
opportunities to improve one's life.
The comic rhythm, as seen by Langer is a symbolic representation of the 
endurance and persistence people display when meeting adversity. She summarizes the 
comic form by describing its inherent view of destiny:
Destiny in the guise of Fortune is the fabric of comedy; it is 
developed by comic action, which is the upset and recovery of 
the protagonist's equilibrium, his contest with the world and his 
triumph by wit, luck, personal power, cr even humorous, or 
ironical, or philosophical acceptance of mischance (p. 331).
Langer succinctly captures the essence of the comic spirit when she labels it, "a brainy 
opportunism in face of an essentially dreadful universe" (p. 331).
As the comic rhythm is one of self-preservation, the tragic rhythm is that of 
self-consummation. Comic rhythm is optimistic. Tragic rhythm is pessimistic. Its 
character development emphasizes great moral conflicts and sacrifice. Because 
humankind knows the limitations of its existence-one's eventual death-the tragic 
rhythm focuses on the various ways to cope with it. Comic rhythm is a positive 
outlook-a determined process. Tragic rhythm, on the other hand, is a fulfillment, and 
its form is often closed and final (p. 334). The protagonist is aware of his or her fate 
and must discover a way to deal with it.
Langer returns to her biological analogy to describe the tragic rhythm. Despite 
the drive of higher level organisms to sustain their existence, Langer describes all such
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organisms as engaged in a deathward advance. She states, "Youth, maturity, and age are 
not merely states in which a creature may happen to be, but are stages through which 
persons must pass. Life is a voyage, and at the end of it is death" (p. 332).
Langer claims that the acceptance of mortality motivates people to attain the 
maximum benefits of life. She argues that the pursuit of such an idea! existence leads 
people to view their lives as careers wrought with challenges as they fulfill their 
individual destinies. Langer notes, "This career of the individual is variously conceived 
as a 'calling,' the attainment of an ideal, the soul's pilgrimage, 'life's ordeal,' or self- 
realization" (p. 333). Self-realization "contains the notion of a limited potential 
personality given at birth" (p. 333). Langer contests this view with the comic 
rhythm:
Tragic Destiny is what the man brings, and the world will demand of him. . . . 
What he brings is his potentiality: his mental, moral and physical powers, his 
powers to act and suffer. . . .  His human nature is his fate. Destiny conceived as 
Fate is, therefore, not capricious, like Fortune, but is predetermined. Outward 
events are the occasions for its realization (p. 352).
In the tragic rhythm, then, this self-realization fosters the view that destiny is 
predetermined fate. Table 2 illustrates the contrast between comic and tragic rhythms.
In sum, music which utilizes lyrical content creates an "illusion of life" for the 
listener. This illusion of life is a distorted view of life experiences which amplifies the 
artist's own perceptions. These lyrics may be focused in the backward-looking poetic 
illusion, or in the forward-looking dramatic illusion. Within either illusion, a comic 
or trr-.gic rhythm is emphasized. Comic rhythm is positive and optimistic-the
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Table 2
The Contrasting Nature Between Comic and Tragic Rhythms
£ a m i£ ...B h yliim Traaic Rhvthm
Optimistic. Pessimistic.
Protagonist beating Protagonist coping
all odds. with Fate.
Destiny=Fortune=Capricious. Destiny=Fate=Predetermined.
Self-Preservation. Self-Consummation.
Brainy Opportunism. Great Moral Conflicts/Sacrifice.
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protagonist beating ail odds. Tragic rhythm, in contrast, is negative and pessimistic- 
the protagonist learning to cope with his or her fate.
Virtual Time (Musical Score)
The musical score, according to Langer's (1953) theory of aesthetic symbolism, 
can be explained through the notion of virtual time. Music is the pattern, or form, of 
human feeling, "worked out in pure, measured sound and silence. Music is the tonal 
analogue of emotive life" (p. 27).
Just as virtual experience can best be ascertained by contrasting it with actual 
experience, so too may virtual time be explained as it contrasts with actual time. Actual 
time is simply defined as the commonly understood concept of a clock ticking, hours and 
minutes in a day, and other such constant forms used for "synchronizing practical 
affairs, dating past events, and constructing some perspective of future ones" (p. 111). 
It is a one-dimensional, infinite succession of moments. Virtual time (i.e., music), on 
the other hand, "makes time audible and its form and continuity sensible" (p. 110).
She continues:
For in all the progressive movements we hear-fast movement 
or slow, stop, attack, rising melody, widening or closing harmony, 
crowding chords and flowing figures, there is actually nothing that 
moves. . . .  In a simple passage like the following:
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illusion of music is the sonorous image of passage, abstracted from 
actuality to become free and plastic and entirely perceptible (pp. 112-113). 
Music, as explained through this concept of virtual time, symbolizes inner feelings of 
tension followed by subsequent releases of that tension. Understanding virtual time as 
represented through musical works affords one the ability to understand the life of 
inner feeling. Music does more than stimulate feeling. Rather, it is the expression of it 
(P- 27).
Music is an expression-a symbol-of the intensity and release rhythm of 
human feeling (Langer, 1953). Its rhythmic patterns symbolize the patterns of 
intensity and release which are embodied in the forms of human feeling. Thus, music 
communicates feeling. According to Langer* s theory, to be an aesthetic symbol 
representing the forms of human feeling, a work must employ patterns of intensity and 
subsequent patterns of release. One can extend her theory, then, to create a rhetorical 
perspective by which to analyze systematically music as communication by noting how 
the various musical elements, phrasing, and instrumentation serve to represent these 
patterns of intensity and release. To operationalize Langer's theory of aesthetic 
symbolism, this study applies the concept of intensity and release patterns to: (1) the 
major musical elements (i.e., rhythmic structure, harmonic structure, and melodic 
structure); (2) phrasing (i.e., articulation and dynamics); and (3) instrumentation 
(i.e., strings, brass, woodwinds, percussion).
The ultimate goal to be obtained by determining the relative patterns of intensity 
and release employed in these areas of musical score analysis is to discover how music 
can communicate. By analyzing a musical work using this rhetorical perspective, one 
can determine whether the musical score reinforces the "illusion of life" depicted in the
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lyrics, or whether it contradicts, and subsequently alters the meaning of the lyrical 
message. This perspective is also a useful means by which to determine how music 
without iyrica! content can communicate. If a host of listeners choose to listen to a 
particular group or style of music for similar reasons, it stands to reason that the 
music is somehow "communicating" to them. If the music is void of lyrical content, 
however, this communicative meaning is difficult to ascertain. Whether or not the 
message communicated was intended by the composer, if listeners attach a meaning, it is 
important to understand what and how they do so.
According to Langer's theory, the "illusion of life" is comprised of the dynamic 
interaction between virtual experience (lyrics) and virtual time (musical score). If 
the music contains no lyrics, from where does the element of virtual experience come? 
This author contends that, in order for music without lyrics to communicate, virtual 
experience must co irf> from the listener. Members of a movement may use the ideology 
of the movement as j :r. v irtuat experience. Other individuals may use their personal 
perceptions of life experiences as the virtual experience. Thus, for music void of 
lyrical content to have communicative meaning, the listeners must provide the element 
of virtual experience to Comply i  the" illusion of life." Finally, it must be noted that 
the most significan' to t :  considered in terms of what and how music
communicates is the listeners and what they bring with them to the experience.
With these concepts of musical score analysis as virtual time in mind (i.e., as 
embellishment to virtual experience offered in lyrical content, or as an extension of the 
virtual experience listeners bring with them to the occasion), one can operationalize 
the notions of intensity and release patterns in the musical elements, phrasing, and 
instrumentation of musical works.
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Initially, this rhetorical perspective dissects various musical elements into 
components in order to offer a means by which to analyze musical score based on the 
intensity and release theory described by Langer. Certainly, however, one must keep in 
mind that each element does not exist in a vacuum. To ascertain accurate meaning, the 
elements must be considered in context as they make up the whole musical work. As 
Langer (1953) argues:
Music is an occurent art; a musical work grows from the first imagination 
of its general movement to its complete, physical presentation, its 
occu rrence  [italics hers]. In this growth there are, however, certain 
distinguishable stages-distinguishable, though not always separable" (p. 120). 
This rhetorical perspective, then, attempts to describe these distinguishable, though not 
necessarily separable, stages of relative intensity and release via a description of 
various musical elements.
This model for determining tensions and resolutions depicted in musical 
elements, then, must be understood as relative rather than absolute. Further, there are 
no "pure" musical examples. In other words, one particular musical excerpt may 
contain various symbolic representations of intensity and release. The goal of the 
rhetor is to determine which elements are overwhelming when the piece is heard in 
entirety. Obviously, these elements must be studied as they relate to one another to 
create the whole before a conclusion regarding relative tension and release symbols may 
be drawn. To clarify, a particular example may offer a descending melodic line, 
however, some ascending patterns may also be found in the work. The goal of the critic 
is to discover which patterns seem to be most prevalent, and how the patterns when 
heard together tend to be more representative of intensity or release. McLaughlin
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(1971) writes, "Where dotted rhythm is combined with tense harmony at *  tempo 
faster than normal breathing . . .  the effect is not only stimulating but definitely 
frightening" (p. 85).
In sum, no musical element affects the listener in isolation. Moreover, no 
musical phrase offers either totally intensity or totally release symbols. However, the 
critic may be able to determine a parmount tension or release pattern in the phrase. It 
is the challenge of the critic to determine what is being communicated and how by 
analyzing the interrelated elements and their relative representations of intensity and 
release. With these constraints set forth, it is possible to offer a model of relrtive 
intensity and release patterns based on rhythmic, harmonic, and melodic structure, as 
well as phrasing and instrumentation.
Rhythmic Structure. Rhythm may be defined as "the movements of musical 
tones with respect to time, that is, how fast they move (tempo), [the groupings of beats 
into units or measures] (meter) as well as of accents (beat)" (Ammer, 1972, p. 297). 
As is depicted in Figures 2 and 3, a fast moving tempo when compared to a slow moving 
tempo might be more representative of intensity than of release. McLaughlin (1970) 
offers insight as to why faster tempi might be more representative of intensity than 
slower tempi by comparing the symbolic relationship between tempi and heartbeat in an 
experiment conducted by Dr. Lee Salk:
Tne soft lub-dupp, lub-dupp of a relaxed mother's heartbeat was 
played recently over the loudspeaker system into a nursery 
room full of new-born babies. . . . Most of them soon went off 
to sleep. The rest appeared reasonably contented. The recording 
stopped. . . .  Then a new record was played: the rapid hearbeat from an
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excited woman. The sound was no louder, but ali of the sleepina 
babies awoke immediately. Every infant grew tense, as though 
in fear. When the first recording was played again, peace spread 
through the nursery.
In fact, tempi which are faster than the normal heartbeat, 
or more irregular, act as tensions in themselves (p. 85).
Musical works which utilize a tempo faster than that of a relaxed heartbeat might be 
more likely to represent intensity than release.
EiaureJL Relative Intensity and Release Patterns in “Deck the Halls"
Allegro
I
Eigme 3, Relative Intensity and Release Patterns in "Away in a Manger"
Adagio
b.
In terms of meter, consistent use of one meter throughout a work might represent 
e: ::!se, whereas a work which changes meter frequently might be a good 
representation of intensity. Like fast tempi as compared to slow tempi, changing meter 
when compared to consistent meter might not symbolize a relaxed heartbeat and, 
therefore, may tend to be more representative of intensity than of release (McLaughlin, 
1970, p. 85). Figure 4, when compared to Figure 2 or 3, might be more 
representative of intensity than of release.
Figure 4. Relative Intensity and Release Patterns With Regard to Changing Meter
Finally, in terms of beat, a work which utilizes a consistent duple (as in a March) or 
triple (as in a Waltz) pattern throughout might be symbolic of release when compared 
to a work that uses syncopation, since duple and triple patterns tend to be predictable to 
the ear. Levy (1983) expounds:
Somehow our minds have a craving for metric order, and we respond to the equal 
taps by grouping them in twos or threes. The same thing happens if we
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hear a series of mechanical pulses, such as the ticking of a clock or the 
clacking of straight rails under a speeding train. Soon we begin to 
hear the pulses as grouped into twos or threes (p. 448).
In contrast, a work which incorporates a great deal of syncopation (changing the normal 
pattern of accents and beats) might sound less predictable and, thus, might be more 
representative of intensity:
Any departure from the normal pulse of the music then comes as 
a point of tension. This may occur as a change of time signature, 
the use of an unusual unit, such as five, seven or eleven beats 
in the bar, syncopation, and various types of cross-rhythm 
effect (McLaughlin, 1370, p. 38).
Figure 5 which illustrates syncopation, when compared to Figures 2 or 3, might be 
more representative of intensity than of release with regard to beat.
Fioure 5. Relative Intensity and Release Patterns in "Nobody Knows the Trouble"
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It is important, at this point, to elaborate upon the notion of predictability.
While syncopation is a departure from the predictable duple or triple pulse, and may be 
analyzed as intensity when compared to a predictable duple or triple pattern, it may 
actually become predictable if used in a series of measures in identical patterns. In 
such cases, the syncopated phrase could actually be more representative of release than 
of intensity. McLaughlin (1970) expounds upon this notion of predictability:
Here again there is an element of relativity and a definite law of diminishing 
returns. In a square four-beats-to-the-bar sequence a simple syncopation, or 
an occasional two-beat bar, can create a strong tension effect which is resolved 
by the reversion to the normal rhythm. If every bar and every part is 
syncopated we soon begin to lose any real sense of tension and 
resolution (p. 38).
Thus, this notion of predicatability may alter a specific musical element like 
syncopation from that of an intensity symbol to that of a release symbol.
To summarize, with regard to rhythm, the critic may be able to discover 
relative intensity and release patterns in terms of tempo, meter, and beat. As Table 3
highlights, various elements of rhythmic structure may be identified as more
(
representative of intensity or release when analyzed in the context of a musical work.
Harmonic Structure. Harmony is defined as, "the pattern of intervals and 
chords in a musical composition" (Ammer, 1972, p. 146). Harmonic structure is the 
vertical analysis of tones (as opposed to the horizontal analysis of notes in succession 
which is denoted as melodic structure). Much of Western musical composition is based 
upon the chords of seven scale steps denoted by Roman numerals (I, ii, iii, IV, V, vi, vii,
and back to I):
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Since our ears find comfort in tonic resolutions (the return to the I chord of the 
composition), works which frequently return to the tonic (the I chord) might represent 
release when compared to works which modulate to new keys, or avoid the tonic, or 
both. Levy (1983) writes:
The most important principle of tonality is that at every moment 
in a musical work the focus of the seven pitches will be on the particular pitch 
of the group that is called the tonic [italics his]. . . .  It serves as the 
home, leader, organizer pitch among the seven pitches that make up the 
creations of the tonal sound. . . .  For a more provocative hamonization, the 
composer can choose triads that momentarily "disagree" . . . thereby mixing 
tensions of relative dissonance with the relaxations of relative 
consonance. . . . Ultimately, the only "rule" for a tonal hamonization is that a 
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Figure 6, an excerpt from "Call Me Irresponsible," might symbolize a relative 
intensity pattern with regard to tonic relationship when compared to Figure 2 ("Deck 
the Halls) since it avoids the tonic for several measures whereas "Deck the Halls" 
returns frequently to the tonic.
Figure 6. Relative Intensity and Release Patterns in "Call Me Irresponsible"
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Further, use of dissonance and consonance in musical works affect intensity and 
release patterns. Consonance is defined as, "A musical interval or chord that sounds 
pleasant" (Ammer, 1972, p. 80). In contrast, dissonance is defined as, "A musical 
interval or chord that sounds harsh or unpleasant . . and appears to call for resolution 
into a subsequent consonant interval or chord" (p. 93). The exact meaning of 
consonance or dissonance must be considered in the context of each particular musical 
work as well as in relation to the other musical elements employed (i.e., melody and 
harmony). Hindemith (1945) describes the effect of the three factors considered 
together as "harmonic fluctuation." This harmonic fluctuation intensifies musical
effect (pp. 115-121). Dissonance occurs when tones are added which are not part of 
the basic chord progression which makes up the tonality (Holmberg, 1985, p. 77). 
Meyer (1957) elaborates regarding the importance of context and relativity when 
determining consonance and dissonance:
Because of the way in which sounds combine, the learned responses of 
the listener, and the context in which an interval appears, a consonance 
forms a stable, total entity, while a dissonance forms a less stable, a less 
satisfactory, though not less necessary Gestalt (p. 231).
Certainly, context must be considered when determining consonance and dissonance. 
Music professionals do tend to agree to some extent, however, that "consonance 
represents the element of normalcy and repose, [dissonance] the no less important 
element of irregularity and disturbance" (Apei, 1969, p. 18).
While context and the notion of "harmonic fluctuation" must be considered before 
making a final analysis regarding consonance and dissonance, for purposes of this study, 
consonant chords will be limited to triads which are a part of the key/tonality 
(Holmberg, 1985). Triads consist of three notes each being a third apart on the seven 
degree musical scale (i.e., 1-3-5 or C-E-G in the Key of C). Triads with added chords 
may be considered dissonant when compared to these triads which do not deviate from 
the key/tonality of the musical work. For example, the triads of first two beats in each 
measure of Figure 7 might be considered dissonant in relation to the triads of the last
two beats of each measure.
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Reieative Intensity and Release Patterns in "Nadia’s Theme"
Lento
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In terms of harmonic structure, Table 4 summarizes the concepts of tonic 
relationship and consonance/dissonance with regard to how each may symbolize 
intensity and release patterns embodied in the forms of human feeling.
Melodic Structure. Melody is defined as, "a group of musical tones sounded 
one after another, which together make up a meaningful whole" (Ammer, p. 198). 
Melody is divided into two principal factors: intervals (the distance between one pitch 
and the next) and duration (how long each pitch is held). Relationships to be considered 
with regard to melodic structure include conjunct and disjunct melodic lines, ascending 



















In terms of interval relationships, a work which utilizes a primarily conjunct 
melodic line (i.e., one which moves primarily stepwise on the musical scale) might 
symbolize release since it would tend to sound smooth when compared to a work which 
uses a primarily disjunct melodic line (i.e., a pattern of intervals which leap up or 
down on the musical scale by more than a step at a time) which tends to sound less 
smooth (Holmberg, 1985, p. 75). Figure 8, an excerpt from "The Star Spangled 
Banner," is made up primarily ;sjunct intervals. In terms of interval relationship, 
then, it might be considered t. Qnt intensity when compared to the conjunct
intervals of Figure 2 ("Deck the Halls"), Figure 3 ("Away in a Manger"), or even 
Figure 6 ("Call Me Irresponsible").
Figure 8. Relative Intensity and Release Patterns in "The Star Spangled Banner"
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In addition to the relationship between conjunct and disjunct intervals when 
determining potential intensity and release patterns, a consideration regarding whether 
the intervals move in an ascending or descending pattern should also be made. A melodic 
line which ascends upward might represent intensity since such rising melodies are 
searching for fulfillment (Gardner, 1991, pp. 127-153). A descending melodic line
might represent release when compared to an ascending melodic line since such falling 
lines tend to create a feeling of movement toward the tonic resolution (Levy, 1983, pp. 
433-443). With regard to ascending and descending melodic line, then, Figure 2 
("Away in a Manger”) might represent release when compared to Figure 6 ("Call Me 
Irresponsible") which offers an ascending melodic line.
Finally, in terms of duration, a piece which utilizes more long-held tones might 
symbolize release when compared to a musical work which uses many short tones. 
Gardner (1991) explains that "the basis of healing music is the drone or long, 
uninterrupted tone. . . . Used as a tonic, and I mean this both musically and medicinally, 
the drone becomes the musical bed upon which all the other healing musical elements 
rest” (p. 28). She argues further that repetition of these drones brings "familiarity 
and thus comfort to the listener. When you are comfortable, you are much more 
receptive to healing work than when you are under tension or stress" (p. 59). Thus, a 
piece which uses many long-held tones such as in Figure 9 ("Let There Be Peace on 
Earth") might be representative of release when compared to a piece which uses 
primarily short tones (as in Figure 2, "Deck the Halls”).
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Figure 3. Relative Intensity and Release Patterns in "Let There 3e Peace on Earth"
To summarize, Table 5 offers the components of melodic structure (i.e., intervals and 
duration) and a description of how they might look if they symbolize intensity or 
release patterns.
Phrasing. Phrasing can be defined as the "art of performing music so that . . . 
the notes . . . sound as though they belong together" (Ammer, 1972, p. 263). The 
musical devices which help to define phrasing include articulation and dynamics. 
Articulation details how a note is to be attacked (i.e., staccato- separated tones, or 
legato-smcoth, connected tones). Dynamics include crescendos (phrases which 
gradually get louder) and diminuendos (phrases which gradually get softer). A final 
aspect of phrasing includes alteration in tempo by means of accelerandos (a phrase 
which gradually gains speed) and ritardandos (phrases which gradually slew in speed). 
Ammer (1972) elaborates with regard to the importance of phrasing to a musical work: 
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poem. Without it, music becomes simply a succession of tones of different length and 
pitch, just as a play or poem would become simply a series of words" (p. 263).
In terms of Langer's notion of intensity and release, phrasing plays an important 
part in the communication of the aesthetic symbol. As Table 6 indicates, staccato 
articulations might represent intensity when compared to legato articulations which 
might likely symbolize release. Likewise, crescendos and accelerandos tend to 
symbolize intensity. Their counterparts-diminuendos and ritards-will most likely 
represent release. Certainly, analysis of the musical score would not be complete in 
terms of aesthetic symbolism without attention to these aspects of phrasing.
Instrumentation. Instrumentation may be defined as, "the assignment of 
specific instruments for playing the various parts of a musical composition" (Ammer, 
p. 161). It is paramount that the critic evaluate instrumentation in the context of the 
performance of a particular musical work. Some generalizations may be made in this 
realm if one limits them to instruments when performed by professionals in their 
stereotypical styles. In general, music which uses a great number of varied 
instruments, especially a great deal of brass (i.e., trumpets, trombones, tubas, etc.) 
and percussion (i.e., drums, mallets, cymbals, etc.) instruments is more likely to 
symbolize intensity. On the contrary, music which uses transparent instrumentation 
or a great dependence on stringed (i.e., violins, violas, stringed bass, etc.) instruments 
and woodwind (i.e., flute, clarinet, saxophone, oboe, bassoon, etc. ) instruments might 
tend to produce a more mellow sound, thus, might be more representative of release 
(Gardner, 1991, pp. 154-191; Levy, 1983, pp. 472-487). While these tendencies 
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the context each musical work in order to make an accurate interpretation of how the 
intensity and release symbols are expressed via the instruments used.
With any of the preceding musical elements, the relative intensity or release 
pattern which may be communicated may be altered or reinforced through the use of 
repetition. When a techinique, even an intensifying technique, is used repeatedly in a 
predictable pattern it can become familiar to the listener. When this occurs, the 
pattern may actually begin to symbolize resolve rather than intensity. Gardner 
(1991) elaborates on this notion of repetition:
Repetition . . . creates a healing modality in that the listener, through 
eventual familiarity with the repeated phrase, becomes comfortable 
with it. When comfortable, the person can relax and accept healing 
techniques while in a receptive state. As with all the musical healing 
elements, repetition can stand alone or with other elements in a 
musical piece (p. 227).
Further, Langer (1953) writes that repetition is what provides form and a sense of 
growth in music:
What is the function of the countless regularities of accent, phrase, figure, 
and bar in the great masterpieces?
Repetition is another structural principle-deeply involved 
with rhythm, as all basic principles are wiih each other--that gives 
musical composition the appearance of vital growth. For what we receive, 
in the passage of sound, with a sense of recognition, i.e. as a recurrence, is 
oftentimes a fairly free variant of what came before, a mere analogy, 
and only logically a repetition; but it is just the sort of play on a basic
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pattern especially the reflection of the over-all plan in the structure 
of each part, that is characteristic of organic forms (p. 129).
Repetition, then, affords music the appearance of growth. Further, an element which 
might appear to represent intensity (i.e., crescendo of a phrase) could, in the context of 
the musical work, actually be more representative of release if it is used in a 
predictable, repetitious pattern which becomes familiar to the listener.
An important final note must be addressed with regard to the musical elements, 
phrasing, and instrumentation and how each may symbolize intensity and release 
patterns of human feeling. These musical components do not exist in vacuum, nor do 
there exist any pure musical examples which offer either intensity or release patterns 
exclusively. Thorough analyses may only be made by considering them as they relate to 
one another and in the context of the musical experience. To clarify, Figure 2 ("Deck 
the Halls") offers a host of patterns, some of them complementary and others 
contradictory. The descending melodic line, primarily conjunct intervals, and tonic 
based tonality might represent release, however, the fast-moving tempo and the 
instrument choice might be more representative of an intensity pattern. Moreover, the 
piece offers both ascending and descending melodic lines. The last two measures of the 
excerpt could be analyzed as intensity followed by release in terms of duration. It 
becomes the responsibility of the critic to determine which factors are overwhelming in 
terms of these various patterns of intensity and release. It is only when the critic 
considers the elements as they relate to the whole experience can a fairly accurate 
assessment be made.
According to Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism, then, musical score 
communicates through virtual : Virtual tintu is symbolic of inner emotive feeling
7 8
in that its patterns of relative intensity and release represent the patterns of intensity 
and release embodied in the forms of human feeling. Music can be analyzed as aesthetic 
symbolism by applying Langer's theory of intensity and release to the various aspects of 
a musical score (i.e., musical elements, phrasing, and instrumentation). By extending 
Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism in this way, a rhetorical perspective by which 
to analyze systematically music as communication is created.
Summary
In sum, this chapter has extended Susanne Langer's theory of aesthetic 
symbolism in order to create a rhetorical perspective by which to analyze 
systematically music as communication. Initially, music as an aesthetic symbol 
creates an "illusion of life" for listeners based on the artist's perception. This illusion 
is conceptualized through the dynamic interaction between virtual experience (lyrics) 
and virtual time (musical score).
A musical work which utilizes both lyrics and musical score may create an 
illusion through the poetry. The poetry may be dramatic (forward-looking) or poetic 
(backward-looking). The rhythmic fabric may be primarily comic (optimistic, the 
protagonist beating all odds) or tragic (pessimistic, the protagonist dealing with his or 
her fate). In these compositions, musical score serves to embellish the poetry through 
patterns of intensity and release. The patterns may either reinforce the illusion 
described in the lyrics, or they may contradict that illusion and thereby alter the 
meaning of the message.
If a musical work is void of lyrical content, its communicative meaning is more 
difficult to ascertain. In such musical works, one might study the primary consumers 
of that music in order to discover the element of virtual experience. In other words, the
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listeners may bring with them the virtual experience which is then combined with the 
virtual time (musical score) to create the "illusion of life." In these cases, the 
questions to be answered include: Is there a unified ideology of meaning attached to the 
music by these listeners? Do the various consumers listen for similar reasons? What 
are those reasons? Virtual time (musical score) can be analyzed, then, in light of these 
discoveries in order to ascertain some communicative meaning.
In short, this rhetorical perspective, created from Susanne Langer’s theory of 
aesthetic symbolism, offers a means by which to analyze music with or without lyrical 
content to discover any communicative meaning for listeners. With regard to such a 
model of music as communication, the variable becomes the listeners and what they 
bring with them to the experience.
CHAPTER IV
MUSIC AS COMMUNICATION IN THE NEO-NAZI SKINHEAD MOVEMENT:
AN ANALYSIS OF MUSIC COMPRISED OF BOTH LYRICS AND SCORE
Introduction
Mention of Adolf Hitler, the Ku Klux Klan, and the Nazi movement conjur up a 
part of history which most Americans would like to erase. As the United States enters 
the 1990s, however, the growing threat of such racist factions is again becoming a 
reality. National membership figures of various White Supremist groups are estimated 
at about 20,000 hard-core members with an additional ten passive supporters for 
every hard-core member (E. Langer, 1990, p. 85). Currently, then, the total 
membership in these organizations is approximately 200,000. The various factions 
which comprise this Neo-Nazi membership total include the Ku Klux Klan, old order 
Nazis, Neo-Nazi Skinheads, the Posse Comitatus, and the Christian-ldentity movement. 
The most dramatic membership increases are occuring in the American Neo-Nazi 
Skinheads, " . . .  a youth movement centered around 'white power’ rock music, shaved 
heads, tattoos, and violence against people of color, Jews, and gays" (Zia, 1991, 
p. 25). This violent hate-group comprised primarily of adolescents has grown from 
fewer than 100 hard-core members in 1985 to more than 5,000 members today 
(Thick skins, 1990, p. 26).
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This chapter focuses on the faction of Neo-Nazis in America known as the 
Skinheads. In the first part of the chapter, the significance of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead 
movement in the United States today is clarified. Subsequently, the issue of music as a 
primary mode of communication for the movement is addressed. Finally, a 
representative sample of the music of the premier band, Skrewdriver, is analyzed using 
the rhetorical perspective offered in Chapter III. By approaching this chapter from 
these perspectives, the reader will begin to understand the significance of the Neo-Nazi 
Skinhead movement in America, as well as the need to study how music is used to 
communicate for the movement.
The Significance of the Skinhead Movement in the United States
In order to clarify the significance of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement in the 
United States, several questions about the movement are addressed. These questions 
include: (1) Who are the Skinheads? (2) What is the ideology of the movement? (3) 
Why do the Skinheads exist? and, (4) Where do they come from and where are they 
located today?
Who are the Skinheads?
Initially, who are the Skinheads? What are the demographic characteristics of 
the members? If it is true that this particular faction of the White Supremecy 
movement in America has grown from 500 members in 1985 to some 5,000 members 
currently, it seems plausible that there may be some identifiable characteristics among 
the members.
The average age of Neo-Nazi Skinheads is between 16 and 20 years old (Coplon, 
1988; Cooper, 1989). Skinheads must, of course, be of Aryan originfi.e., Northern 
European descent). Skinheads identify with other members by adorning themselves
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with various symbols including swastika tattoos, shaved heads, flight jackets, 
suspenders worn hanging from the waist, and British-made, steel-toed boots called "Doc 
Martens" (Cooper, 1989, p. 264).
In terms of background, most experts describe Skinheads as, "typically young, 
poor and alienated from mainstream society. Many are high-school dropouts, and few 
have the ability to clearly articulate their concerns" (Came, et. al.„ 1989, p. 44).
Some other background characteristics used to describe Skinheads are typical of gang 
members: "They [Skinheads] tend to come from broken homes, and a high proportion 
were abused as children. They are creatures of dysfunction, casualties of a Burger King 
economy with no room at the top. Growing up in the bad new days of the 1980s, they 
have learned to point fingers in all the wrong directions" (Coplon, 1988, p. 56).
While many Skinheads come from the working poor, others are likely to come 
from middle '.lass families, as well. Elinor Langer (1990) illustrates this fact most 
vivid ly:
At 1:30 on the morning of Novemeber 13, 1988, in a peaceful 
residential neighborhood in Portland, Oregon, Kenneth Mieske [23],
Kyle Brewster[19] and Steven Strasser[20], skinheads, encountered 
Mulageta Seraw, Wondwosen Tesfaye, and Tilahun Antneh, Ethiopians; 
the skinheads had a bat; and Seraw-the description of whose wounds 
makes chilling reading-died. . . .  it was a racially motivated attack. . . .
. . . .  Of the three assailants, one was a neighbor [of the author];. . .  the 
second was a rock musician and all-around counter-culture personage who 
moved in circles close to those of our baby sitter as well as, at some points,
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close to mine; and the third was a recent homecoming king of a local high school 
with some of whose friends and schoolmates my own acquaintances also 
overlapped (p. 82 and p. 98).
Clearly, it is difficult to categorize Neo-Nazi Skinheads demographically.
In sum, Skinheads are White Anglo-Saxons who typically range in age from 15- 
25 years old. Further, they usually choose to dress in a manner which highlights 
shaved heads and swastikas. With regard to background, they often come from poor 
families, dysfunctional families, or were abused as children. However, as the Portland 
description highlights, Skinheads are not limited only to these easily distinguishable and 
rationaliza Jle traits. They may also come from every suburb, "wealthy to working 
class, and from an array of families whose 'functionality' or 'dysfunctionality' appears 
to be no different from that of the people next door” (E. Langer, p. 104).
What is the Ideology of the Movement?
The overriding philosophy of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement in America is 
compatible with other racist American hate groups in the United States: "All of them 
single out members of racial, ethnic, or religious groups as the focus of their hatred. 
The most common targets are Jews, Blacks, and Hispanics, though anyone who is not a 
non-Catholic Christian and of Northern European extraction may be targeted for abuse" 
(Cooper, p. 263). Moreover, the Skinhead youth movement literature is explicit about 
the organization's ultimate goais:
"Our goal is to create a network of white youth gangs and wolf 
packs across the nation.. . .  the Aryan Youth Movement. . .  
salutes the wolf pack . . .  for hunting down and causing the death of 
Negro Michael Griffith, and for physically beating with baseball bats
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Negros Cedric Sandiford and Timothy Grimes in the New York 
area. . . (cited in Far Right Youth Recruitment, 1987, p. 5).
One important goal of the movement is to create gangs across the United States which 
will stamp out individuals who do not fit the White Aryan description.
The racist hatred of the Skinheads is directed primarily toward Jews throughout 
the world, although anyone who is not a White Aryan is open to violent aggression. The 
belief is that Jews are running the country and the world; and blacks, homosexuals, and 
aliens are genetically inferior. These Neo-Nazis argue: "Jews are the force controlling 
your life, blacks are genetically inferior and race mixing is the nearest thing to the end 
of the world this side of Armageddon" (cited in E. Langer, 1990, p. 84). These Neo- 
Nazis have declared war on Zionist Occupation Government (ZOG), their term for the 
American democratic government (Cooper, 1989; E. Langer, 1990; Zia, 1991).
Jews, and any other "inferior peoples," must be cast away by whatever means necessary 
so as to make room for the rightful rulers of the White Aryan Nation to take over.
The major philosophy professed in the Skinhead ideology is white supremecy, 
however, a most frightening aspect of the ideology is the condoning of, and actually the 
promotion of, extreme violence as a means of achieving these goals. Skinhead leader, 
Tom Metzger, who carries a Desert Prince knife with an eight inch blade on his person 
at ail times, elaborates about the need for violence among members: "I hate to walk 
around with guns -  they’re less personal. I like to let a person know that if he comes 
after me, I'm going to carve him up” (Coplon, p. 58). Metzger's attitude is shared by 
the group. As one Skinhead put it, "Sometimes . . .  we beat people up for no reason. . . .  
Our enemies understand only one message: That of the knife, the gun and the club” (p.
62) .
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Perhaps the most publicized example of the racist ideology of the Neo-Nazi 
Skinheads, as well as the violent means advocated by members to achieve supremecy, 
came on the afternoon of November 11, 1988. On that day, ABC aired the now famous 
episode of Geraldo which began with some of the ugliest dialogue about Blacks and Jews 
and ended with a fight between several Skinheads and Geraido Rivera. Rivera's nose was 
broken in the scuffle (cited in Cooper, p. 103).
These kinds of violent acts by Skinheads are not isolated incidents. In fact, 
leaders in the movement such as Rick Cooper, speak of a second Holocaust as inevitable 
and necessary. As Cooper exclaimed in a recent WAR (White Aryan Resistance) video : 
"When people can no longer tolerate the Jews, those people who don't believe iri the 
Holocaust will want one; and those who do believe in the Holocaust will want another one. 
. . . The next Holocaust won't be a hoax” (cited in Langer, p. 85).
The ideology of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement, then, is to replace the 
American democratic system with a form of totalitarianism, a society to be ruled by the 
White Aryan race (Cooper, p. 264; Skinheads, 1988, p. 290). To do so, Jews must be 
ousted from power, and other inferior minorities (i.e., Blacks, Hispamcs, and anyone 
else not fitting the Aryan description and/or not supporting the ideology) must be kept 
in a place of subordination. Further, these American Neo-Nazi Skinheads advocate 
extreme violence as a primary means by which to achieve these goals.
Why Do the Skinheads Exist?
It is evident, by this point, that the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement is a violent and 
racist hate group whose membership is growing dramatically in America today. The 
ideology of the movement is one of overthrowing the democratic government as we know 
it, in order to replace it with a totalitarian government run by the White Aryan Race.
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The fact that extreme violence is advocated as a primary means to this end is alarming. 
But, why has this movement become so strong during the last decade? What is drawing 
young Americans in to this far-right message as a realistic and morally acceptable 
answer to their problems? How are movement leaders legitimizing this horrifying 
philosophy? Research offers four primary reasons for the recent growth trend of Neo- 
Nazi Skinhead membership and activity in the United States.
The first reason stems from economic frustration and family destruction 
experienced by youth today. Leonard Zeskind of the Center for Democratic Renewal, a 
government watchdog of such groups, explains:
We now have the first generation of young white kids who don't expect to live 
better than their parents and [they] are looking for scapegoats. . . .  We have a 
disintegration of family structures that's been going on now for 15-20 years, 
with more room for lawless activity among young people. Some of the lawless 
activity expresses itself as racist activity (cited in Cooper, p. 273).
Professor Mark T. Carleton of Louisiana State University agrees with Zeskind that there 
is an economic link to the dramatic growth of this movement:
I believe there is a growing constituency nationally among lower-income groups 
who believe that the unemployed or the marginally employed are the enemy.
They believe that expensive government is taking their money and giving 
it to [those] who don't work" (cited in cooper, p. 263).
And Birch Bayh, chairman of the National Institute against Prejudice and Violence, adds: 
Frustration, whether it’s from not having enough money to 
pay the rent or buy a new pair of shoes ..  . causes people 
to look for scapegoats, for easy answers. I think it is a
human quality to be frustrated and dissatisfied when something goes wrong, 
and it's another human quality, or shortcoming, to try to find someone 
else to blame other than yourself" (cited in Cooper, p. 264).
While these economic and demographic variables play a part in the reasons for the 
revival of racism in America evidenced by the growth of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead 
movement, they are not the only factors involved.
Another significant reason for the recent surge in growth of the American Neo- 
Nazi Skinhead movement comes from the recruitment efforts made by seif-proclaimed 
leader Thomas Metzger. Whereas in the past, various Skinhead factions were located in 
diverse pockets of the country, Tom Metzger and his son John (accredited with breaking 
Geraldo Rivera's nose), have been working diligently to unify the movement.
At first glance, one would describe Metzger as typical. Metzger is a 50-year- 
old television repairman who resides in Fallbrook, California. He is married and the 
father of six children. His two youngest children attend public school in Fallbrook 
(Langer, 1990, p. 88). However, other characteristics are much less typical. He 
described himself to a journalism class at San Diego State University in this way, "Once 
I was a conservative, once I was a liberal, once I was a libertarian. I got sick of those 
labels, I finally said, 'Well, !'m a racist"’ (cited in Langer, p. 88).
To promote the ideology and recruit new members, Metzger hosts a cabie 
television program called "Race and Reason," records phone message lines (i.e., 
"hatelines") around the country, and founded the newsletter, "WAR: White Aryan 
Resistance," in 1983. The bimonthly newsletter offers the warning on its cover: "To 
non-whites, Jews, or White race traitors. Reading this material may cause Blindness, 
Insanity or even Zitsl This newspaper is for Aryans-Mud stay clear!” (Zia, p. 24).
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Metzger's attempts appear to be succeeding. Correspondence with Metzger has shown up 
in Skinhead quarters as far from Fallbrook as Providence, Rhode island, Portland, 
Oregon, and New York City (Langer, 1990).
A third reason offered for the rapid growth of the American Neo-Nazi Skinhead 
movement is linked to the rightward shift by the mainstream Republican Party. The 
right-wing stance of both the Reagan and Bush Administrations has actual'y lent 
legitimacy to the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement. David Ostendorf, director of 
Prairiefire Rural Action Association in Des Moines, Iowa, says, "The political context of 
the country shifted so very much in the 1980s that it became much more legitimate for 
people to act and talk using racial and ethnic epithets" (cited in Cooper, p. 264).
Legitimization for the Skinhead movement derived in conventional politics goes 
beyond the Reagan and Bush Administrations. In 1989, David Duke, won a seat in the 
Louisiana State Legislature. Although he lost a 1990 bid for U.S. Senate, he did win 
sixty percent of the white vote in that election (Zia, p. 25). Duke's success is another 
example of the narrowing gap between the racist movement and conventional politics. 
Duke's past history includes that of former leader of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan in 
the mid-1970s, founder of the National Association for the Advancement of White 
People and of the White Youth Alliance, among others. The Louisiana Coalition Against 
Racism and Nazism, believes Duke has been successful, in part, because he has detached 
his past from his present:
. . . following a dual strategy by which in public he promotes moderate 
conservativism, keyed to racial issues, while within his activist circle, he 
continues a second campaign, a shadow campaign, embodying his long-term
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design, his dream of a genetically engineered super race, born into existence 
by a legion of white supremists (Langer, 1990, p. 98).
Some individuals attempt to discount these indicators that racism is being 
legitimized in conventional politics by arguing that Duke is successful because he has 
shaken his former racist ideals. However, at a Chicago meeting of the Populist Party 
just after his 1989 victory, "Duke reportedly shook hands with the head of the 
American Nazi Party and announced, 'We did it, and I’m here to tell you how to duplicate 
it for the white majority movement.' As one Klan hateline message cheered, a Duke 
victory is one for 'the entire racist movement'”(Zia, p. 26).
Some researchers continue to argue that these links to conventional politics are 
mere speculation. However, Rev. James Stovall, executive director of the Louisiana 
Interchurch Conference, points out the similiarities between Duke's Populist Party 
platform and policy initiatives undertaken or promised by both President Reagan and 
President Bush, "including no new tax increases, workfare instead of welfare, vouchers 
to help parents pay for private schools and opposition to stricter gun-control 
legislation" (Cooper, p. 273). Civil rights activists offer yet another example of this 
link to the Reagan Administration when they, "prosecuted violent, racially motivated 
crimes such as The Order's while simultaneously endorsing one of the racial movement's 
essential premises, that it is time for Black preference programs to end" (Langer, p. 
106). It seems evident by addressing the links between the conventional right-wing 
politics of current government in America, as well as the increasing popularity of such 
politicians as David Duke, that the ideals of the Neo-Nazi Skinheads are finding some 
legitimization in conventional politics.
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The Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement in America has also attempted to legitimize its 
ideals through religion. Bruce Hoffman of the RAND Corporation says, ‘This emphasis 
on religious justification of their violence has taken place at the same time as the 
Christian-fundamentalist revival" (cited in Cooper, p. 263). This justification is 
rooted in the tenets of the "Identity Church," a hate movement basd on an obscure,
British doctrine that emerged in America in the late 1970s. The belief is that:
God's "chosen people" described in the bible actually are not the Jews, 
who they [Skinheads] believe are no more than despicable children of Satan 
who usurped this title and privilege from the rightful owners.
The true "chosen people," . . .  are descendents of the "Lost Tribes of Israel," 
who conveniently settled in the British Isles" (Cooper, p. 266).
The Skinheads further extract all people who are not of Northern European descent into 
the category of "soulless subhumans" called "mud people" (p. 266).
The Neo-Nazi Skinhead involvement with the Identity religion is best evidenced 
by the choice to hold the first national Skinhead convention in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, with 
Rev. Richard Butler of the Identity Church. Butler claims, ". . . that white Anglo- 
Saxons [are] God’s chosen people and America [is] their promised land" (Reed, 1989, p. 
1 0 ) .
In sum, perhaps the reason for the dramatic increases in Neo-Nazi Skinhead 
membership stems from their ability to legitimize who they are and why they exist in 
several arenas. This movement has found legitimacy in economics, politics, and 
religion. Further, whereas no leadership was evident in the early 1980s, Tom Metzger 
and his son John have emerged in the latter part of the decade as self-proclaimed leaders
attempting to--and apparently succeeding at--uniting the factions of Neo-Nazi 
Skinheads throughout the country.
W h ere rib J li£ ..^ J i inhead.s...C9m e F rom and W here A r e T h ey_J«oc
The roots of American Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement are in Great Britain. 
Specifically, the movment began in London, England in the mid-1960s. In the early 
1970s, however, the emergence of the gays and Pakistani immigrants, coupled with 
police harassment edged the Skinhead movement into remission. The movement 
resurfaced in the late 1970s more violent and extreme than before (Coplon, pp. 64- 
65).
This revitalized movement was born of working-class British youths who, 
"rejected the liberal and left-leaning values of their middle-class peers during the 
1970s. Instead of long hair, sandals, peace symbols and folk music, the Skinheads 
favored shaved heads, Doc Martens, swastikas and 'oi' music, a type of 'heavy metal' 
rock that often included 'white power' lyrics" (Cooper, p. 264). Interestingly, as the 
movement crossed the Atlantic, it was purged of racist violence, “American skinheads at 
first seemed interested only in the dress and the oi music" (p. 265). By 1985, 
however, the movement had established its philosophy: "'White pride' skinheads were 
suddenly braying about white power and beating on those who took issue" (Coplon, p. 
65).
So, the roots of the movement are in white power youths from England. The next 
question becomes: Where are these Skinhead factions located now? The most 
concentrated area of Neo-Nazi Skinheads is the Northwest: "Portland, Oregon, and 
Spokane, Washington, have seen a rash of skinhead violence, and Coeur, d'Alene, Idaho, 
is home to some of the country's most virulent Neo-Nazi activists" (Cooper, p. 266).
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While many Americans would like to think Skinhead existence and activity is limited to 
this one portion of the country, the following map illustrates how widespread the 
movement is today. Certainly, organized factions of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement 
exist across the continent.
White Supremacist Groups in the United States—1989
Source : K ian watch
To bring the matter closer to home, Reed (1989) mentions the Minneapolis 
Baldies who, . .prowl the streets preying on gays, blacks, the homeless, and Jews" (p. 
10). Furthermore, Langer (1990) reminds us that one Skinhead convicted of 
manslaughter in Portland, Oregon, lived in the same suburb and only a few blocks away; 
while another Skinhead had recently been homecoming king in the local high school (p. 
82).
Skinhead violence is occuring in the Upper Midwest and in the suburbs. Similar 
Skinhead activity is also appearing on college campuses. According to the National 
Institute against Prejudice and Violence, there have been at least 174 incidents of 
racially motivated violence on college campuses since 1986 (Cooper, p. 263). The 
following examples illustrate the kinds of Skinhead activity occurring on college 
campuses;
In North Dakota, a Jamestown College student punched a gay 
man in the face four times, saying that the victim looked at him and touched him 
on the shoulder at a homecoming dance (Howard, 1987, p. 626).
Macaiester College, St. Paul, Minnesota: !n March, threatening 
letters with racial slurs were sent to Tina Edwards, an American Indian who is 
student body president, after she wrote a campus newspaper article 
on racism (Johnson, 1988, p. 2D).
Buildings at Smith College, an Ivy League school in the northeast, 
were defaced with racist slogans. At the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa, 
a cross was burned in front of a house into which a Black sorority was 
thinking of moving. A series of assaults and harassments of Chicano students 
at a Chula Vista, California, community coliege occurred after other Chicano
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students won seats to the student government for the first time. . . . Events 
happened South and North, West and East, on campus and off, at blue collar 
community colleges and elite universities. . . . The violence and vandalism are 
the warning signals of a much larger cancer (Far-Right Youth Movement, 1987, 
p. 4).
The acts of violence range from vandalism to murder, and they occur from coast 
to coast. Klanwatch, a watchdog group that is part of the Southern Poverty Law Center 
in Montgomery, Alabama, says: "Skinheads were responsible for at least four of seven 
racially motivated murders last year [1988]. Two-thirds of the 36 assaults reported 
to Klanwatch in 1988 were linked tc Skinheads" (Cooper, p. 265). Clark Martell, 
member of one Chicago area Skinhead faction known as Romantic Violence says, "I am a 
violent person. I love the white race, and if you love something you're the most vicious 
person on earth" (cited in Skinheads, 1988, p. 299).
Some other cities with organized Skinhead factions include: Cincinnati, Ohio; 
Detroit, Michigan; St. Petersburg, Florida; Dallas, Texas; Coeur d'Alene, Idaho; Fort 
Smith, Arkansas; Pulaski, Tennessee; Santa Barbara, California; Bloomington, Indiana; 
and others (Bishop, 1988; Cooper, 1989; Coplan, 1988; Johnson, 1988; Reed,
1989). The point to be made is that, indeed, Neo-Nazi Skinheads are committing acts of 
violence as well as vandalism throughout the United States. What were once geographic 
pockets of violent racist acitivity are now unified factions of a broader movement which 
spans the United States.
How Does Music Communicate for the Movement?
To this point, it has become clear that, if the data are accurate, the Neo-Nazi 
Skinhead movement is increasing in membership dramatically. The group advocates
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extreme violence to promote their racist ideology. They exist throughout the country. 
Their mission is to overthrow the government and purge the country of anyone who does 
not support their Aryan Race ideals. The movement communicates through "hateline" 
phone messages, as well as through movement magazines and newspapers such as 
WAR;White Aryan Resistance and The Spotlight (Rendahi, 1990, pp. 45-46). Self 
professed leader, Tom Metzger, also uses his talk show, "Race and Reason," to 
communicate to the broader audience.
While each of these modes of communication does serve to spread the movement's 
philosophy to its members, the most significant communication link for the Skinhead 
movement is its music (Bishop, 1988; Cooper, 1989; Coplon, 1988; Far-Right Youth, 
1987; Jailhouse Rock, 1988; E. Langer, 1990; Skinheads, 1988; Zia, 1991). As 
stated in War:White Aryan Resistance magazine, "Music is one of the greatest 
propaganda tools around. You can influence more people with a song than you can a 
speech" (Coplon, p. 65).
Unlike other Neo-Nazi factions in the United States, the music actually helps 
define the Skinhead movement. As Zia (1991) writes, the Neo-Nazi skinheads are a, 
"youth movement centered around 'white power' rock music, shaved heads, tattoos, and 
violence against people of color, Jews, and gays" (p. 25). Cooper (1980) also notes the 
importance of music to the Skinhead movement, "The special appeal of the Skinhead 
movement to teenagers and young adults can be traced to its origins as a subculture in 
the world of rock music . . . and 'ci' music, a type of 'heavy metal' rock that often 
includes 'white power* lyrics" (p. 264). Yet another definition of Skinheads reads, 
"youngsters who shave their heads, wear tough-looking garb and nazi insignia, glorify 
violence, play and peddle 'white power' rock music, and have designated Jews and other
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minorities as targets" (Skinheads, 1988, p. 290). Still another article defines 
Skinheads as, "punk rockers [who] seek to express their general sense of alienation 
through their music and dress" (Far-Right Youth, 1987, p. 4). Bishop (1988) offers 
a similar link to music, "An important aspect of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead subculture is 
the racist rock-and-roll music and much of their rectruitment is centered around night 
spots frequented by teenagers" (p. 17). Certainly, this racist rock music is a 
fundamental part of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement. It not only communicates to 
members, but is also used to recruit new members.
It is obvious that racist rock music communicates fcr the Neo-Nazi Skinhead 
movement and, as such, is worthy of analysis. The next question, however, is: To whom 
do the Skinheads listen? While several rock bands are mentioned in the various 
literature (i.e., Brutal Attack, Prime Suspects, Skuilhead, etc.), one group, 
Skrewdriver, led by Ian Stuart, is said to be the world's premier 'white-power' 
Skinhead band ( Bishop, 1988; Cooper, 1989, p. 264; Coplon, 1988, p. 54; Far- 
Right Youth, 1987; Jailhouse Rock, 1988; Langer, 1990, pp. 99 & 106; Skinheads, 
1988, p. 290).
The music of Skrewdriver is not distributed by any conventional means in the 
United States due to the racist lyrical content. However, it can be obtained in Canada 
and around Europe, as well as from the Chicago-area Skinhead faction known as 
Romantic Violence (Skinheads, 1988, p. 10) Since the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement is 
founded in this racist rock music, and uses it to communicate to members as well as to 
recruit new members; and since Skrewdriver is undoubtedly billed as the premier 
Skinhead band, it seems obvious that analysis of Skrewdriver's recent album, "White 
Ryder," is an appropriate choice.
In order to understand how music communicates in the Neo-Nazi Skinhead 
movement, Skrewdriver's album, "White Ryder," is analyzed in terms of what ideology 
is professed in the lyrics, as well as how the musical score embellishes this message.
To analyze how "White Ryder" communicates for the movement, the rhetorical 
perspective grounded in Susanne Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism detailed in 
Chapter Three is employed.
Analysis of Skrewdriver's "White Ryder" Album
In this portion of the study, Susanne Langer's notion of the "illusion of life” is 
used to identify how Skrewdrivar communicates a racist rhetorical message on the 
album. To do so, the illusion depicted in the lyrical content (i.e., virtual experience) is 
ascertained. Subsequently, the musical score (i.e., virtual time) is analyzed in terms 
of how it embellishes the illusion depicted in the lyrics. Finally, the racist rhetorical 
messages communicated through the interaction between virtual time and virtual 
experience as they create a vivid "illusion of life" for the listeners are summarized. 
Virtual Experience (Lyrical Illusion of Life)
In terms of lyrical content, there are some definite consistencies in the album. 
Of the twelve tunes included in the album, only one number, "And the Snow Fell," is 
focused in the poetic illusion. Moreover, this is the only selection which utilizes the 
tragic rhythm. The other eleven songs are focused exclusively in the dramatic illusion 
and comic rhythm (See Table 7). Basing the majority of the numbers in the dramatic 
illusion and comic rhythm serves well to promote the ideology of the Skinhead 
movement. The comic rhythm is the protaganist fighting for self-preservation. The 
dramatic illusion is forward-looking. Certainly, the Skinhead ideology of rising above
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society to dominate ali others and blotting out inferiors is reinforced by the lyrical 
illusion communicated in most of the songs of the album.
Moreover, the lyrics are blatant in depicting the White Aryan Race as all- 







You can't get around us~
Into the Devil’s lair.
Well, the neighboring regimes are enemies 
Although we're too blind to see 
Got the harbor in the Marxist mud 
Of the terrorist ANZ.
And the leaders of the West choose sanctions
And scream, Hey! What about the Human Rights?
But they don't tel! the truth
'Cuz they're traitors too
What about the whites who died?
REFRAIN . . . .
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Table 7
Illusion of Life-Depicted in Virtual Experience
Song Title Poetic Illusion Dr.omalLc_jWLu&loQ
Comic Tragic Comic T raaic
(side one)
1. White Ryder X
2. Where Has Justice Gone? X
3. Strikeforce! X
4. Behind the Bars X
5. Pride of a Nation X
6. New Nation X
(side two)
7. And the Snow Fell X
8. I Can See the Fire X
9. Thunder in the Cities X
10. We Fight for Freedom X
11. White Warriors! X
12. Built Up, Knocked Down X
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Other titles such as "White Ryder," "Pride of a Nation," and "New Nation," also 
boast of white supremecy and the eventual dominance of the Aryan race:
New Nation being proved.
Gonna pledge my life to you.
Cowards are running.
Pressure is coming.
If you fall, you fall in her defense.
They might think that they have won.
But one day we will rule (from "New Nation”)
Upon reviewing the lyrical content of the selections included in "White Ryder," the 
reasons it is promoted as Skinhead propaganda become obvious.
The one selection which is not focused in the dramatic illusion and comic rhythm 
is really the pivotal tune on the album. "And the Snow Fell," the first tune on the second 
side of the album, shifts from dramatic illusion and comic rhythm to poetic illusion and 
tragic rhythm. Upon revealing the lyrical content of this shift tune, the racist 
rhetorical nature of the entire album becomes vivid:
Verse: He sat in a room
In a square the color of blood.
He'd rule all the world 
The Best way that he could.
He'd sit and he'd stare
At the minarets on top of the towers
For he was the priest
As he hashed at new plans
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To gain power.
Refrain: And the snow fell
Covering their dreams and ideals.
And the snow fell
Freezing the blood and the wheels.
And the snow fell
They'd have to keep warm for survival.
And the snow fell
And defeated the priest's only rivals.
(from "And the Snow Fell")
This particular tune is actually a tribute to Hitler and Nazi Germany. In Langer's 
illusion of life, Hitler becomes the "tragic hero." Lyrically, the song takas the listener 
through the priest's (Hitler's) conquests and eventual retreat to the fatherland. The 
illusion that Nazi Germany's defeat was unfair comes into clear focus in the last line of 
the final verse: ". . . and it still sickens me to see the red flag flying in Berlin." 
Certainly, this pivotal number serves as the roots for the racist ideology of the 
Skinhead movement by affording the members a cause, a reason, for their fight for 
power.
The shift nature of the aforementioned tune gains significance when placed before 
the subsequent tune, "I Can See the Fire." This number shifts back to the dramatic 
illusion and comic rhythm. Moreover, however, it has added meaning in a sense of 
"we're back" and "our fire will never die":
Refrain: I can see the fire
And I know that it won't die.
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I can see the flames 
A burnin' deep 
Inside your eyes.
I can see a fire 
I can see a fire 
I can see a fire 
in your eyes!
Lyrically, where the first side of the album promotes the Skinhead ideology, the 
second side identifies the roots of the movement with Hitler (the tragic hero) and Nazi 
Germany. Subsequently, the last five numbers on side B speak to the notion that "we 
fight for our honor" and "we fight for freedom" and "you'll never beat the white 
warriors." "White Warriors" depicts this new envigorated direction and grounding for 
the movement:
Refrain: And they’ll never




Never beat the warriors.
White Warriorsl 
White Warriors!
Verse: When the battle's over
And the victory is won
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The land will be ruled by two white people 
And the traitors will all be gonel
Refrain . . . .
In sum, the album, "White Ryder," is blatant in lyrical content. Eleven of the 
twelve tunes are focused in the dramatic illusion and comic rhythm. This notion of 
protagonist fighting for self preservation selves beautifully to promote the White 
Aryan ideology of the Skinhead movement. Further, the lyrics of the shift tune, "And the 
Snow Fell," serve to identify the roots of the movement in Nazi Germany and create the 
illusion of Hitler as tragic hero. By making this the only number set in the poetic 
illusion and tragic rhythm, a sense of injustice served and honor to be regained is 
communicated. Thus, the remaining five songs which return to the dramatic illusion 
and comic rhythm have added meaning: that of a deserved position of honor to be regained 
by these Neo-Nazis.
Finally, in terms of lyrical content, it is interesting to note that, when listened 
to in isolation, several songs on the album could be interpreted simply as protest music 
in general. It is only when listened to in its entirety, that the blatant racist rhetoric 
becomes vivid.
V i r t uaL -Time—tMuaic a l_EiXLb îils.JbLnmi3-0
The music of the album serves to embellish and reinforce the racist Aryan 
ideology communicated in the lyrics. Thus, the music strengthens the communicative 
power of the message. Initially, the style of the music is "rock" (as opposed to other 
popular forms such as "easy listening," "popular," or "country '). This is significant in 
that most of the Skinhead population is aged 15 to 25, and most adolescents tend to 
prefer "rock" music over other styles. Further, the nature of rock music as a means by
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which to defy authority also serves to enhance the purpose of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead 
movement. Lull (1987) expounds:
Rock music's primary audience, youth, is expected to quarrel with 
institutional forces such as parents, teachers, and bosses. Songs that 
describe philosophical conflict from the point of view of youth are 
common in rock music. With some important historical exceptions, however, 
conflict in contemporary [rock] music is limited to the problems of 
adolescents (pp. 13-14).
The fact that Skrewdriver's music is composed in a rock style, then, enhances the 
music's success in reaching members and potential members-adolescents-of the 
Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement.
Rock music, in general, is the music of choice for adolescents. This fact, alone, 
makes the style of the music of Skrewdriver significant as a communicative mode for 
the movement. Moreover, leaders of the movement also realize the penetrating nature 
of rock music, and particularly of music of Skrewdriver. Tom Metzger, leader of the 
Neo-Nazi Skinheads, says of the music of the leading Skinhead band, Skrewdriver, "The 
more I worked with them, the more I saw their potential to drag the racialist movement 
out of the conservative right-wing mold and into a newer era. I figured the music of 
these people [Skrewdriver] could do that. . . . i don’t always catch all the words, but I’m 
impressed with the power of it. I feel this anger coming from these white street kids - I 
get taken up in it" (cited in Coplon, 1988, p. 58). The rock style of Skrewdriver's 
music clearly enhances its ability to communicate successfully for the movement.
Based on the theory of intensity and release described in Chapter Three, in 
terms of rhythmic structure, all tunes focused in the dramatic illusion and comic
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rhythm also use a driving rhythm. This driving rhythm serves to embellish the 
illusion by intensifying the notion of struggle depicted in the lyrics. Langer (1953) 
claims:
The commanding form of a piece of music is its basic rhythm, 
which is at once the source of its organic unity and its total 
feeling. . . , Everything that prepares a future creates rhythm; 
everything that begets or intensifies expectation, including the 
expectation of sheer continuity, prepares the future; and everything 
that fulfills the promised future, in ways foreseen or unforeseen, 
articulates the symbol of feeling (p. 129).
The rhythm is symbolic of intensity rather than release and, therefore, agrees with and 
amplifies the message of struggle seeking resolution communicated in the lyrics.
Furthermore, the repetitious nature of the driving rhythm throughout the 
selections on the album intensify the need for resolution, or what Langer describes as 
the promised future. McLaughlin (1970) supports the notion that a continuous driving 
rhythm which does not resolve amplifies tension when he claims if every bar and every 
part is driving with a strong pulse, "there only remains a sense of ill-defined unrest" 
(p. 38). Moreover, if one considers phrasing, the works on the album are primarily 
high in volume level which might also suggest intensity. McLaughlin continues to write 
that volume tensions can result in an "overindulgence [of] dramatic noise" (p. 41). The 
urgency of reaching resolution is intensified through the constant driving rhythm 
combined with high intensity volume. The resolution to be attained is white Aryan 
supremecy depicted in the lyrics.
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With regard to harmonic structure, all of the tunes focus primarily in the tonic 
(I) chord. In fact, no tunes modulate to different keys. Very few dissonant chords are 
utilized. The harmonic structure, then embellishes the lyrical illusion because its 
predictable structure, which returns frequently the tonic, actually contradicts the 
lyrical message. Whereas the lyrical illusion portrays a struggle by the protagonist 
against society toward eventual domination (i.e., the protagonist beating the odds), the 
harmonic progression indicates resolve. This contradiction between lyrics and harmony 
serves to add an element of certainty in the eventual outcome professed in the lyrics.
The lyrical illusion suggests a struggle into the unknown future, however, the harmonic 
structure erases some of the uncertainty as to the fate. The lyrics suggest a fight 
against society. By embellishing this message with a harmonic structure which 
symbolizes resolve, the certainty of eventual Aryan supremacy over society is 
communicated. Thus, the persuasive impact of the message is actually heightened by the 
contradictory use of harmonic structure. The intensity of the lyrical illusion is 
embellished to communicate a certain and successful outcome.
In terms of melodic structure, each of the tunes is composed using primarily a 
conjunct melodic line. By doing so, the general listening audience, made up of 
aggressive 15 to 25 year olds is able to sing, or chant, along with the band. This is 
significant in that the group is able to focus on a single message, and as such, intensify 
the need for fulfillment and resolution. Similar to the harmonic embellishment, the 
melodic line is predictable in its conjunct form. As such, listeners can sing along with a 
sense of eventual success, of matter-of-factness about the eventual resolution.
Finally, the form of every song on the album is the same. Each tune utilizes the 
verse/refrain format. This is significant because even those members of the movement
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who may not know the songs verbatim, can easily pick up on the repetitious refrains. 
Again, the form serves to help intensify the illusion portrayed in the lyrics. By 
repeating the ideology and mission of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement throughout a 
particular number, cohesion and identity among members is attained.
With regard to the one song which is not focused in the dramatic illusion, "And 
the Snow Fell," the musical score also shifts. The rhythm is slow as opposed to driving, 
and the harmonic structure is not only tonic-based but in a minor key, as well. The 
musical score of this tune reinforces the poetic illusion depicted in the lyrics in terms 
of rhythm, harmony, and melody. Interestingly, *his song still utilizes the 
verse/refrain form. In doing so, the listeners are still able to sirig along and identify 
with the main theme of the tune, as well as the roots of the movement itself.
In terms of virtual time, then, Table 8 offers a pictoral description of the 
intensity and release patterns present in the majority of the songs on "White Ryder." 
The only song which would stray from this representation, is "And the Snow Fell" which 
would not have a high intensity pattern in the areas of rhythm, phrasing, or 
instrumentation. Rather, the elements would remain fairly consistently within the 
release pattern.
To summarize, the virtual time dimension of Skrewdriver's "White Ryder" 
album communicates primarily relative intensity patterns. In terms of rhythmic 
structure, the fast-driving rock style is the overwhelming factor to cause the listener 
to feel a sense of tensbn needing to be resolved. The music is simple with regard to 
melodic and harmonic structure offering conjunct melodic lines and simple chord 
progression which remain very close to the tonic. Thus, these two dimensions 
communicate a sense of relative release or resolve. The overwhelming factor with
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Vlrluai Time as Presented in a Portion of "White Ryder”
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regard to phrasing is loud volume which symbolizes intensity. Lack of ritardandos, 
decrescendos, and legato articluations serve to reinforce the notion of intensity with 
regard to the phrasing dimension, instrumentation is also a full sound with all 
instruments playing together at the same time. This, combined with the factors already 
mentioed, enhances the symbol of intensity seeking resolution. The overriding symbolic 
nature of the virtual time dimension offered in "White Ryder," then, is tension seeking 
resoive.
integration of Virtual Tima and Virtual Experience
When one integrates the elements of virtual time with the illusions portrayed in 
the virtual experience of Skrewdriver's "White Ryder" album, several messages 
surface. First, the "illusion of life" professed in the lyrics serves to promote the racist 
ideology of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement, in addition, the musical score is 
successful in making more vivid the illusion professed in the lyrics. Based on this 
analysis, rooted in Susanne Langer’s theory of aesthetic symbolism, reasons for 
choosing Skrewdriver's music to communicate for the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement 
become clear.
The album begins as a salute to white supremecy and the fight for dominance.
With the shift song, "And the Snow Fell," a new dimension is added. Listeners are 
reminded of their “tragic hero," Adolf Hitler, and the humiliation of Nazi Germany when 
they were forced to retreat. This humiliation affords the members a sense of identity, 
cause, and reason to fight the status quo. That reason has been altered from one of 
gaining dominance to regaining dominance that was unjustly stripped from their 
ancestors. The remaining songs now become even more significant than the initial six.
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These songs boast of honor and the eventual dominance that was torn away from their 
forefathers in Nazi Germany.
Table 9 summarizes the effectiveness of the musical score of the "White Ryder" 
album as it embellishes the illusion of life portrayed in the lyrics. The factors of 
rhythmic structure, phrasing, and instrumentation tend to agree with and reinforce the 
lyrical illusion. Harmonic and melodic structure, however, actually contradict the 
lyrical illusion of intensity and struggle. This contradiction of messages actually 
heightens the persuasive impact of the lyrical message by offering a dimension of 
certainty about the eventual outcome of the struggle. Most of the songs are set in the 
dramatic lyrical illusion and are embellished by the reinforcing use of musical 
elements. After analyzing Skrewdriver's "White Ryder" album in terms of the lyrical 
illusion communicated and how that illusion is embellished through the musical score, 
the persuasive nature and propagandists motives are obvious. Certainly, the album 
promotes the ideology of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement in the United States.
Music does communicate for the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement. In order to begin 
to understand movements such as the Skinheads, it is important to analyze and 
understand the ways in which their ideology is communicated io members and non­
members. In the case of the Skinheads, music is certainly a parmount means of 
communication for the movement. Applying and expanding Susanne Langer's theory of 
aesthetic symbolism affords the critic the ability to analyze the music as it 
communicates aesthetically through the "illusion of life" depicted in the lyrics, and the 
embellishment of that illusion via the musical score.
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In tensity /R el.
(side one)
1. White Ryder l R R
2. Where/Justice Gone? l R R
3. Strikeforce! l R R
4. Behind the Bars l R R
5. Pride of a Nation I R R
6. New Nation I R R
(sjde two)
7. And the Snow Fell R R(minor) R
8. I Can See the Fire I R R
9. Thunder in the Cities I R R
10. We Fight for Freedom I R R
11. White Warriors I R R
12. Built up,Knocked Down I / R(shifts) R R
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Certainly, the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement is a social force for many young 
people in the United States today. Membership in the movement is flourishing. The 
teenaged membeis who make up the movement's membership advocate extreme violence 
as a primary means by which to attain government control. Music is not only a 
grounding force of the movement, it is also a significant mode of communication binding 
various factions and an important tool used to recruit new members. Obviously, it is 
important to study how music communicates for this social movement if the Neo-Nazi 
Skinheads are to be understood and dealt with effectively. Music does communicate for 
the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement in America. Skrewdriver, led by Ian Stuart, is the 
primary band b« which the members do so.
This chapter summarized the significance of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement in 
the United States today. Further, the issue of music as a primary mode of 
communication for the movement was highlighted. Finally, a representative sample of 
the premier band, Skrewdriver, was analyzed using the rhetorical perspective offered 
in Chapter III. In analyzing the album from this perspective, the ideological messages 
offered in the lyrics were ascertained. Further, the ways in which the musical score 
embellishes that message to reach more listeners was also clarified. Certainly, music 
is an important mode of communication for the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement. It is 
paramount that music like Skrewdriver's, "White Ryder," be studied and understood in 
terms of what and how it communicates for social movements.
CHAPTER V
MUSIC IN THE '1EW AGE MOVEMENT: AN ANALYSIS THE COMMUNICATIVE 
POTENTIAL OF MUSIC VOID OF LYRICAL CONTENT 
Introduction
A new "social movement" has been taking shape across the United States during 
the 1980s, and continues to grow in membership at astounding rates (Lasch, 1987, pp. 
78). That movement is most often referred to as "New Age," although the movement has 
also been described as, "metaphysical, esoteric, occult, mystical, holistic, [and] human 
potential" (Tarila, 1990, p. 34). Carl Raschke, professor of humanities at the 
University of Denver, describes the New Age movement as "the most powerful social 
force in the country today" (cited in Lindsey, 1986, p. B12). Cronin, Riley, and Wyss 
(1987) write about the dramatic growth of the movement:
The [New Age] movement as a whole is growing steadily. Bantam Books 
says its New Age titles have increased tenfold in the past decade. The 
number of New Age bookstores has doubled in the past five years. . .  .
New Age radio is spreading. . . .  [and] The Grammys now 
include a special prize for New Age music (p. 62).
Moreover, the movement has become a marketing giant in terms of book sales, 
seminars, and music. With regard to New Age music alone, Wood(1989) reports that 
sales of New Age music exceed $70 billion (p. 11). Certainly, this movement and its 
music has a large following and is worthy of study. If this New Age movement
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is becoming so significant, it follows that one should understand what the supporters 
believe in, and how they use music io communicate their philosophy.
This chapter attempts to determine what role music plays in communicating for 
the New Age movement, and postulates about the appeal of this music to listeners outside 
the movement, as well. To do so, the significance of the New Age movement in the 
United States and abroad is clarified. Subsequently, the issue of music as a primary 
mode of communication for the movement is addressed. Finally, several representative 
New Age musical works are analyzed using the rhetorical perspective described in 
Chapter III. By approaching this chapter from these perspectives, the reader will begin 
to understand the significance of the New Age movement in the 1990s, as weil as the 
vital role music plays in communicating for the movement.
Significance of the New Aoe Movement in the United States and Abroad
The New Age movement appears to be growing steadily as evidenced by product 
sales increases and escalating seminar participation figures. In order to realize the 
significance of the New Age movement, several questions are addressed. These questions 
include: (1) Who are the individuals who identify with the New Age? (2) Is there a 
common ideology of the movement? and, (3) Why does the movement exist? Upon 
answering these questions, the reader will begin to understand the significance of the 
New Age movement today.
Who Identifies With the New Age?
In order to realize the growing support for the New Age, it is paramount to detail 
demographic similarities, global appeal, as well as dramatic membership increases at 
New Age seminars and sales increases of New Age products.
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Researchers most often describe members of the New Age movement as 25 to 50 
years old, achievement oriented, with high incomes, grown up hippies, and yuppies 
(Blow, 1988). As Blow continues regarding New Age followers: "New Age is more than 
anything else the religion of the baby boom, the people aged roughly 25 to 40 who 
dominate the New Age world. Turned off social activism by the assassination of their 
heroes, by Vietnam, Watergate, and Reagan, the boomers gave up and went to law school 
and Wall Street" (p. 26). Wauck (1990) supports these contentions when he offers, 
"The New Agers are not yokels. For (he most part, the people at the New York [Healing 
Mother Earth] expo were college-educated, middle class Americans" (p. 43).
Certainly, the demographic characteristics of New Age followers in the United 
States can be identified as yuppies ranging in age from 25-50 years old. Followers of 
the New Age movement, however, span beyond American yuppies and far beyond the 
United States. As Tarila (1990) writes, "The essence of New Age has always been an 
exploration of the spiritual side of humankind; but it has never been confined to the 
citizens of one country" (p. 33). She goes on to make note of the New Age market in a 
host of countries including the United States, Canada, Germany, Holland, Denmark, 
Switzerland, France, Spain, Italy, Greece, Japan, Iceland, India, and Singapore. 
Moreover, NAPRA (the New Age Publishing and Retailing Alliance) espouses global 
expansion as a common bond among members:
The organization's goals are a mixture of business, spiritual and
social aims . . .  to encouraging understanding, awareness and acceptance of the
notions of human and global transformation and ultimately [assisting] in
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the expansion of peaceful human interactions and more responsible stewardship 
of our planet (Bethune, 1988, p. 22).
Thus, the ideals espoused by the New Age movement appeal to a broader audience than 
American yuppies. The appeal is global.
Further, the growing support for the New Age can also be ascertained by 
observing seminar expansion and product sales increases. For example, the Omega 
Institute for Holistic Studies, a summer workshop retreat in upstate New York has 
grown from an enrollment of 200 when it was founded in 1977 to "more than 8,000" in 
1990 (Bloch, 1991, p. 72).
In addition to growing membership at New Age seminars, product sales are also 
skyrocketing. New Leaf Distributing, a company devoted to the distribution of New Age 
materials, is a prime example. The company was established in 1979 in a 2,000 
square foot warehouse. By 1988, the company moved into a 57,000 square foot 
warehouse where they now distribute \  . .19,000 items, 11,000 of which are book 
titles, 3500 music, 1000 audio, and the remainder video, calendars, cards and gifts" 
(Bethune, 1988, p. 25). Similarly, Humanics New Age publishing company 
experienced "a 400% growth in the last year . . . Marketing manager Jennifer Birdseye 
points to a growing public awareness of the practical applications of New Age ideas [as 
the primary reason for the growth]" (Bethune, 1988, p. 20).
To summarize, New Age followers may be categorized as 25-50 years old, 
urban, and upscale. However, the global appeal of the movement is a reminder that the 
followers are not limited to these American yuppies and grown-up hippies. Finally, the 
broadening membership support for the New Age movement is easily observed in the 
growing attendance at seminars focused on guided visualization and discovering inner
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peace and tranquility, as well as dramatic sales increases of New Age products (Bethune, 
1988; Bloch, 1991). Certainly, this expanding support for the ideals of the New Age 
movement offers significance to the study of how those ideals are communicated through 
music.
Is There a Common Ideology of the New Aae?
Before it is possible to analyze effectively how music communicates in the New 
Age movement, it is important to understand the guiding philosophy of the movement. To 
comprehend the New Age ideology, concerns as to whether it is a movement must first 
be addressed. Upon clarifying these concerns, the major philosophy of the New Age 
movement can be set forth.
Skeptics of the New Age movement have initiated discussion as to whether the 
New Age is actually a movement at all. Reasons cited for such skepticism include the 
fact that, unlike other movements, the New Age has no identifiable leadership. However, 
as Blow (1988) writes, leadership figures are beginning to emerge for the movement: 
"Many skeptics have written off the New Age as just another California fad. it's true 
that until recently the movement had no clear agenda, no well-known spokesperson, no 
momentum. That's changing now. The movement now has a leader in [Shirley]
Maclaine" (p. 25).
An additional problem raised with regard to defining the New Age as a social 
movement stems from the wide-ranging nature of the ideals espoused. Bethune (1988) 
writes, "But this thing called New Age is just not a narrow category, it is very broad. It 
includes anything that is about being better people, having a better world and being 
more creative" (p. 15). Sweeney (1991) justifies the broadness of the New Age by
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describing it, not as a movement, but as a new cosmology, a paradigm shift, which is 
infiltrating and changing society in indirect ways:
How deep is the shift? I believe it is very deep, and that enough people are 
feeling it to change our society and the world in dramatic ways. Studies show 
that a change on the part of 5 to 15% of the population is enough to change the 
rest. I believe we are approaching these figures, but in a peculiar way.
People do not normally live their daily lives as direct expressions of the 
paradigm shift that is taking place. . . . They feel . . .  a revulsion to the 
materialistic attitude. This leads them to some issue [niche] important in 
their personal lives that embodies the new attitude. . . . Eventually this new 
attitude begins to affect other parts of their lives. As more and more peopie go 
through the same process, it becomes easier to pass through its stages, for two 
reasons. First is increased peer acceptance. Second, through large scale trial 
and error, the compatible, workable ways to live in terms of this basically 
spiritual perspective will emerge, and become more available for adoption 
by others (p. 11).
In other words, Sweeney believes that, through the ideals of the New Age, the world is 
gradually experiencing a paradigm shift. This shift is emerging gradually as people 
alter their attitudes about particular aspects of their lifestyles. Eventually, as more 
and more individual priorities are altered toward this new cosmology, the paradigm 
shift will come to be a complete way of life.
Another concern about the New Age movement has been grounded in its links to 
the occult, witchcraft, and paganism. To those who profess these concerns, the New Age 
has been defined as a cult rather than a movement. This link is also being severed.
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Whereas once the movement focused on everything from self-help and empowerment to 
channeling, UFOs, and crystals, the movement is now becoming focused on "profound 
questions about the nature of consciousness, and how our consciousness forms the world 
in which we live . . .  in the pas* year or so there has been a significant diminution of 
irtorest in channeling, crystals, UFOs, and psychic experiences in general, and a. rising 
interest in more solid aspects of the movement . . . The strongest subject within the New 
Age arena this year, arid the one that some observers feel is propelling New Age ideas and 
values into the mainstream, is health and healing" (Bethune, 1988, pp. 15-16).
Another concern which has been raised with regard to labeling the New Age a 
social movement stems from the fact that the New Age movement does not focus on social 
action, but rather, on developing a collective conscious. Bringing on the New Age 
involves thought rather than deeds, "New Agers [don't] teach you how to do anything; 
they . . . tell you how to think about it. Attitude [is] more important than action" (p.
25). Kimbrell (1988) clarifies further:
Loosely characterized as the New Age, this movement has picked up significant 
thinkers and social prophets . . .  a movement somewhat ignored because it does 
not grab headlines with protests, court injunctions, or legislative pleas. Often 
this movement has not even recognized itself and shows little awareness of the 
immense force it could play in altering society. . . . many of these New Age 
visions challenge the very essence of our society's belief in technological 
progress and therefore cannot be absorbed piecemeal by the system.
Unfortunately, the New Age movement is primarily an academic
movement that has not only been passive in creating social action thus far but at
times contemptuous of it. Affected by the cynicism of post-’60s politics, New
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Age writers and thinkers have focused on encouraging persona!, not social, 
transformation (pp. 66-67).
To be an effective social movement, these skeptics claim there must be some balance 
between compassion and vision. "New consciousness" aione is not enough. This vision 
demands physical action on social problems to be effective.
Peters (1988) sums up the concerns regarding the New Age (is it a movement 
or isn't it?) when he writes:
What is the New Age anyway? Is it a religious cult? No, although its doctrines 
embrace much of what the cults teach. Is it a business? No, although thousands 
of entrepaneurs are earning profits selling New Age products. Is it a political 
movement? No, although it has an international political platform dedicated 
to world peace and ecological balance. Is it a social movement? No, although 
this comes close to identifying it. It is too loose an agglomeration of separate 
groups to be considered a movement in any unified social sense. Perhaps it is 
best described as a phenomenon of cultural consciousness. It consists of a 
set of cosmoiogical ideas and spiritual practices that are widely shared by 
diverse groups and individuals (pp. 763-764).
Based upon characteristics of former social movements, then, the word "movement" 
may be an inappropriate label for the New Age. Or, perhaps, the parameters by which 
we define social movements are in need of modification.
What, then, is the primary ideology of the New Age movement? in the early part 
of the 1970s through much of the 1980s, the New Age movement was associated with 
such mystical ideas as channeling, crystals, ghosts, and UFOs. However, as the world 
enters the 1990s, the sales of products directed toward furthering these ideas are
diminishing significantly (Bloch, 1991). The New Age marketing trends are now 
focused toward self-actualization, visualization of inner and world peace, 
empowerment, and healing. Marsha Sinetar, Ph.D., states, "As basic needs are met, 
people become more concerned with psychological and spiritual well-being" (cited in 
Bloch, 1991, p. 72).
To clarify, a major premise of the New Age movement is ihat inner peace 
(individual well-being) is a necessary precondition to achieving outer (world) peace 
(Wright, 1909, p. 155). Further, there is the idea that a "collective conscious" can 
be achieved among those around the world who have discovered this inner peace. Inner 
peace is achieved through guided visualization, "a form of self-hypnosis that helps you 
construct a distinct image of how you want things to be. . . . In the psychocosmic world of 
empowerment, having a concrete vision of the future actually readies you to bring it 
about" (Bloch, 1991, p. 72).
Through this collective conscious of inner peace, the group can visualize, and 
subsequently achieve, world peace. Shatki Gawain, one of the New Age's most widely 
quoted philosophers, says, "I believe that as I transform my consciousness, the world 
around me changes. I believe the world is my mirror. . . . One of the main things 
visualization do- :r, dissolve our limitations. The creative power of the universe is 
already right herc ‘.V.? are the limitation" (Wright, 1989, p. 157). Thus, for Gawain 
and other foliowers of the movement, changing one’s consciousness and the consciousness 
of others creates a collective conscious-a critical mass-which visualizes the world 
at peace. Subsequently, the world will be at peace. In sum, a major ideology of the 
movement is to obtain world peace through this collective conscious of members who 
v'sualize themselves and the world at peace.
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Peters (1988) offers a summary of the primary tenets of the New Age 
philosophy in an eightfold plan. Among the tenets, first and foremost, "New Agers seek 
wholism, the reintegration of what modern thought [i.e., positivistic materialism] has 
pulled apart, especially the integration of body and spirit. They also want to integrate 
the individual into the community and the community into nature” (p. 764). Other 
aspects sometimes used to describe the New Age philosophy include:
My self as God. Everything in nature is God . . . there is a higher self that 
invisibly guides our daily life. . . .  It [this higher self] also provides the inner 
power of healing.. . . Reincarnation is another New Age tenet.. . .  New Agers have 
also adapted concepts of evolution and transformation.. . .  For the New Age, Jesus 
is not the incarnate Son of God who forgives sins and bestows upon us 
resurrection into the Kingdom of God. Rather, for the New Age, Jesus is a 
teacher. . . . Jesus presents us with the gnosis whereby we ourselves can press 
on toward achieving our own salvation (pp. 764-765).
Many of the aforementioned tenets of the New Age philosophy raise concern for 
Christians such as Peters. However, the dramatic appeal of the movement is actually 
gaining acceptance due, in part, to an important aspect Peters overlooked. The aspect 
which is affording non-Christians and Christians alike to un'te under the New Age 
umbrella is that each person chooses to believe what s/he wants to believe: "You must 
create your own values. What you choose doesn't matter, as long as you  choose it” 
(Wauck, 1990, p. 43).
Further, Sweeney (1991) explains that this paradigm shift which is emerging 
through the philosophy of the New Age is, in fact, occuring because people are able to 
accept some particulars of the ideology and disregard others simultaneously. This
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evolution, then, is in contrast to the notion that each person must wholeheartedly 
endorse all the ideas set forth:
I think there is something even deeper going on. I feel that there is a powerful 
movement toward a very different way of life, a movement of almost irresistible 
force. This movement will continue over the next few decades, at least, and the 
values and ideas introduced to many under the New Age umbrella will be at the 
basis of these changes. . . . This emerging culture is a vision, largely 
unarticulated, but implicit in what has been called New Age material. . . . Under 
the New Age umbrella I shelter the broad sweep of activities beating a common 
concern for the spiritual dimensions of life. . . . [we need to discover a new 
myth] as a way to understand our lives as an organic part of a spiritual reality 
(pp. 8-9).
This New Age movement, (or paradigm, or phenomenon, or cosmology) embraces an 
alternative attitude to the positivistic materialism of the 1970s and 1980s. This new 
attitude is one of creative and collective visualization, one which affords individuals a 
sense of empowerment in terms of making the world a better place to live.
In sum, the term "movement" is only one of many definitions used to describe the 
New Age. Based upon the literature, the New Age is probably not a socia1 movement by 
conventional definitions. However, it is a significant phenomenon gaining in popularity 
as the world enters the 1990s. Further, while concern is being raised about whether 
or not the New Age is a social movement, most literature uses this label of movement to 
describe it. Thus, this chapter will also label the New Age a social movement. The 
overriding premise of the ideology is the notion of visualizing individual inner peace, 
forming a collective conscious with others who visualize peace, and ultimately
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visualizing and achieving world peace. Other tenets of the philosophy have been 
addressed, but do not drive the movement to the degree of this aspect of self­
empowerment and visualization of inner and world peace. Perhaps it is because these 
other notions are being eliminated from the movement's ideological framework, that the 
New Age movement is experiencing such dramatic growth today.
Whv does the New Aae Movement Exist?
To this point, the demographic characteristics of New Age movement followers 
and the ideological framework of the movement have been revealed. Subsequently, two 
questions arise: Why does the New Age movement exist? And, why is it experiencing 
such dramatic growth in followers? To answer these questions, it is important to 
understand the roots of the movement itself as well as the psychological needs of those 
subscribing to the New Age ideals.
While it is true that the New Age movement has not experienced significant 
exposure and growth until the 1980s and 1990s, the roots of the movement can actually 
be traced to the turn of the twentieth century. Wauck (1990) writes, "Many of today's 
New Age groups trace their roots to Madame Blavatsky's turn-of-the-century 
Theosophical Society" (p. 44). However, much of the personal transformation ideals of 
the New Age movement have thc-ir roots in the human potential movement of the 1960s. 
Like the New Age movement today, this human potential movement sought the integration 
of mind, body, and spirit: "Against a backdrop of fervent social change, they hoped that 
humanity could elevate itself to a higher level of existence that would bring about peace 
and harmony" (Bloch, 1991, p. 71). The human potential movement subsided during 
the "me-ism" era of the 1970s and early 1980s (Kimbrell, 1988, p. 63). With the 
publication of Maryiin Ferguson's The Acauarian Conspiracy in 1980, and the
simultaneous disenchantment with Ronald Reagan’s success and positivistic 
materialism, these ideals of the human potential era resurfaced in the philosophy of the 
New Age movement.
Blow (1988) is more specfic as to why the New Age movement is experiencing 
growth in the latter 1980s and early 1990s:
Why do so many people find this retreat into individualism so attractive? The 
truly counterculture New Agers-the hippies of 20 years ago-feel that it enables 
them to continue to harbor the discontent with middle-class values and the 
political status quo that they felt during the '60s. . . .  For young people, born in 
the '60s and 70s, New Age is a concession to Ronald Reagan’s success. They 
believe in progressive social change, but see its 20th-century vehicles-the 
Democratic Party, labor unions, college campuses-as moribund or apathetic. 
They don't like Reagan, but don't know how to beat him, so they adopt a 
philosophy that never mentions him (p. 26).
An additional reason offered for growth of the movement is that the New Age offers 
yuppies a sense of money without guilt, "There is no tension in the New Age between 
reaping the rewards of capitalism and the desire to help others. Profit, after all, is 
simply the fulfillment of potential, the byproduct of spiritual harmony" (p. 26). 
Finally, another reason given for growth of the New Age movement is that, "People are 
willing to search for new answers and to endure the rigors of change [because] the 
answers provided by the dominant Western culture are not working, to an often 
catastrophic degree. . . . [People] feel something stirring in themselves-a desire for 
meaningfulness, a sense that they know more than they can say, a resonance with some
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idea, person, or movement representing this shift, a revulsion to the materialistic 
attitude" (Sweeney, 1991, pp. 10-11).
In sum, individuals are aspiring to .he New Age philosophy for a number of 
reasons. For some, it is an outgrowth of the human potential movement of the 1960s. 
For others, it offers a sense of empowerment over self which Reagan and the 1980s 
political system took away. For yet others, it affords justification for both having 
money and helping others . . .  or money without guilt. New Agers are liberal in that they 
are anti-war, pro-environment, anti-nuke, pro-feminist. "What makes them 
different from other liberals is their approach to the resolution of these issues. . . . 
Under the guise of non-partisan change, New Agers address issues in ways guaranteed to 
offend no one. They never tackle issues/ they hug them" (Blow, 1988, p. 27). New 
Agers flock to the movement because they can have it all and, at the same time, help 
others by visualizing a better world.
Significance of Music as Communication in the New Age Movement
Just as membership figures in the New Age movement are rising, so too, the 
number of New Age music listeners has been increasing dramatically in the 1980s and 
early 1990s. To elaborate, Billboard Magazine reports conservative estimates of 
annual New Age sales currently exceeding $70 million (Wood, 1989, p. 11). In 
addition to record sales figures, New Age music has begun to make its mark on FM radio. 
In Los Angeles, KMET, the top rated album rock station of the 1970s, converted to 
KTWV, "the WAVE," in February of 1987. Employees at the WAVE feel that New Age is 
the music of the future and that the WAVE is simply the first of many New Age stations 
across the country. Their philosophy is listed on the walls of the station: "sensuous, 
uplifting, relaxing, soothing" (Goldberg, 1987, p. 28). Further, the station went from
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32nd place to third place in terms of listeners during the afternoon drive rush period 
(Goldberg, p. 28). In more recent years, KTWV won the number one ranking in Los 
Angeles for male listeners aged 25-54 in the Fall 1988 Arbitron boo* , and rose from 
fourteenth to second place in terms of "time-spent-listening'' figures for adults in the 
LA area overall (Wood, 1989 p. 11). Finally, the record industry recognized the 
tremendous popularity of New Age music in 1987 when it added the category of New Age 
music to the list of Grammy awards (Cox, 1987, p. 31).
The demographic characteristics which describe many New Agers also 
appropriately describe New Age music listeners: "Surveys by Windom Hill [a primary 
New Age label] show the average age of those who buy its records is around 32, and that 
New Age listeners tend to be urban and upscale" (Cox, 1987, p. 31). Wood (1989) 
adds that "An audience survey conducted during the first two months of 1989 revealed 
that more than 53% of KTWV's [Los Angeles' primary New Age radio station] listeners 
earned an annual income of more than $50,000-and 29% earned in excess of $75,000" 
(P- ID -
Certainly, the appeal of New Age music in contemporary society is rising. 
Moreover, the demographic characteristics of New Age music listeners and members of 
the New Age movement are similar. Further, the fundamental philosophy of "world 
peace through individual inner peace" expressed in the movement is also espoused by 
New Age music composers, performers, and listeners. The subsequent question 
becomes: What communicative role might music play in this process of visualizing 
inner peace? As New Age composer and performer, Peter Baumann states, "I like to 
describe the music as very visual. One important aspect is the absence of lyrics, which 
gives the listener a much wider range of associations" (cited in Walsh, 1986, p. 82).
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Further, as Eddie Jobson, formerly of Roxy Music and U.K. and now a leading New Age 
pianist, says, "New Age music is the sound track for the movie of the mind" (cited in 
Walsh, 1S86, p. 82). Terry Wood (1989) indicates, "New Age has offered the new 
adu't mainstream a musical alternative to call its own: contemporary music that 
'radically' counts dignity, restraint, and humility among its virtues, while still 
expressing passion and power. . . It is music that conveys strength without aggression" 
(p. 11).
New Age composer and writer, Kay Gardner, explains in her book and audio 
cassette tape, Sounding the Inner landscape,; Music aa-MsdiciPfi, that music can heal by 
engaging the listener in color visualizations, scent imagery, and chanting or toning. 
Gardner (1990) offers nine elements that contribute to healing through music. These 
elements include intent, drone, repetition, harmonics, rhythm, harmony, melody, 
instrumental colors, and form. Of these elements and their importance in music of the 
New Age movement, she writes:
The most important is intent. Without purity of heart and mind, true 
and lasting healing cannot occur. . . . The world is moving faster 
and faster toward healing, wholeness, and universal consciousness.
People are opening to the fact that we are our own best healers.
Listening to and sounding the inner landscapes of our bodies, minds, 
and spirits will bring us whole Being-ness through the most harmonious 
expression of humanity: music (pp. 235-236).
Finally, it is interesting to note that many of these New Age composers are 
converted classical or rock/avant-garde musicians who have found new meaning in this 
synthesis of folk, jazz and classical influences marked by a meditative aesthetic goal
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(Waish, p. 82). Blow (1988) summarizes the role of music in the New Age movement 
best when he writes, "In any case, the music is the ultimate metaphor for the 
movement" (p. 26). New Age music aids in the process of inducing a state of self­
reflection which is essential to visualizing the inner peace emphasized by the 
movement.
A n a l y a is _ Q L 3 e lected N e w ^ f l a J j ^ a i r i i n a a
Since New Age music is void of lyrical content, it seems appropriate to utilize a 
theory for analysis which is grounded in aesthetics, rather than discourse. Susanne 
Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism works well for such an analysis. Choosing a 
representative sample of music which communicates for the New Age movement is also 
difficult because the umbrella of New Age music is as broad as are the ideals of the 
movement itself. Thus, several clarifications must be made with regard to the three 
recordings chosen for this analysis.
Initially, this analysis is not of New Age music in general, but, rather, it is of 
music which communicates for the New Age movement. Thus, the selections in this 
analysis have been chosen with the movement ideals in mind. The three 'ecordings 
selected for this analysis of music as communication in the New Age movement are Kay 
Gardner's "Sounding the Inner Landscape," Kitaro’s "My Best," and the 1990 sampler 
entitled, "Hearts of Space: Universe."
First, Kay Gardner's "Sounding the Inner Landscape" has been chosen because 
she claims that promotion of New Age movement ideals is the primary purpose of her 
music (Gardner, 1990). She intends to communicate these ideals through the 
performances of her musical compositions and the literature she writes to accompany
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them. This particular recording, then, was selected because it was created as a means 
by which to communicate to members of the movement.
Second, Kitaro's "My Best" has been chosen for several reasons, initially,
Kitaro adds a broader dimension to this analysis because, unlike Gardner, he has been 
successful at entering the mainstream music market as well as attaining Grammy Award 
nomination status (Billboard, 1988, p. 84). Lehrer (1988) writes, "Kitaro's music 
has transcended cultural boundaries and has an appeal which also crosses 
generations. . . . [and has sold] 1,500,000 records in the U.S. [alone]" (pp. 88-89). 
Moreover, Kitaro's musical performances are selling out across the country, "His U.S. 
tour played to near capacity houses in 3-6,000 seat halls" (Diliberto, 1988, p. 20). 
Kitaro's success at appealing to a broader audience than only New Age movement 
members adds a significant dimension to this analysis.
In addition, Kitaro's music was also selected for this analysis as opposed to other 
New Age Artists who have successfully entered the mainstream music market (i.e., 
Yanni, Paul Winter, Mannheim Steamroller, Mark Isham, and so forth) because, unlike 
others, he verbally supports New Age movement philosophy. Diliberto (1988) writes, 
"As the '80s have worn on, Kitaro's music has been embraced by the New Age with all its 
attendant mystical trappings-and certainly, Kitaro lias been a willing party to it" (p. 
19). Further, members of the movement embrace Kitaro's music as representing their 
philosophy, "Kitaro is an avatar of the New Age and his music has been embraced by that 
audience with its promise of fantasy and relaxation couched in music that travels the 
space ways" (Diliberto, p. 19).
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cinaily, Kitaro's "My Best" recording was selected as opposed to his other 
albu iuse it is an anthology of selections .^en  from his various albums. As such, 
this recording affords a broac sampling of his compositions.
The third recording, “Hearts of Space: Universe," was also selected for this 
analysis due to several reasons. First, the recording is the most recent New Age 
sampler available. Also, it offers selections by a variety of different New Age artists. 
These artists may or may not verbally profess New Age movement ideals. Including an 
analysis of this sampler adds depth and breadth to the analysis of the specific recordings 
by Gardner and Kitaro. Because New Age music is evolving rapidly, including a recent 
contemporary New Age sampler like "Hearts of Space: Universe" adds a dimension of 
generalizability to this analysis.
In sum, these three recordings were selected for this analysis in an attempt to 
offer a representative sample of New Age movement music. Gardner's music is written 
and performed with the primary purpose of communicating to and for members of the 
movement. Kitaro, while he does profess the New Age philosophy and is embraced by 
members of the movement as representative of the philosophy, has been able to reach a 
broader audience than Gardner in that he has successfully entered the mainstream music 
market. Finally, the "Hearts of Space: Universe" sampler provides a dimension of 
generalizability in terms of the appeal of New Age music in mainstream America today.
For this analysis, each recording is analyzed with regard to how each musical 
element (i.e., harmony, melody, and rhythm) communicates by representing the inner 
emotive feelings of intensity and release. The "illusion of life" as described in Chapter 
ill is attained through the interaction between virtual experience arid virtual time.
Since New Age music is void of lyrical content, virtual experience is brought to the
experience by the listeners who espouse the philosophy of the New Age movement. The 
philosophy of the movement is one of visualizing inner peace and, through a collective 
conscious, creating world peace. The question this analysis addresses, then, is: Does the 
virtual time (musical score) effectively complete the "illusion of life" initiated through 
the virtual experience (i.e., philosophy) of the New Age movement?
."Sounding the lrmei_.Uiidacaflg-"
Kay Gardner's "Sounding the Inner Landscape" is comprised of three musical 
selections designed to help listeners heal themselves through color visualizations, scent 
imagery, and image painting. To understand what and how Garnder’s music 
communicates for the New Age movement, the musical elements of rhythm, harmony, 
and melody, as well as the aspects of phrasing and instrumentation, are applied using 
Langer's notion of intensity and release as aesthetic symbols of the life of human feeling. 
First, however, a general observation about the length of the songs is offered.
The musical selections are lengthy by conventional standards. The first number, 
"Sensory Chakra Medication," is 26 minutes long. "Lay Down Your Burden" is 13 
minutes long. Side two is comprised entirely of the third song, "Sounding the Inner 
Landscape," which is about 29 minutes long. The length of these numbers is certainly 
contrary to most contemporary music popular today. The average length of most tunes 
today averages about five minutes. Regardless of the content of the songs, this 
constraint alone makes Gardner's compositions unusual.
First, with regard to rhythmic structure, as Table 10 indicates, all three 
numbers are symbolic of release rather than intensity. The tempo is slow-moving, the 
meter is simple and consistent, and the beat is duple with no use of syncopation. In fact, 
in the second and third songs, a beat is almost imperceptible. Rhythmically, Gardner
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Intensity anti Release Patterns in "Sounding. the Inner Landscape"
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uses release patterns throughout the numbers. Gardner justifies her use of slow- 
moving tempos in her book when she claims that, "Rhythm's function in healing music 
is to dupiicate the healthy pulse" (p. 228).
in terms of harmonic structure, the three tunes which make up this recording 
are also primarily symbolic of release patterns of human feeling. The songs return 
frequently to the tonic chord. In fact, they revolve almost entirely around the tonic. 
Consonant, rather than dissonant chords are the rule rather than the exception. To add 
to this sense of consonance, Gardner uses arpeggiated chords (i.e., chords sounded one 
note at a time rather than all at once) often so as to avoid the possible interpretation of 
clash, or dissonance, by the listener. The harmonic structure of the tunes could be 
described as the layering of sounds rather than the stacking of sounds. This contributes 
to the sense of release communicated in the music. At the mid-point of the song, "Lay 
Down Your Burden," eight dissonant chords are sounded as block chords. Subsequently, 
the broken chord style is resumed. Gardner (1990) explains that this is the point 
where the listeners are to "cast away” their burdens "into the pit." Thus, she offers a 
purpose of release even in the one harmonic instance of intensity. Harmonically, then, 
the three numbers which comprise, "Sounding the Inner Landscape," are more symbolic 
of release than of intensity. The one point where dissonant chords are used, Gardner 
clarifies their cleansing purpose for the listener.
As is highlighted in Table 10, the melodic structure of the pieces is also most 
representative of release patterns. All tunes use conjunct meiodic lines which repeat 
continuously throughout the given composition. Gardner (1990) explains that repeated 
patterns are important to the process of healing oneself when she writes, "Repetition's 
function in healing music is to bring familiarity and thus comfort to the listener. When
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you are comfortable, you are much more receptive to healing work than when you are 
under tension or stress" (p. 59). Long-held tones are the rule rather than the 
exception. Gardner, again, lends support to the use of long-held tones to aid in the 
relaxation and, ultimately, in the healing process: "At the basis of healing music is the 
drone or long, uninterrupted tone or chord. Used as a tonic . . .  the drone becomes the 
bed on which all the other healing musical elements rest" (p. 28). When ascending 
patterns are used, a descending pattern comprised of an equal or greater number of 
notes always follows. New Age harpist, Georgia Kelly, notes the importance of melodic 
phrasing in calming listeners: "As the listener follows the melody, often he or she 
moves beyond body awareness-becomes relaxed, falls asleep, or feels less pain"
("Music Facilitates," 1982, p. 2). With regard to melodic structure, then, these 
numbers are more symbolic of release than of intensity.
Phrasing is an important aspect in Gardner’s music. In terms of articulation, 
the music is mostly indicative of release patterns, although there is some limited use of 
accented tones. For example, the eight dissonant chords used in "Lay Down Your Burden" 
are not only dissonant and played in block chord formation, they are also accented. This 
adds to the dimension of casting away, or releasing, the burden. Dynamics, particularly 
the use of crescendos and decrescendos, are used often in the music. Interestingly, as 
Table 10 indicates, the crescendos and decrescendos are used together and are of 
approximately the same length, so they actually enhance the symbol of release. For 
example, the long-held tones might be whole notes. The first whole note crescendos and 
the subsequent whole note descresendos. This pattern is then repeated again and again 
throughout the musical composition. This predicatable patterning of dynamics aids in 
communicating a sense of release for the listener as described in Chapter Three.
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Finally, the use of instrumentation is important. The only instruments used 
consistently throughout the entire recording are flutes. The first tune uses only alto 
flute, a very mellow sounding instrument which symbolizes resolve. The second tune 
uses only alto flute and harp, another mellow and resolving instrument. The final 
number uses flutes, vibraphone, harp, cello, tambura, and limited percussion. All of 
these instrumental choices tend to produce mellow sounds which help in symbolizing 
release patterns. Certainly, some sense of intensity could be established with any of 
these instruments through harmony, melody, rhythm, dynamics, and articulation. 
However, the point to be made is that the particular instrument choices themselves are 
more symbolic of release patterns than of intensity patterns. Brass instruments are 
not used at all on this recording, which might have added a dimension of intensity. 
Further, the fact that the instrumentation is transparent and layered rather than 
stacked also enhances the notion of release patterns in terms of instrument choice.
In sum, Kay Gardner's music is more symbolic of release than of intensity.
Table 11 offers a graphic example of the relative intensity and release patterns which 
dominate Gardner's work. While some use of intensity patterns may be found in the 
compositions (i.e., eight dissonant chords sounded with accents in "Lay Down Your 
Burden," and some use of crescendos and decrescendos), the way in which they are used 
repetitiously and in predictable succession makes the overriding aesthetic symbol of the 
recording one of release. Gardner (1990) indicate* mat the goal of her mu to aid 
in self-healing. Certainly, the dominating release patterns enhance that goal. With 
regard to how the music communicates for the New Age movement, it appears to 
communicate successfully in that the goals prescribed by the movement toward finding 
inner peace (i.e., virtual experience) are reinforced by the resolved nature of the
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Virtual Time, as Presented in a Portion of " Lav Down Your Burden"
Table 11
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music (i.e., virtual time). The "illusion of life" created by the interaction between 
virtual experience and virtual time seems to be compatible with the philosophy of the 
New Age movement.
"Mv Best"
Kitaro's recording, "My Best," is similar to Gardner's recording in many ways. 
Before offering a discussion with regard to the intensity and release patterns of rhythm, 
harmony, melody, phrasing, and instrumentation, several observations regarding the 
length of Kitaro's compositions are offered.
Initially, Kitaro's compositions tend to adhere to mainstream contemporary 
music standards in that they range in length from three minutes to approximately six 
minutes each. Perhaps Kitaro's willingness to conform to length standards of 
contemporary music has helped him become more successful in tapping the mainstream 
music market.
While Kitaro has accommodated these standards of length in one sense, he does 
not do so completely. To explain, the interim between each song is never void of sound 
entirely. What Kitaro does most often is fade out with one song and simultaneously begin 
with the next number. If he does not approach the shift between selections in this 
manner, he fades out and offers the sounds of the ocean or of running water as the 
interlude between selections. By performing the selections on his album in this way, a 
sense of continuous music similar to Gardner is still attained. There is no definite 
break and silence offered between selections.
In one sense, Kitaro has adjusted his music to a length standard imposed by the 
mainstream musical market. Yet, through his use of fading out and in, as well as his use
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of nature sounds, he is able to maintain a sense of continuous motion and music typical 
of more committed New Age movement composers like Gardner.
In terms of rhythmic structure, the overriding symbol communicated is 
release. As Table 12 highlights, tempo of the numbers is consistently slow-moving 
which is indicative of release. The first song on side 2 ("Sacred Journey"), however, 
does use an intensity pattern in some places. The slow-moving tempo is periodically 
interrupted with a drum tempo which is twice as fast as the rest of the piece. The first 
time this four-measure drum beat occurs, it tends to create a sense of intensity. 
However, as one listens to the rest of the composition, this four-measure phrase 
continues to occur at predictable and uniform intervals. Thus, the repetitive and 
predictable nature of the phrase alters its meaning from that of creating intensity to, in 
fact, becoming a pattern of release. Meter is hardly perceptible and very symbolic of 
release for the listener. Finally, the beat pattern used most often throughout the album 
is duple, and avoids the use of syncopation. Thus, in terms of rhythmic structure, with 
the exception of "Sacred Journey," the emphasis of "My Best" is primarily one of 
release patterns.
Harmonically, like Gardner, Kitaro uses many broken chords (i.e., a series of 
pitches sounded one note at a time) as opposed to block configurations. Like Gardner, 
using this technique enhances a sense of consonance for listeners. Lehrer (1988) 
explaines, "The listener's ears rarely are jarred with discordance" (p. 89). There is a 
great deal of layering of sounds to add to the sense of release. As Lehrer supports, 
"Usually, a theme is introduced by a solo keyboard a soft, gentle melody which gradually 
is built upon, covered in layers" (p. 89). The pieces tend to return frequently to the
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Intensity, and Release Patterns in "My Best"
Table 12
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(1 )Rising Sun(6:18) / R / R / R 1 / R / R
(2)Aqua(4:28) / R / R / R / R / R
(3)Oasis(5:33) / R / R / R / R ' R
(4)Westbound(2:50) / R / R / R 1 / R / R
(5)Silver Moon(4:52) / R / R / R / R / R
(6)Four Changes(3:25) / R / R / R / R / R
SIDE TWO
(7)Sacred Journey(6:12) l/R / R / R 1 / R 1 / R
(8)Revelation (6:42) / R / R / R / R / R
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tonic which also emphasizes the release pattern. Tonality is consistent throughout each 
given work. The use of an underlying drone, or pedal point, maintains a sense of tonic 
basis throughout each selection. In terms of harmonic structure, Kitaro's album is 
similar to Gardner's. His use of layering sounds, broken chords, and a droning tonic 
base enhances a sense of release throughout his selections (see Table 12).
In terms of melodic siructure, Kitaro's compositions use many conjunct repeated 
patterns throughout which tend to symbolize release patterns. Long-1.eld tones are the 
rule rather than the exception. Every song is quite consistent in terms of long-held 
tones in conjunct and continually repeated melodic line patterns. Certainly, as Table 12 
indicates, the melodic structure of Kitaro's album is primarily symbolic of release.
Phrasing is used by Kitaro in much the same way as Gardner used it. Crescendos 
and decrescendos occur continually and repetitiously on the long-held tones. The 
pattern of crescendos followed by decrescendos is predictable to the point that one 
almost feels they simulate ocean waves. Each crescendo of a long-held note is followed 
by a long-held note which decresendos for a similar interval of time. In an interview, 
Kitaro told Lehrer (1988) that his music is "impressionist" and is intended to created 
"sound pictures" for listeners (p. 89). Articulation is smooth ana legato throughout the 
numbers which is indicative of release. Similarly, Kitaro uses no significant 
accelerandos to create intensity. In terms of phrasing, then, "My Best" is most 
symbolic of release. Dynamics, while they are used, are used in a way which is 
predictable and repetitious. As such, they too tend to be more symbolic of release than 
intensity.
Finally, in terms of instrumentation, Kitaro's music is different than Gardner's 
in that he uses a synthesizer to create and perform his compositions, whereas Gardner
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uses traditional acoustic instruments. In terms of the particular instruments and 
sounds Kitaro chooses to sirnluate, however, some observations in terms of intensity and 
release can be made. Kitaro uses very few synthesized drum sounds. He uses many flute 
sounds, flugel horns, bells, vibraphones, guitars, strings, and tambourine sounds. He 
avoids simulating trumpets, snare drums, and other typicially intensifying 
instruments. His synthesized sounds which do not correlate with traditional accoustic 
instruments are "spacey," and "mystical" (Lehrer, 1988, p. 90). Kitaro describes the 
goal of his music as fulfilling a need, "Maybe it’s the fact that people today have stress 
in society and [my] music has a therapeutic effect (p. 89). His use of the synthesizer is 
to create a sound, an image: "I start with a mental picture-and it really is a picture, 
not some abstract idea. For that picture there is a sound that goes along with it and that 
sound is already in my head before I lay one finger on the keyboard" (Diliberto, 1988, 
p. 21). Kitaro's choice of sounds, and instrument simulations, is also more indicative 
of release than of intensity.
In sum, Kitaro's music differs from Gardner's in that he uses a synthesizer to 
create the sounds, and he conforms somewhat to the length standards of typical 
mainstream contemporary music. Yet, in another sense, his music is very much the 
same as the music of Gardner as is revealed in Table 13. He professes the goal of his 
music to be healing, as does Gardner. Moreover, in line with the philosophy of the New 
Age movement, Kitaro hopes his music helps listeners to become aware of their inner 
selves. He says, "Above and behond the surface effect that it [the music] might have, the 
level beyond that, the important goal or role [of the music] is to bring people and make 
them more aware of their inner selves, thereby contributing in some way to make this a 
better world" (cited in Lehrer, 1988, p. 90).
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Virtual Time as Presented in a Portion of "Aqua"
Table 13
Musical Element 5-Second Intervals of Time







Certainly, Kitaro and his music communicate a message of relative intensity and 
release patterns compatible with the ideals of the New Age movement. In some ways, 
Kitaro may be more successful in communicating for the New Age in that his music has 
been able to "speak to" a broader listening audience. Whether or not listeners 
understand the message may be based on their familiarity with New Age Philosophy. 
However, it is possible that these listeners are choosing to listen to this type of music 
for similar reasons of relaxation and release from their hectic lifestyles and, as such, 
are receiving the message in some subliminal, less obvious way. Perhaps Kitaro's 
success in entering the mainstream market is due, in part, to his willingness to 
conform to mainstream standards in terms of song length, as well as his choice to use a 
synthesizer as the primary means of sound production. Regardless of the reasons, 
Kitaro has succeeded in communicating the philosophy of the New Age through his music 
to the nru tstream music market.
"Hearts of Soace:Universe"
Several generalizations about the music on the 1990 New Age sampler, "Hearts 
of Space: Universe," can be ascertained by analyzing the intensity and release elements 
communicated in the musical selections with regard to rhythmic structure, harmonic 
structure, and melodic structure. First, however, it should be noted that like Kitaro's 
"My Best," the length of the selections included on this sampler range from 
approximately two minutes to about six minutes each. Further, like "My Best," it is 
difficult to determine exactly when one selection ends and another begins due to the use 
of nature sounds and fade-outs and fade-ins. This sampler, like "My Best" and unlike 
"Sounding the Inner Landscape," has experienced successful sales on the mainstream
market.
Initially, in terms of rhythmic structure, several generalizations in terms of 
meter, beat, and 'empo can be made. Foremost, as Table 14 reveals, the rhythmic 
elements employed in the music make very little use of intensifying patterns.
Primarily, the rhythmic structure is symbolic of the release notion. Often, the meter 
is actually imperceptible, thereby enhancing the sense of release without intensity. 
Interestingly, several songs begin with a bongo drum sound using a syncopated rhythm 
(i.e., "Til You Get There," "Highland," “Waltz of Joy," and "Fearless"). However, in 
each of these selections, the syncopated beat becomes a pattern which continuously 
repeats itself throughout the selection. As such, what may have initially seemed to be a 
relative pattern of intensity becomes predictable for the listener and, thus, is 
somewhat more indicative of release and described in Chapter iil. Finally, in terms of 
tempo, the music is also characterized by primarily a slow tempo, and in some cases, it 
appears to have no definable tempo at all. Rather, the music sometimes sounds as though 
it is merely a series of notes sounded in succession. This tendency toward use of slow- 
moving tempos if they can be discerned at all symbolizes the notion of release. One can 
generalize according to L-anger's notion of aesthetic symbolism, then, that rhythmically 
the music on this 1990 sampler is primarily symbolic of release rather than intensity.
In terms of harmonic structure, it is necessary to examine the music with 
regard to the frequency of resolutions to tonic and use of dissonant versus consonant 
chord structures. As Table 14 highlights, the selections on the sampler tend to resolve 
to the tonic frequently. Some works, in fact, never leave the tonic chord. Like the 
music of Kitaro and Gardner, the selections on this sampler use layers of sounds and 
arpeggiated chords to reduce the possibility of dissonance in harmonic structure.
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Intensity. and Release Patterns jo_
Table 14
T it le  Rhythm Harmony Melody Phrasing Instr .
I__ L__B J__ L__B 1__L__B 1__L__B I / R
(1) Start I ight / 
(1:39)
R / R / R I / R I / R
(2) Til You Get I / R 
There (3:42)
/ R / R I / R / R
(3)Silver / 
Caravan (6:26)
R / R / R I / R / R
(4)Arcturian / 
Sunbird (6:35)
R / R / R I / R / R
(5)Highland I / 
(3:23)
R / R I / R / R I / R
(6)Angelico / 
(4:51)
R / R I / R / R / R
(7)Wa!tz of I / 
Joy (4:47)
R / R / R l / R / R
(8)Moving On / 
(4:44)
SIDE TWO
R / R / R i / R / R
(9)Disappearing / 
into You
R / R I / R / R / R
(10)Fearless / 
(4:32)
R / R / R I / R / R
(11)Forest I / 
Drearns(5:45)
R / R / R I / R I / R
(12)Moments / 
(4:24)
R / R I / R I / R / R
(13)Sakura / 
(3:58)
R / R I / R / R / R
(14)Moghul Lace / 
(6:04)
R / R I / R l / R / R
(15)Star Dreams / 
(4:06)
R / R / R I / R / R
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Again, the music offered in this sampler is more representative of the release notion 
than it is of intensity with regard to harmonic structure.
Melodically, Table 14 highlights a relative pattern of release in terms of both 
conjunct versus disjunct lines and duration. The musical selections included on this 
sampler tend to use conjunct melodic lines which are symbolic of release. In some 
selections, there is a tendency to use some ascending melodic patterns which might be 
indicative of intensity. However, when ascending melodic lines are used, they are 
followed immediately by a descending conjunct line back to the tonic note. Further, this 
rising and falling line tends to repeat itself throughout the selection in a predictable and 
uniform manner. The predictable melodic line tends to become more representative of 
release in these cases. The one song which incorporates the use of a disjunct melodic 
line, "Highland," also fashions it into a repeated pattern of the selection to alter the 
initial perception of intensity into a sense of predictable release. In addition, with 
regard to melodic duration, long tones are used extensively in each of the selections, 
reinforcing the notion of release rather than intensity. Again, in terms of melodic 
structure, the New Age music in this sampler is more representative of release than 
intensity.
With regard to phrasing, Table 14 highlights the fact that this sampler uses 
dynamics in a similar fashion as does Kitaro and, to some extent, Gardner. Crescendos 
followed by decrescendos on long-held tones repeated continuously throughout a 
particular selection are common. Again, the calming image of waves, or release, is 
reinforced via this crescendo and decreucendo technique. Other phrasing techniques, 
such as legato articulations, are indicative of release rather than intensity. In sum,
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like Kitaro, the artists on this sampler make most significant use of dynamics to create 
a sense of rise and fall of intensity patterns for listeners.
in terms of instrumentation, “Hearts of Space: Universe" uses synthesizer to 
create the “sound pictures" for listeners, like Kitaro. This sampler strays from the 
mellow instrument choices of the aforementioned composers, however, to include 
synthesized trumpets in the first selection and synthesized bongos in several selections. 
These instruments typically indicate intensity rather than release. Otherwise, the 
synthesized instrument choices utilized are more typical of release (i.e., bells, guitar, 
flutes, and harp). Further, the manner of presenting the sounds is similar to that of 
Kitaro and Gardner in that the sounds are offered in layers as opposed to stacks. Again, 
this technique of transparent instrument sounds enhances the notion of release rather 
than intensity.
In sum, the 1990 New Age sampler, "Hearts of Space: Universe," is more 
representative of release than it is of intensity in terms of rhythmic, harmonic, and 
melodic structure, as well as phrasing and instrumentation. Whereas there may be 
some limited deviation from this norm in portions of a few of the works, the overriding 
nature of the music is symbolic of the release patterns of human feeling. The one aspect 
which does intertwine some contrast between intensifying patterns and resolving 
patterns is phrasing, particularly in terms of dynamics. Unlike the first two 
recordings analyzed, this sampler also strays at some points from constant use of 
release patterns in that several songs include some syncopated rhythms. However, 
when syncopation is used, it becomes a repeated pattern grounding the work. As such, it 
becomes more an element of release than of intensity. Perhaps "Hearts of Space: 
Universe" is more accepted by the mainstream music market because it does digress at
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various points from exclusive use of releasing patterns. While this sampler does use 
more intensity patterns than either of the first selections analyzed, it continues to 
emphasize release patterns and, thereby, is still successful in communicating the 
philosophy (or "illusion of life") of the New Age movement.
Finally, does "Hearts of Space: Universe," communicate for the New Age 
movement? Because the artists on this album do emphasize releasing patterns over 
intensifying patterns, it seems clear that "Universe" does communicate the inner peace 
philosophy of the New Age movement. An additional question which must be addressed 
about this sampler is: Is this message intentional? The album cover itself answers this 
question most effectively: "Our label features contemporary spacemusic, cross- 
cultural, environmental, contemplative, and image-creating instrumental musics by a 
select roster of musicians from around the world. In presenting their work we hope to 
bring new spaces, new emotions, new landscapes, and new messages to an increasingly 
open minded global culture" ("Universe", 1990). Certainly, whether or net the 
particular artists included on "Hearts or Space:Universe" profess the philosophy of the 
New Age movement, based on this analysis it appears obvious that the intent of this 
music is in line with the intent of the New Age movement.
Based on the analyses of Gardner's "Sounding the Inner Landscape," Kitaro’s "My 
Best," and the "Hearts of Space: Universe" sampler, it becomes clear that New Age music 
is unusual in that the music is almost entirely void of tension. When elements of 
intensity are offered in a particular work, they are immediately resolved and then used 
in a predictable pattern throughout the rest of the selection. Other genres of music 
provide symbolic elements of both tension and release within the music, the lyrics or 
both. This absence of tension-seeking-resolution makes New Age music easy to
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distinguish from other forms, but it is painfully difficult to distinguish between the 
works of the various New Age artists. The instruments change, but the rhythmic, 
harmonic, melodic structure, and phrasing patterns are extremely limited and 
predictable. This music certainly communicates the image resolve professed in the 
philosophy of the New Age movement.
Based on the analysis offered in this chapter, how does this music communicate 
to New Age followers? The philosophy of the New Age movement itself offers an answer 
to this question. The guiding philosophy of the New Age movement is that inner peace is 
the vehicle for achieving outer peace. The various items marketed under the guise of the 
New Age movement (i.e., books, cassettes, greeting cards, etc.) are designed to aid the 
consumer in achieving such inner peace. New Age music fits with this philosophy. The 
modern world saddles individuals with tension. Such tension is counter-productive to 
obtaining inner peace. Since the purpose of the movement is to help individuals obtain 
such inner peace, the goal of the music is to release the tension individuals bring with 
them from their everyday experiences to the listening experience. Consequently, the 
relationship between tension and release, described by Langer, is actually present in 
the listening experience. The tension, however, is not provided in the music. On the 
contrary, the tension must be introduced to the listening experience by the individual's 
life experiences. Thus, the music and the outside life experience of the individual work 
together in order to achieve both elements of tension and release which Langer contends 
must be present for an aesthe'ically symbolic experience to occur. This new form of 
music does, indeed, communicate the philosophy of the New Age movement to its
followers.
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The tremendous popularity nationwide of New Age music indicates that the appeal 
of the music is probably not limited solely to followers of the movement. Why would 
people who are not "seeking world peace through inner peace" find such music 
appealing? Langer suggests that the flow between tension and release in music 
sumbolizes the flow of human feelings throughout our existence. New Age music has the 
potential of momentarily interrupting the constant flow of tension and release we 
experience in our lives. The music offers listeners symbolic release from the tension 
in their lives. Granted, the music cannot eliminate the sources of tension in the lives of 
the listeners. However, the music suspends time and offers, symbolically, an extended 
period of time which is void of conflict. Simply put, New Age music can serve as a 
means for releasing tension in the same manner as any form of relaxation therapy. For 
casual listeners, then, the music is valuable as means by which to--at least 
momentarily-escape from the tensions of contemporary living.
Finally, can this New Age music, which is void of lyrical content, promote the 
ideology of the New Age movement to nonmembers as was the case with other musical 
works tied to social movements (i.e., Vietnam, civil rights, etc.)? Based on this 
analysis, perhaps the music can communicate and promote the ideology, though not in 
the same way that music with lyrics does. Great numbers of individuals are listening to 
the music. Perhaps, they listen because it helps them to find momentary inner peace. 
The movement strives for individual inner peace as a precurser for ultimate world 
peace. In one sense, then, the music may be effective in promoting the prerequisite for 
world peace-that of individual inner peace. Unlike music of other social movements, 
however, which were able to promote a message via lyrical content and embellish it 
with musical score, this music lacks the luxury of lyrics. For those not educated in the
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philosophy of movement and those not seeking a release from daily tensions, the message 
of this music may be lost and it may simply be considered boring and insignificant.
At this point, an interesting comparison might be made between musical score 
(i.e., virtual time) offered in the Skinhead and New Age musical examples analyzed in 
this study. As is indicated in Table 15, there are some significant differences in the 
degree of relative levels of intensity and release between the two genres. Particularly 
in terms of rhythmic structure, phrasing, and instrumentation, the Skinhead music lies 
primarily on a high level of intensity, whereas the New Age music tends to lie 
primarily around the reiease level. Even with regard to phrasing, the one area where 
New Age music tends to display both patterns of relative intensity and release, the 
degree of intensity exhibited, is significantly lower than that of the Skinhead music. 
Obviously, then, the varying degrees of relative intensity and release patterns 
communicated in these different musical genres points to the need to consider musical 
score in the analysis of music as communication.
S u m m a r y
Certainly, the New Age movement, whether or not one chooses to label it as a 
movement, is a significant social force in the United States and abroad. More and more 
people are subscribing to the philosophy of the movement as is evidenced by increasing 
membership and seminars, as well as skyrocketing sales of New Age products. New Age 
music is gaining in popularity, as well. Music does, indeed, communicate for the 
movement. The philosophy of visualizing inner peace as a precursor to visualizing and 
attaining world peace are communicated in the music which offers mostly release 
patterns, and limited use of intensity patterns. Do members of the movement listen to 
the music for these reasons? This analysis has discovered that it is potentially possible
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Table 15
Contrasting Degrees of Relative Intensity and Release Patterns Between 
Skinhead and New Aae Music
Musical Element 5-Second Intervals of Time 









that members do choose to listen to the music as a means by which to get in touch with 
their inner selves.
Beyond Kay Gardner and other New Age movement composers and performers, 
however, this chapter also analyzed Kitaro's "My Best" album as well as the recent New 
Age sampler, "Hearts of Space: Universe" in order to discover whether or not 
mainstream New Age music communicates in the same way as music created solely for 
the movement. In fact, such musics do communicate the same releasing patterns in a 
very similar way. Upon discovering such similarities, one can postulate that, perhaps, 
this music void of lyrical content does also communicate the ideology of the moven ent to 
nonmemuers, as well. It does so in an inarticulate but consistent manner.
This chapter summarized the significance of the New Age movement in 
contemporary American society, as well as globally. Further, the issue of music as a 
primary mode of communication for the movement to members and nonmembers was 
highlighted. Finally, a representative sample of New Age music was analyzed using the 
rhetorical perspective offered in Chapter Three. By analyzing various New Age music 
using this perspective, the way in which the music does communicate for the movement 
was ascertained. The similar patterns discovered in analyzing these three recordings 
has shown that music void of lyrical content can communicate for a movement such as 
the New Age. Further, such music can also serve a similar communicative function for 
those outside the movement, as well.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of Findings
Music is a pervasive part of contemporary society. With the vast technological 
advances made during this decade (i.e., phonographs, audio and video cassette players, 
radio, television, and most recently compact discs), music is a fundamental part of our 
culture which has become accessible to nearly everyone. If one reviews the evolution of 
society since 1900, and simultaneously studies the music of any given period, it 
becomes obvious that music reflects the values of various segments of society during a 
particular historical era. One can postulate, then, that music can communicate for us 
and to us. More specifically, particular musical works can communicate definite ideas 
to various subcultures. Because music is such a pervasive part of contemporary 
society, it is paramount to understand what it may actually be communicating, as well 
as how it is able to do so.
In Chapter One, the need for investigation into music as a form of communication 
was examined. Justificative support for the development of a means by which to analyze 
music as aesthetic communication from a rhetorical perspective was offered. Some of 
the reasons include music’s pervasiveness in society, the need for all people to be 
educated and responsible consumers of all forms of public communication including 
music, and to understand the potential of music to influence and perhaps even 
manipulate consumers. Further, reasons were articulated for basing such a framework 
in the aesthetic domain of understanding. Music may be understood as communication
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through the aesthetic symbol system because it is a nonbiscursive form which helps 
communicate inner feelings.
The purpose of this dissertation as described in Chapter One was to create a 
rhetorical perspective by which to understand and analyze music as aesthetic 
communication. The perspective is grounded in Susanne Langer's (1953) theory of 
aesthetic symbolism. Further, the perspective was operationalized by analyzing the 
music of two contemporary social movements: the Neo-Nazi Skinheads and the New Age 
movement. By operationalizing the perspective in this way, the reader may discover 
the value to be gleaned by developing such a means by which to analyze and understand 
music as communication, as well as begin to understand the significance of music as a 
form of communication for these two contemporary social movements.
Before presenting a rhetorical perspective for analyzing music as aesthetic 
communication, in Chapter Two, an extensive review of literature related to music as 
communication, music in social movements, Neo-Nazi Skinhead music, and New Age 
music was conducted. The review revealed that music as communication was and is a 
vital area of research and study. In addition, a need exists for developing a model by 
which to analyze systematically music as communication. Moreover, there is a need to 
study how music communicates in contemporary social movements. Further, while 
several scholars have studied music as communication, none have grounded their work 
in aesthetic symbolism generally, nor in Susanne Langer's theory specifically. Finally, 
while much has been published with regard to music in social movements, no significant 
works exist which analyze music as communication in the Neo-Nazi Skinhead or New 
Age movements using a rhetorical perspective grounded in aesthetic symbolism.
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Chapter Three detailed the rhetorical perspective by which to analyze music as 
a mode of communication based on Susanne Langer's (1953) theory of aesthetic 
symbolism. A central concept in this perspective regards the "illusion of life" created 
by an aesthetic symbol. This illusion of iife is a distorted perception of reality based 
upon the artist's perception of a life experience or moral value. The illusion is made 
multi-dimensional through the intertwining of virtual time (musical score) and 
virtual experience (lyrical content).
Virtual experience is the story or narrative of the musical work. This virtual 
experience may be set in either the backward-looking poetic illusion or the forward- 
looking dramatic illusion. It may also emphasize an optimistic comic rhythm or a 
pessimistic tragic rhythm. Virtual time is the musical score which embellishes the 
story offered in the virtual experience. Various musical elements may be employed in a 
particular work which communicate intensity patterns of human feeiing or releasing 
patterns of resolve. How these patterns are used in combination with the virtual 
experience help define the illusion of life which may be communicated to the listener. 
Finally, in works which offer no virtual experience (i.e., lyrics), the listener's own 
life experiences may be offered as the virtual experience which help complete the 
aesthetic illusion of life symbolized by combining those life experiences with the 
musical score.
Once the rhetorical perspective of music as aesthetic communication was 
described, the perspective was operationalized by applying it to the music of two 
contemporary social movements. Chapter Four analyzed the music of the Neo-Nazi 
Skinhead movement in the United States. To do so, first, the significance of the social 
movement itself and the philosophy it professes were described. Subsequently, the
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issue of music as a primary mode of communication for the movement was addressed. 
Once the significance of the movement and the role of music as a mode of communication 
for the group were revealed, a representative sample of the music by the premier band, 
Skrewdriver, was analyzed systemtically using this rhetorical perspective. It was 
discovered through this analysis that the music of Skrewdriver does communicate white 
supremecy ideals for members of the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement.
In Chapter Five, the music of the New Age movement was analyzed as it may 
communicate for listeners. To do so, like Chapter IV, this chapter initially detailed the 
significance of the New Age movement and the ideology espoused. Subsequently, the role 
of music as a form of communication for the movement was offered. Finally, a 
representative sample of New Age music was analyzed as aesthetic communication using 
the rhetorical perspective described in Chapter Three. Kay Gardner's "Sounding the 
Inner Landscape" was analyzed as a work composed and performed specifically for 
movement members. Kitaro’s "My Best" was analyzed as a work which espouses New 
Age ideals, but has also successfully entered the mainstream music market. Finally, 
"Hearts of Space: Universe" was also analyzed to ascertain any differences or 
similarities in a sampling of contempor? ry New Age music which may or may not have 
been created with the ideals of the movement in mind.
Conclusions
Based on this investigation, several conclusions may be drawn with regard to 
music as communication, the effectiveness of this rhetorical perspective as a means by 
which to analyze music as communication, the significance of music as communication 
in social movements and, specifically, the significance of music as a mode of 
communication for the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement and the New Age movement.
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Initially, one can conclude based on this study that fostering an understanding of 
music as communication (which was proclaimed by several authors addressed in 
Chapter II, as weil as this author) may provide valuable insight. Music may 
communicate for us and to us. It is paramount for scholars in such fields as music and 
communication to begin to develop various means by which to understand how it does so. 
The authors of several books, journal articles, and dissertations studied the method of 
how music communicates. In this dissertation, this author proposed a rhetorical means 
by which to analyze systematically and understand music as aesthetic communication. 
Further, this dissertation extends existing literature regarding music as 
communication because it provides a means by which to analyze music as it may 
communicate using both lyrical content and musical score, as well as how music can 
communicate without use of lyrical content at all. As such, this study furthers the 
inquiry provided in the existing literature attempting to describe music's 
communicative function in society.
This author also concludes, based on this dissertation study, that music does 
communicate for social movements. Moreover, this author has furthered existing 
research with this dissertation to discover how music with or without lyrical content 
may communication to listeners. Musical score and lyrical message together create a 
vivid "illusion of life” which communicates for social movements. Further, music void 
of lyrical content may also communicate for social movements when the philosophy of 
the movement is provided as the virtual experience. To clarify we can conclude that 
listeners may have similar reasons for listening to particular musical selections. In 
these cases, musical score may actually be embellishing a particular ideology brought to
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the experience by the listeners. Thus, music may be able to communicate for these 
individuals even if no lyrical content is included in the music.
Third, based on the data used in this study, one may conclude that music 
certainly does communicate for the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement. The ideology of the 
movement which professes White Aryan supremecy is also the focus of the lyrical 
content of the music. In addition, the musical score embellishes the lyrical message by 
using an intensifying driving rhythm and rock style which this age-group of listeners 
tends to prefer. Moreover, the intensifying driving rhythm reinforces the intense need 
to fight for the ultimate supremecy professed in the lyrics. Further, the harmonic and 
melodic embellishment offers a sense of certainty to the ultimate success of the 
movement's goals. The research provided by this author extends the existing literature 
regarding music as communication in social movements, as well as the role of music in 
the Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement, by offering a systematic analysis of how and why the 
music communicates effectively for the movement.
Finally, this author also concludes that music does communicate for the New Age 
movement. The ideology prescribed by the movement which espouses the discovery of 
individual inner peace as a necessary precursor to attaining world peace is reinforced 
by the music of the movement. The dominant patterns of the musical elements in New 
Age music are symbolic of the release patterns noted in Langer's theory of intensity and 
release. As such, the music helps communicate inner peace for listeners.
By analyzing Kay Gardner's music composed solely for the movement, one 
discovers how the ideology of the movement is being communicated to members of the 
New Age movement. The music stresses release patterns rather than intensity patterns
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in its approach to the musical elements employed. As such, Gardner's New Age music 
communicates effec'ively the philcsophy of inner peace for members of the movement.
By expanding the realm of this analysis beyond Gardner's music, which is 
composed and performed specifically for members of the movement, to include other 
New Age music, it is possible to speculate as to how the music is communicating to 
nonmembers, as well. Kitaro's "My Best" is composed with the ideals of the movement 
in mind. However, the success of Kitaro's music reaches well beyond hard-core New 
Age movement members to include nonmembers. This suggests that New Age music, even 
though it is void of lyrical content, may also communicate to nonmembers. The music of 
Kitaro, like Gardner, uses patterns which primarily symbolize release rather than 
intensity. Because Kitaro's music is experiencing success on the mainstream music 
market and because it is similar to the music of Gardner in terms of representing 
reiease patterns much more frequently than intensity patterns, one may conclude that it 
is communicating the message of the movement to nonmembers.
Through the analysis of the most recent New Age sampler, "Hearts of Space: 
Universe," some conclusions were reached regarding how New Age music may 
communicate to individuals unaware of the philosophy of the movement. The artists 
featured on the sampler may or may not profess New Age movement ideals. However, 
the music on the sampler is again primarily representative of release patterns. The 
appeal of this music to a broad mainstream market as relaxing, uplifting, and soothing 
again suggests that, whether intentional or not, New Age music seems to be effectively 
communicating the philosophy of the New Age movement to a broader listening audience 
than solely movement advocates. Further, dramatic sales increases of New Age music 
suggest that it may be communicating quite successfully.
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Foremost, this rhetorical perspective proved insightful in determining the role 
musical score plays in communicating for these two social movements. Not only is 
lyrical content an important factor to study with regard to what and how music 
communicates. Musical score, whether it is used to embellish lyrical content or, when 
no lyrics are offered, to communicate by completing an illusion brought to the 
experience by the listener, it should be included in the analysis of music as 
communication.
In sum, additional insight into existing research about music as communication 
was discovered by creating a rhetorical perspective by which to analyze systematically 
music as aesthetic communication. By using this perspective, one is afforded the ability 
to analyze music which uses both lyrics and score to communicate, as well as music 
which offers no lyrics at all. Based on the data in this dissertation, this author also 
confirms the ideas presented in the existing literature that music communicates for 
social movements. Finally, existing research has been embellished by this author in 
terms of analyzing how music communicates for the contemporary Neo-Nazi Skinhead 
movement and the New Age movement. In analyzing the music of these movements, the 
need to study music as communication in social movements and the insight to be 
ascertained from such study is also reinforced. Music can communicate to listeners. 
Because music is such a pervasive part of contemporary society, the conclusions 
reached in this dissertation are valuable to the development of our citizenry.
Recommendations
This dissertation may not be the definitive text regarding music as 
communication or music in social movements. However, this author has contributed 
numerous insightful conclusions based on this research. Several recommendations for
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further study in the area of music as communication are also set forth. These 
recommendations include suggestions for further research, as well as educational 
curriculum suggestions.
Suggestions for Further Research
As has been revealed in this dissertation, there is a definite need for more 
research into the study of music as communication. This rhetorical perspective for 
analyzing music as communication grounded in Susanne Langer*s theory of aesthetic 
symbolism is only one means by which to analyze what and how music may 
communicate. Other perspectives should be developed for understanding music as 
communication which may help the listener attain the ability to understand how music 
communicates from a variety of perspectives. Creating alternative procedures which 
may be grounded in such areas as aesthetics, music theory, rhetorical theory, physical 
and biological sciences, could enhance the field of learning with regard to how music 
communicates. This area of research is relatively new. The various styles of music 
which may be studied are abundant. Hopefully, the research provided by this author 
will spark others into studying alternative procedures for analyzing music as 
communication.
A second research recommendation which resuits from the work done for this 
dissertation regards the specific study of music as communication in social movements. 
Certainly, music has communicated for social movements in the past, and its 
communicative role has been documented in a wealth of existing research. This author 
has furthered the field of inquiry regarding music as communication in social 
movements by analyzing the music of the contemporary Neo-Nazi Skinhead movement 
and the New Age movement. However, more research should be conducted so as to
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confirm or disconfirm the conclusions made by this author regarding the music of these 
particular movements. In addition, research should continue to be conducted with 
regard to music in other contemporary social movements, as well. One can learn a great 
deal about the beliefs to which members of a movement ascribe and how these ideals are 
communicated through the study of the music to which the supporters listen. It is 
paramount that more research be devoted to the study of music as communication in 
social movements if humankind is to understand and deal appropriately with these 
counter-cultures.
As the world becomes more global, it is increasingly important to develop an 
understanding of and appreciation for cultures that differ from our own American 
society. Music is a foundational aspect of American culture, but it is also fundamental to 
other cultures. Music of these various cultures mus* be researched and understood, as 
well. Music as it communicates in other cultures is a vital area for further research.
The rhetorical perspective described in this dissertation should be utilized to 
analyze musical genres other than those analyzed as part of this study. In order to 
ascertain whether or not this particular rhetorical perspective grounded in Susanne 
Langer's theory of aesthetic symbolism is a valuable tool by which to understand music 
as communication, further studies should be conducted using this approach, in doing so, 
the value of this procedure will be confirmed or disconfirmed, and other insightful 
discoveries as to what and how music communicates may be revealed. Some examples 
might include analyses of what and how children's music communicates, the messages 
conveyed in rap music, and musical messages adolescents choose to raliy behind when 
they listen to particular popular and rock music artists. Furthermore, analyses of 
music from other cultures could be analyzed from this perspective. For example,
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South African styles, Jamaican styles, Far Eastern musics, and so forth, should be 
analyzed in terms of what and how they communicate aesthetically from this 
perspective. Analyses of these musics as they communicate for each particular culture 
could broaden our knowledge base about music as communication, as well as music in 
those cultures. Further, such analyses could be enlightening as to why some styles are 
able to cross international boundaries.
Educational Curriculum Suggestions
In addition to the need for further research into music as communication, this 
author recommends broadening the music education curriculum to include the study of 
music as communication. Expanding the music education curriculum is crucial to 
developing enlightened adults able to make educated decisions regarding this pervasive 
mode of commun'cation which has been, for too long, passed off as insignificant. This 
area of educational curriculum should occur at all levels of education: higher education, 
secondary education, middle schools, and elementary schools.
Higher Education. In higher education, ideally, a required general education 
course which focuses on music as communication should be offered. The course could 
fulfill a humanities requirement for all students and should be devoted to the study of 
what, how, and why music has communicated in the past; as well as speculate as to how 
music communicates to individuals and for groups today. While such additions to 
existing curriculum are difficult to implement, the attempt must be made if this 
educational void is to be filled.
Another means by which to begin fostering the learning of music as 
communication in higher education is by offering a unit on music as communication in 
existing courses. Music as communication should be integrated across the curriculum
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where appropriate. For example, music appreciation courses should be revised so as to 
include listening examples and readings which focus cn music as communication. 
Sociology courses could research and discuss music as a mode of communication in social 
movements when particular movements are presented. Poetry classes could include a 
unit on how lyricists may communicate in music. Psychology classes could study how 
music communicates and influences emotions. Philosophy courses could include music 
as communication when studying aesthetic philosophy and aesthetic symbolism. Biology 
courses could include a unit on how music may affect the brain and the nervous system 
and thus communicates. These are only a few examples of how music as communication 
should be integrated across the curriculum at the college level.
To be more specific to the communication discipline, nonveroal communication 
courses should be expanded to include music as a form of nondiscursive symbolism. 
Likewise, other communication courses such as interpersonal communication, 
intercultural communication, small group communication, listening, and so forth, 
should include a unit on music as communication presented from the perspective of that 
particular course. These communication courses are an ideal place to begin integrating 
the study of music as communication into the existing curriculum.
A final recommendation for implementing music as aesthetic communication 
curriculum in higher education is to require a course of all preservice secondary and 
eiementar' *^achers which focuses on teaching music as aesthetic communication across 
the curriculum. If these new teachers are enlightened as to how music communicates 
from a host of interdisciplinary perspectives, they will enter the public schools better 
equipped to educate young people about the significance of music as communication as it 
permeates a variety of subject areas.
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Public School Curricuium. In addition to expanding the curriculum in 
higher education to include music as communication, music as communication must also 
be taught in the secondary and elementary schools. Music as communication should be 
offered across the curriculum at the elementary and secondary ievei, just as it should 
be addressed across the curriculum at the college level. Certainly, implementing a 
required course for preservice teachers which addresses this issue would help to make 
this vision a reality. Further, however, elementary and secondary music programs 
should make aesthetic learning goals such as understanding how music communicates 
inner feeling a primary focus.
While music programs in the current system provide many valuable extrinsic 
benefits, the fundamental value of the public school music program should rest with its 
ability to develop aesthetic potential in students. As Boyer (1983) expounds:
The arts are an essential part of the human experience. They are not 
a frill. We recommend that all students study the arts to discover 
how human beings use nonverbal symbols and communicate not only 
with words but through music, dance, and visual arts (p. 98).
Rather than focusing on performance groups as an alternative social extracurricular 
activity, music education in the public schools should focus on developing aesthetic 
potential, and fostering the understanding of how music communicates inner feelings.
Initially, aesthetics must be a primary focus of the general music program.
This is a very attainable goal for elementary and middle school teachers due simply to 
the fact that general music is a requirement for students in most elementary and middle 
schools. Few, if any, secondary schools, however, require general music as a 
humanities course. Charles Leonhard (1984) writes that, " . . .  a required gene, a'
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music humanities course should be core to the secondary school curriculum, as well as 
to the elementary curriculum" (p. 4). Perhaps, if music educators begin to focus 
primarily on this unique aesthetic communication dimension of learning in the general 
music programs at the elementary and middle school levels, the need for continued 
education in general music at the secondary level will become evident.
How should the existing general music curriculum be reformed to focus on 
aesthetic growth? General music courses, at present, tend to focus primarily on 
listening, skills development, and group performance programs. While each of these 
components is necessary and important, none should be more important than aesthetic 
growth. Thus, the general music program must be reformed to make aesthetic growth 
the ultimate learning objective within each of these units on listening, skills 
development, and group performances.
Certainly, a general music program required of all students is the ultimate place 
for teaching the unique aesthetic dimension of music as communication. At the 
elementary and middle school levels, music teachers should make aesthetic growth the 
central focus of their programs. At the secondary level, however, such programs 
rarely exist at this time. Thus, secondary music teachers must begin the reform 
movement by incorporating aesthetic learning into their existing programs. In doing 
so, the vitality of music education as aesthetic education for ail students will become 
evident. After seeing the value of music education through the aesthetic growth of 
students in existing programs, the need for a humanities course in music as aesthetic 
communication required of all students may become clear.
At present, most superintendents and education boards support music at the 
secondary level as an elective course. Music teachers serve as directors for a host of
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choral and instrumental programs (i.e., pep bands, jazz bands, swing choirs, concert 
choirs and concert bands). Many of these groups serve as entertainmer,. at athletic 
activities, banquets, and other public events. Thus, most boards are supportive of these 
groups in the sense that »hey serve the public interest. This is a wonderful supplement 
to music education, but it should not be the paramount reason for its existence in the 
secondary schools.
At some schools, music theory and music appreciation courses are offered as 
electives, but rarely attract students due to severe time constraints on both music 
educators and students. Fundamental courses such as mathematics, sciences, English, 
and computers take precedence over these "elective" courses. In order to change the 
status of a required music-as-humanities course in the high schools, its fundamental 
value to the core curriculum must be demonstrated by focusing on the aesthetic growth 
which can be fostered in students within the existing curriculum.
Some examples of how secondary music teachers could begin to make this shift 
toward fostering aesthetic growth include teaching students about how music 
communicates through aesthetic symbolism within their performing group rehearsals. 
Rather than approaching concert preparation as "drill and practice," directors could 
reorganize the class period to include quality listening and analysis as music 
communicates aesthetically through the symbols of intensity and release which serve to 
represent human feeling. In addition, there are points in any given academic year when 
the pressure of preparation for performance is less dramatic. At such times, quality 
listening should be incorporated into the ciassroom to discover why some music evokes 
more response in the listener than other works. When listening to a recording of their 
own performance, students could be asked to discover why some numbers were more
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successful than others with regard to the intensity and release notion of aesthetic 
symbolism. Students should also be assigned homework where they return with samples 
of music (classical and modern) which evoke tension and resolution, and be asked *o 
generate discussion as to where, why, and how the music is able or unable to do so. 
Finally, if high school music directors teach music as aesthetic communication in their 
rehearsals throughout the year, an ultimate goal for the group might be to prepare their 
own concert in the Spring. Groups of four to five students each could be responsible for 
analyzing a piece of literature, prepanng the group, and conducting the performance of 
that work. Such a capstone would enhance active and cooperative learning, encourage 
aesthetic growth, and educate students as both performers and consumers of music. 
Simultaneously, the group would continue to satisfy the public cry for performances 
while learning how music communicates as aesthetic symbolism.
Music as communication should be a required course at all levels of education: 
elementary, middle school, secondary, and higher education. It should be required 
because it helps students to understand the aesthetic symbol system by which we make 
sense of our life experiences. The various levels of music programs, as they exist 
today, seem to have lost sight of their primary mission: to develop aesthetic 
understanding in students. As a result of this loss of vision, the music curriculum is 
suffering drastic cutbacks as a "frill" in the curriculum. If music as aesthetic 
education returns to the forefront in the music curriculum, perhaps the fundamental 
value of music education in the schools will also return to a place of prominence.
EixmL-SMifirmuil-
In closing, music as aesthetic communication should be a focus for researchers 
so as to further our understanding of what and how this pervasive mode of
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communication may be affecting individuals and society. Moreover, music as aesthetic 
communication must begin to be taught in higher education, as well as in the public 
schools. Ideally, music as aesthetic communication should be a required course in and of 
itself. However, such drastic educational reform is difficult to achieve. Perhaps, by 
integrating the learning of music as aesthetic communication into existing curricula, 
the eventual creation of a required general education course at all levels will 
materialize. Music communicates by symbolizing inner feelings. If our society is to be 
one comprised of enlightened and responsible citizens with regard to how music may be 
affecting us, and if our children are going to become enlightened and responsible adults, 
music as aesthetic communication must become a fundamental part of tho curriculum at 
all levels.
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